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Zusammenfassung
In dieser Forschungsarbeit werden dielektrische photonische Kristallstrukturen (PhC), die auf
einem niedrig brechenden Plattenwellenleiter basieren, untersucht. Diese zweidimensionalen
Plattenwellenleiter-Kristallstrukturen arbeiten nach dem Prinzip der geführten
Modenresonanz und finden ihre Anwendung in optischen Filtern, die im nahen InfrarotBereich genutzt werden. Die konstruktive und numerische Simulation der präsentierten
photonischen Kristalle erfolgt nach dem Finite-Differenzen-Time-Domain-Verfahren
(FDTD). Die in den vorgestellten Strukturen verwendeten dielektrischen Materialien sind
Zirkoniumdioxid / Niobpentoxid (ZrO2 / Nb2O5) für die Wellenleiterschicht und
Siliziumdioxid (SiO2) als umgebendes Medium und als Substrat. Die Studie beinhaltet die
Wirkung von Strukturmerkmalen und Design-Layouts auf die Transmissionseigenschaften
der PhC-Filter. Die dielektrischen photonischen Kristallstrukturen werden mittels eines
fokussierten Ionenstrahls erstellt. Die Herstellungsergebnisse werden als experimentelle
Vorgabe für numerische Simulationen verwendet. Dielektrische PhC-Filter werden auch auf
der Basis von bereitgestellten experimentellen Daten aus der Materialverarbeitung mit
hochenergetischen Femtosekunden (fs) Laserpulsen untersucht. Der Einfluss verschiedener
Strukturmerkmale der durch Femtosekunden-Laserpulsen erzeugten Löcher mit hohem
Aspektverhältnis auf die Leistungsfähigkeit von PhC-Filtern wird diskutiert. Darüber hinaus
werden verschiedene Herausforderungen hinsichtlich der optischen Charakterisierung der
dielektrischen PhC-Filter numerisch untersucht. Zu diesen Herausforderungen gehören die
endliche Größe der Strahlungsquelle, ihr Winkelspektrum und ihre Spotgröße sowie die
endliche Größe der Strukturen. Um die Messmethode zu verbessern, werden ebenfalls einige
Eigenschaften im Zusammenhang mit dem bestehenden optischen Laboraufbau zur
Charakterisierung der Filter numerisch untersucht.
Schlüsselwörter: Photonische Kristalle, geführte Modus-Resonanz, Fano-filter, FDTD,
fokussierter Ionenstrahl, effektiver Brechungsindex, Design-Layout, Strukturmerkmale,
Femtosekunden-Laser, optische Charakterisierung, Winkel-Spektrum, Spot-Größe,
Transmissionseigenschaften.
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1 Introduction
The evolution of civilization from stone age to the modern age of information technology is
the result of deeper understanding and utilization of materials from nature. By altering their
properties, new materials with more desirable characteristics can be created. Over the past
century, the major focus of the research endeavour has been altering the electrical properties
of the materials. The developments in semiconductor physics enabled the miniaturization of
the transistor which revolutionized electronics and hence improved our life style. However, in
the past few decades a new research frontier has opened which targets to control the optical
properties of materials. The invention of optical fibre which confines and guides light, has
already revolutionized the telecommunication industry. At the same time, the advancements
in the fields of spectroscopy, laser technology and computing have increased the demand for
optical materials. To control the light at the wavelength scale, feature sizes in the order of the
targeted wavelengths or below are required. For instance, to operate in the visible and near
infrared (NIR) range, the structural details must be below one micrometre. Examples of such
materials already exist in nature in the form of the periodic nanostructures in plants and
insects (e.g. wings of some butterflies), to filter and enhance various colours of sun light. In
optics, these nanostructures can be realized in one-dimension (1D) in form of thin-film stacks
or 1D diffraction gratings. However, implementing these periodic properties in 2D or 3D, is
commonly known as Photonic Crystals (PhCs).
PhCs are artificial structures which control the flow of the photons analogous to the flow of
electrons in electronics. The idea of PhCs was presented by John [Joh87] and Yablonovitch
[Yab87] in 1987. PhC slab devices are an important category of PhC structures which offer
periodicity of refractive index in two-dimensions inside an index-guiding layer. A special
type of PhC slab devices works on the principle of guided-mode resonance (GMR), in which
the electromagnetic power confined within the waveguide couples with the external
radiations to form resonance. Due to their compact design, these PhC slab structures offer
several advantages over the conventional multi-layer stacks based optical filters, such as
being easily embedded in optical micro-electro-mechanical-systems (MEMS). Moreover, the
optical properties of PhCs can be engineered to adopt them to various spectral features and
applications. The usage of PhCs has been demonstrated in various applications such as
optical filters [Naz08, Kus12, Kha12], bio-sensors [Naz10], polarizers [Ack11, Zam11],
optical MEMS [Kus10], beam splitters [Kil08], optical mirrors [Gel14], atomic force
microscopy [Won14] and many more.
Conventionally, PhCs have been mostly implemented using semiconductors since they offer
high material quality and can be processed easily using all available technologies for microelectronics, photonics and optical-MEMS. Another advantage of semiconductor materials is
that they possess a high refractive index (between 3 and 4). However, they are expensive and
their fabrication cost is also high. Additionally, almost all the semiconductor based PhCs
operate in infrared range and they have a high absorption below this range. Due to a vast
variety of optical applications, the demand for more spectral ranges is increasing. Being
transparent to a wide spectral range and offering low absorption, dielectric materials provide
a good alternate for semiconductors. Dielectric based PhCs can be adapted to operate in
multiple spectral ranges such as UV, visible and NIR. Moreover, they can be deposited using
several low cost technologies such as sputtering, Plasma Enhanced Chemical Vapour
Deposition (PECVD), evaporation, etc. These cost effective fabrications offer a greater
flexibility in order to test different ideas and device designs. However, dielectric materials
1
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possess lower material quality and refractive index compared to the semiconductors. The
optical characterization of the dielectric PhCs is more challenging due to their low refractive
index contrast. Moreover, the conventional fabrication techniques using charged particles
such as electron-beam (e-beam) lithography and Focused Ion Beam (FIB) milling lithography
suffer from surface charging problems.
There are three main motivations for this thesis work. The first is to investigate PhC
structures based on low refractive index contrast and to study various design ideas. The
second objective is to study their technological implementation and the resulting structural
properties. Lastly, to study and address the challenges regarding optical characterization of
low-index PhC structures.
So far, only selected work has been presented on dielectric/low-index PhC structures. The
implementation of dielectric PhCs have been demonstrated using materials such as oxides
[Naz10, Kha12], nitrides [Net00, Ili07] and polymers [Lig01, Böt02]. These dielectric slab
waveguide based PhCs have been designed to cover a variety of spectral ranges including UV
[Ros96], visible [Bau04, Cro06, Naz08] and NIR [Lig01, Aug06, Cro06]. Moreover, PhC
slabs have been demonstrated in different design variations such as air-surrounded membrane
[Cro06], single layer slab waveguide [Fan02, Böt02] and multilayer thinfilms [Aug06,
Kha12]. Conventional fabrication approach for PhCs is to define the patterns using e-beam
lithography and to structure them onto the substrate using Reactive Ion Etching (RIE) [Ric10,
Gre12, Gel14]. In former works at our institute, fabrication of dielectric PhCs has also been
demonstrated using a direct patterning method using FIB milling lithography [Kha12,
Kus12]. Performance of PhC-filters and their characteristics in various applications are
determined by both, their structural features and the properties of the incident beam. The
optical characterization of dielectric PhCs and their sensitivity towards the angular spectrum
of incident light has been previously discussed in a few publications [Ben01, Bon03, Cro06,
Kim07].
This work implements dielectric PhCs using zirconium dioxide/niobium pentaoxide (ZrO2/
Nb2O2) as waveguide materials and silicon dioxide (SiO2) as the surrounding medium and the
substrate. These materials are chosen because ZrO2 and Nb2O5 offer low-losses at NIR
wavelengths and possess good mechanical properties. All-solid layer slab waveguide design
is chosen instead of air-suspended membrane models to attain a higher mechanical stability,
easier fabrication and to avoid undesired bending in released thin-films due to residual stress.
Moreover, dielectric PhCs are implemented by direct patterning method using FIB milling
lithography. It offers a good alternative to conventional technologies for prototyping and
testing of PhC structures, owing its high resolution structuring as well as combining FIB
milling and SEM imaging facilities in the same machine. However, the fabrication techniques
using charged particles suffer from surface charging problems and prolonged process
durations due to the hardness of dielectric materials, which limit the fabrication quality. On
the contrary, a direct structuring technique using high energy femtosecond (fs) laser pulses
provide a better fabrication alternative with various advantages such as rapid structuring, no
vacuum condition required, low cost fabrication and no surface charging. Recently we
demonstrated PhC filters based on the material processing using high energy fs-laser pulses
[Kha14, Mei14, Mei15, Göt15]. This work numerically models various structural profiles
using the provided experimental [Göt17] and characterization [Mei13] results from fs-laser
material processing, and investigates the implementation of PhC-filters based on these
structural features.
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The work also aims to address various challenges related to optical characterization of the
dielectric PhCs in order to improve their transmission measurement. The goal is to study the
angular sensitivity of the guided-mode resonances in detail by introducing various source
models based on superposition of plane waves, which has not been done before. Mainly, the
challenges to be investigated involve the effects of the finite size of the source, its angular
spectrum, the spot size and the finite size of the structure. The effect of individual angular
components on the guided-mode resonances is also investigated. The numerical
investigations of few properties related to an already existing transmission measurement
setup are also discussed. The investigated dielectric slab waveguide PhC structures are
targeted to operate in the NIR range. Design and numerical simulations of the presented PhC
filters are performed using Finite-Difference Time-Domain (FDTD) method in an open
source software meep.
This thesis is organized in following manner:
Chapter 1: The introduction, giving a brief overview of the research field, its significance
and the aim of the presented work.
Chapter 2: The current state of the research regarding this work is reported. The reported
works are arranged in different subsections to relate them to the goals of this thesis.
Chapter 3: The physical fundamentals essential to understand this work are described in this
chapter. The first part defines the basic principles of optics such as electromagnetic field,
propagation of light in matter, interference of waves, calculation of amplitude coefficient and
properties of a Gaussian beam. The second part is about the photonic crystal optics which
describes the type of PhCs, the principle of GMR and its application in optical filters, band
gap in PhCs, and dielectric slab waveguide PhCs.
Chapter 4: The simulation, fabrication and measurement methods associated with this
research work, are described. The FDTD numerical simulation method is discussed in detail
along with its different features such as boundary conditions, definition of the source and
field calculation techniques. The chapter also talks about the FIB technology since it was
used for fabrication. The working principle of fs-laser and optical characterization setup are
also briefly discussed.
Chapter 5: This section is based on the design, numerical simulation and fabrication of the
PhC structures. The chapter covers various PhC design related issues such as design
parameters and transmission spectra of the PhC structures. The fabrication of the dielectric
PhC using FIB milling lithography is also reported. Moreover, a finite device model and
spectral properties of an InP based polarization control filter has been briefly accounted.
Chapter 6: The chapter talks about PhC-filter designs based on the structural profiles
resulting from high energy fs-laser pulses. Various structural aspects, their influence on the
PhC-filter design and their effect on the spectral characteristics of the filters have also been
discussed. The chapter also reports different design configurations of PhC-filters based on the
structural profiles generated by fs-laser structuring.
Chapter 7: Optical characterization of the dielectric PhCs is investigated in this chapter. The
chapter studies the angular sensitivity of PhC structures using various approaches including
plane wave method and simulating Gaussian beam as a superposition of plane waves. Various
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aspects, like focusing of the beam and effects of using different spot sizes, etc., related to the
already existing transmission measurement setup are also numerically simulated.
Chapter 8: The obtained results are summarized and discussed. Based on the results, the
presented work is concluded and an outlook for the future research is given.
Appendix: A comparison between 2D and 3D-FDTD simulation techniques is given.
Experimental parameters for fs-laser fabricated structures and some source related results are
presented.

2 Current State of the Research
Dielectric PhCs are a highly interesting research area due to their suitable applications in
optical filters, sensors and spectroscopy. To understand the significance of this work, a
review of related research works is given in this chapter. The related works are arranged
under various headings to highlight their significance in accordance with the research areas
covered in this thesis work.
Some important early publications on PhCs include [Fan38, Fan61], where the first
convincing explanation of guided-mode resonances was given by Fano, hence they are also
named as Fano-resonances. A complete convincing explanation was presented in 1965 by A.
Hessel and A. A. Oliner based on guided waves in a slab [Hes65]. Moreover, Magnusson and
Wang [Mag92] suggested the first idea to implement guided-mode resonance for optical filter
applications.

2.1 Dielectric Photonic Crystals
Dielectric materials used in PhCs include various kinds of oxides, nitrides and polymers.
Most important materials used in dielectric PhCs have been niobium penta-oxide (Nb2O5),
silicon dioxide (SiO2) and silicon nitride (Si3N4). Very selective work has been done on lowindex/dielectric PhCs in past years. In [Ros96], photonic band-structure properties of
dielectric PhCs have been discussed for UV and visible range. Similarly, the band-gap
existence in PhC device based on Si3N4 waveguides in visible and near infra-red spectral
ranges has been presented in [Net00]. Propagation of electromagnetic waves in low-index PhC
device with air holes has been given in [Fot01]. A polymer based PhC waveguide across NIR
region has been reported in [Lig01], while coupling of a slab waveguide based PhCs on
polymer material with a low-index fibre core is demonstrated by [Böt02]. Furthermore,
highly efficient low contrast in-plane index based bend waveguides have been reported in
[Aug03]. The dispersion properties of low-index PhC defect-waveguides effective for visible
and NIR regions have been studied in [Aug06]. In the same way, [Bau04] presents PhC
super-prism devices for visible spectrum. GMR in air-bridged slab waveguide PhC structure
has been demonstrated for visible and NIR spectral range by [Cro06]. Additionally, lowindex PhC slab waveguide based on Nb2O5 and silicon nitrides are presented in [Ili07] along
with their transmission and dispersion properties. Further, PhC slab based low-cost biosensors made up of low-index material such as Nb2O5 have been demonstrated and discussed
in [Naz10].

2.2 Photonic Crystal Design
Two dimensional PhCs have been demonstrated in various design variations such as an
air-bridged membrane [Cro06, Kus10, Zam10], asymmetric solid-layer slab waveguide
[Fan02] and multilayer stacks with symmetric waveguide design [Aug05, Aug06, Kus12,
Kha12]. An important publication by S. Fan and J.D. Joannopoulos [Fan02] presents a
detailed account on guided-mode resonances in dielectric PhC slabs including numerical
simulation of PhCs in the time domain, hole-radius dependence of the resonances, calculation
of the quality factor and line shape analysis of the Fano-resonances. G. Böttger et al. [Böt02]
studies the GMR in single layer moderate refractive index PhCs by numerical calculation in
3D-FDTD and it is shown that the transmission characteristics can be significantly improved
5
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by extending the etching depth of air-holes into the substrate. K.B. Crozier et al. [Cro06]
justifies the reduction of number of modes in PhC slab due to lowering of effective refractive
index with empty lattice approximation and computing the guided modes in waveguide by
total internal reflection. Moreover, [Sol08] reports that coupling of the modes can be varied
by breaking the mirror symmetric of the holes, i.e. introducing keyholes instead of circular
holes. Furthermore, the variation in the transmission characteristics of metal/dielectric
(Au-SiO2-Si) PhC structure due to variation in the ratio of the holes to lattice spacing is
presented in [Xia08].

2.3 Photonic Crystal Fabrication Methods
In semiconductor PhCs, lot of good results have been shown using conventional fabrication
technologies. Bogaerts et al. used a combination of deep-UV lithography and RIE (Reactive
Ion Etching) to fabricate Silicon on Insulator (SOI) PhCs structures [Bog02]. Another
common approach uses e-beam lithography and some variant of dry etching to structure SOI
[Thu14] based PhC structures. The most common approach in fabrication of 2D PhCs is
defining the patterns using e-beam lithography and later transferring the patterns onto the
substrate by RIE, reported for a monolithic single crystal Si PhCs in [Had10, Gel14], SOI
based PhCs [Ric10]. Recently, FIB milling lithography has been utilized to structure the
patterns onto a SiO2 hard mask and transfer the pattern into an InP membrane using RIE
[Kus10, Zam11].
But regarding dielectrics, fewer works have been reported and the fabrication process can be
challenging due to the hardness of the material and surface charging problems. Use of e-beam
lithography and variants of dry etching to structure Si3N4/SiO2 [Ban04, Aug05] and
Si3N4/SiO2/Si3N4 stack PhC membrane [Gre12] have been reported. A direct patterning
method for PhC structures on a SiO2/Nb2O5/SiO2 based slab waveguide using FIB milling
technology has been reported in previous works at INA [Kus12, Kha12] and it is a part of the
this work as well. Recently, structuring of PhC-holes in bulk glass (SiO2) has been
demonstrated using high energy fs-laser pulses [Kha14, Mei14, Mei15, Göt15].

2.4 Optical Characterization of Photonic Crystals
The optical characterization of the PhCs has been challenging due their sensitivity to the
spectral and angular spread of the incident beams. Few publications reporting some important
issues regarding the optical characterization of PhCs related to this thesis work are mentioned
here. [Ben01] reports on the effects of finite beam and finite gratings based on numerical
simulations using plane wave and Gaussian beam with varying beam waist. Transmission and
reflection characteristics of a PhC waveguide are theoretically studied in [Bon03] which tries
to explain the difference in the efficiencies of transmission and reflection spectra. It also
analyses the variation in the coupling coefficient for different spot sizes of incident Gaussian
beam. [Lou04] reports on angular and polarization selective properties of the PhCs mirrors
based on air surrounded multilayer films. Considering the device, a PhC based mirror is
shown for a wide angular range and polarization selectivity is achieved by introducing
rectangular air holes. The transmission spectra of air-bridged PhC slab have been measured
with a focused Gaussian beam and the deviations from ideal simulation are explained in
terms of angular spread of the focused beam in [Cro06]. Moreover, the dependence of
reflectivity on incidence angle and azimuthal angle is determined in single film PhC mirror
for finite sized focused beams by S. Kim et al. [Kim07]. In another publication by the same
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group [Kil08] the angular and polarization properties of the PhCs are demonstrated for beam
splitting applications. Moreover, Y. Nazirizadeh et al in [Naz08] account the variation in the
quality factor of the resonances by varying the incidence angle and the spatial position of the
incident beam in transmission measurement.

2.5 Photonic Crystal in Practical Applications
Due to the fact that PhC slab based Fano-filters offer several improvements over
conventional optical filters, such as compact design and being easily embedded in
optical-MEMS, they have been under research over past decades. PhC based Fano-filters find
their application in various fields including optical filters [Kus12, Kha14, Cro06, Naz08],
polarizers [Akc11, Zam11], optical-MEMS [Cro06, Zam11], PhC based light emitting diodes
[Bor99, Erc01, Fan02], lasers [Mei99, Ima99], directional output couplers [Mek00, Fan02]
and variety of optical filter applications [Joh99, Kan97]. Some more application include
displacement sensing, optical switching, dispersion control [Lou04], spectroscopy, imaging
and displays [Cro06]. Additionally, the use of PhCs has been demonstrated in several
applications such as beam splitting [Kil08], PhC mirror in Fabry-Pérot (FP) resonator
[Gel14], PhC based sensor for atomic force microscopy [Won14] and many more.

2.6 Research Work at INA
The design, fabrication and optical characterization of PhCs have been in spotlight of
research work at INA since past few years. Initially polarization selectivity was implemented
on an InP based air-bridged membrane. This elliptical holes based polarization selective filter
was designed in FDTD [Wul09] and fabricated using FIB milling lithography and RIE
[Kus10, Zam11]. The optical characterization of the filter was performed using a reflection
measurement setup [Ben10]. Later on, the research work was carried out on dielectric based
Fano-filers. A three layer solid dielectric slab waveguide has been modelled in FDTD and
fabricated using FIB milling lithography in [Kha12, Kus12] with implementation of
distributed Bragg’s reflectors (DBR) on the edges to prevent the radiation losses. More
recently, the dielectric slab waveguide based PhCs are fabricated using high energy
femtosecond laser pulses and their use as slab waveguide Fano-filters is presented in [Kha14,
Mei14, Mei15, Göt15]. Rim formation round the structures due to ablation of the material
during the material processing using high energy fs-laser pulses is investigated in [Tah14].
Since lot of devices are used in transmission instead of reflection, a transmission
measurement setup was also established [Fül15]. As a continuation of the research work, this
thesis is based on dielectric PhCs and their optical characterization.
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3 Physical Fundamentals
The chapter includes some fundamental information necessary to understand the presented
work. The physical principles under discussion include the propagation of electromagnetic
waves in free space, homogeneous and inhomogeneous media. The fundamental orientation
of light such as plane waves, transverse electromagnetic waves and Gaussian beam along
with its properties are also part of discussion. The basic phenomenon of interference and
additions of waves under normal and oblique incidence and construction of wavefronts are
briefly described. Moreover, the behaviour of waves at interface of two media and the
calculation of amplitude coefficients are also elaborated. The basics of photonic crystal
optics, the behaviour of light in such periodic structures and working principle of dielectric
photonic crystal based on narrow band filters is described.

3.1 Electromagnetic Field Propagation
The propagation of light waves is governed by same theoretical principles as by all forms of
electromagnetic radiations. Electromagnetic waves propagate in form of two mutually
coupled vector fields i.e. electric-field and magnetic-field. The electromagnetic field can be
described in a single function of position and time, the so-called wavefunction. The
macroscopic form of Maxwell’s equations inter-relating these functions is given by:
(3.1)
(3.2)
(3.3)
(3.4)

Where denotes the electric field as a function of space and time , is the magnetic field,
is the electric displacement, is the magnetic induction, the external current density and
represents the external charge density. The propagation behaviour of the electromagnetic
field is defined by Maxwell’s equations and may change depending on the properties of the
medium. The most common electromagnetic properties of the medium are characterized by
macroscopic polarization and magnetisation which are given as:
(3.5)
(3.6)

Where
and
are the permittivity and the
permeability of vacuum, respectively. Now by considering a source-free medium where we
can set
. Similarly, in a homogenous and source-free medium in optics,
magnetic properties become non-relevant because of high frequencies, therefore
can be
ignored. The Maxwell’s equations (3.1-3.4) and the related terms (eq. 3.5-3.6) for such a
medium can be rewritten as:
9
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(3.7)
(3.8)
(3.9)
(3.10)

Also,
(3.11)
(3.12)

Where
and
are the permittivity and permeability of the relative medium
respectively. Dielectric media in general have permeability equal to unity so equation (3.12)
can be simplified as:
(3.13)

Since this work is related to the propagation of electromagnetic waves inside dielectric media
such as photonic crystals, it is essential to relate the above set of equations to a periodic
lattice consisting of varying refractive indices. The above set of equations (3.7-3.13) is
defined for a source-free medium, but also holds true for a mixed dielectric medium like
photonic crystal structures. Where, they are composite of homogenous regions of dielectric
materials as a function of the position vector and the structures do not change with time
[Nov06, Joa08].

3.2 Interference of Waves
The phenomenon of superposition occurs when two or more electromagnetic waves exist
simultaneously in the same space and time. The resultant wavefunction is the sum of the
individual wavefunctions of the contributing waves. The basic principle of the superposition
) [Gue90, Sal91].
is the consequence of the linear wave equation (
Considering monochromatic waves of the same frequency, the superposition of complex
amplitudes follows the linearity of the Helmholtz equation (
) [Gue90, Sal91].
It also implies that the phenomenon of interference cannot be simply explained by ray optics
since it is dependent on the phase relationship of the component waves. Hence, the
interference and superposition of waves can only be explained by wave optics. The
superposition principle does not apply to the intensity and the resultant intensity of the
superimposed waves is not necessarily the sum of contributing intensities.
Considering two monochromatic waves with complex fields

and

given by:
(3.14)
(3.15)
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Whereas,
and
are the peak amplitudes of the waves and
and
represent the phases
of the two wavefunctions. The resultant sum of the two complex wavefunctions is also a
monochromatic wave of same frequency having complex amplitude represented as:
(3.16)

The intensity of complex wavefunctions can be described by
and

√

While,

(3.17)

√

and

(3.18)

The spatial term
is omitted for convenience. The overall intensity of the resultant
superimposed wave results to:
(3.19)

Now substituting values of equation (3.18) in (3.19), we get
√

(3.20)

The above equation is known as interference equation. Whereas, and are the intensities
of the individual waves which are independent of each other. The mathematical relation
proves that the resultant intensity of superposition is not simply the sum of two individual
intensities. All the vital information about the interference is contained in the third term of the
equation which shows its phase dependence (Figure 3.1(b)). The term can be positive or
negative corresponding to constructive or destructive interference respectively. If the term is
zero at all the points of wave superposition, the waves do not interfere and are marked as
noncoherent or incoherent waves. Moreover, the interference of two coherent
electromagnetic waves implies that only parallel components of the electric field contribute to
the resultant interference. The interference term is the function of the amplitudes of the
contributing waves and a harmonic function of phase difference between the individual
waves.
Further analysing the interference relation described in equation (3.20), if
instance, it yields:
[

]

*

+

for

(3.21)

Additionally, if the phase difference
, it gives
. This means, with no
phase difference between the waves, the total intensity of the resultant wave would be four
times the intensity of the single superimposed wave. For
, the waves would
cancel each other and the total intensity
. It should be noted that the complete
cancellation of intensity is only possible if the intensities of the constituent waves are equal.
Whereas a phase relation of
or
gives
. Here the interference
term completely vanishes and the total intensity becomes the sum of component intensities of
the waves. The high dependence of the intensity on the phases of the waves is used in
detection of the phase difference of the waves in many optical systems. The phasor diagram
in Figure 3.1(a) shows that the magnitude of resultant phasor is not only dependent on the
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magnitudes of individual phasors but also depends on the phase difference
[Gue90, Hec02, Sal07].

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.1: Phasor diagram showing the resultant complex amplitude of two superimposed waves
with phase difference of
. (b) Resultant intensity of interference of two waves and its
dependence on the phase difference of waves ((redrawn as [Sal07]).

Furthermore, the interference of the light waves originating from different point sources can
be best studied by Huygens’s principle. Unlike in geometric optics, which considers light as
rays, it states that light waves propagate in form of wavefronts. Each point on the wavefront
can be treated as a source of a spherical wavelet the so-called secondary wavelet or
Huygens’s wavelet. Fresnel studied the diffraction with the Huygens’s postulate of secondary
wavelets. This combination of Huygens wavelets and principle of interferences is regarded as
Huygens-Fresnel principle. This theory can be widely used to study different phenomenon
such as diffraction of light and propagation of waves inside anisotropic media and scattering
of light by small particles [Gue90, Smi88, Bor99].

Interference of Plane Waves at Oblique Incidence
Consider two plane waves with equal intensities
being superimposed to each other at an
arbitrary angle. The first wave
is considered to be traveling in -direction while the other
wave
is propagating at an angle to the propagation axis in -z plane (Figure 3.2). The
complex wavefunctions can be given as
√
√

(3.22)
[

]

The phase difference of the two plane waves in space at
is
phase difference the interference equation (3.20) gives a total intensity of
[

]

(3.23)

, and for this

(3.24)

The interference pattern of the two plane waves varies sinusoidally as visible in the Figure
3.2. The period is defined as
. For instance if the
the period
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becomes . This indicates that the angle of incidence between the waves can be predicted by
recording and observing the resulting intensity distribution [Sal07].

Figure 3.2: Interference of two plane waves at an angle θ to each other resulting in a sinusoidal
intensity pattern. The period of the maxima of the intensity pattern is λ/sinθ.

3.3 Gaussian Beam Properties
Considering the propagation of light in free space, there are many possible solutions to the
Maxwell’s equations, the plane wave being the simplest solution. A theoretical plane wave
has infinite planes of constant phase and amplitude along its transverse direction, but in
reality these ideal plane waves do not exist. In real space, all the optical beams have finite
dimensions due to the finite size of the optical components, for instance, lens diameters,
aperture diameters etc. Due to the limited diameter, the light beam undergoes divergence
under a certain angle. The angular distribution of these light beams depends on the energy
distribution and the pattern in which the intensity falls to zero in transverse direction. A light
beam having electric field distributed in a Gaussian profile across its transverse direction and
maintaining this property along its entire propagation axis is called to be a Gaussian beam
[Qui06].
In a Gaussian beam, the beam power is concentrated along the beam axis and the intensity
distribution in transverse plane is circularly symmetric to the Gaussian distribution function
(Figure 3.3). The width of intensity distribution function is minimum at the beam waist and
gradually increases in both directions along the beam axis (Figure 3.4). The wavefronts are
planner at the beam waist and gradually curve away from the waist and ultimately become
spherical in the farfield. The angular divergence is dependent on the beam waist and a narrow
waist results in higher angular divergence [Sal07].
The physical properties and characteristics of a typical Gaussian beam such as complex
amplitude, intensity distribution, beam width, beam divergence, depth of focus, phase of the
wavefronts and focussing of the beam are discussed in this section.
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Figure 3.3: The cross-section of a Gaussian beam showing the amplitude and the intensity
distribution in transverse direction. The intensity drops
from its maximum value at the beam
waist radius (modified from [Sal07]).

3.3.1 Amplitude Distribution
Solution of wave equation for harmonic modes results in Helmholtz equation. While, further
solving Helmholtz equation with some assumptions yields the complex amplitude of the
Gaussian beam [Gue90, Sal09] which is given by:
*

+

*

+

(3.25)

Where the parameter represents the space, is the propagation axis,
is the peak
amplitude of the function at the beam waist,
is the waist radius,
is the beam width
as a function of position along the axis, is the wave number,
is the radius of
curvature of wavefronts as a function of z and
is phase of the beam along propagation
axis. The radial position parameter is defined in terms of transverse axes and as:
(3.26)

To understand the different characteristics contained in the complex amplitude, it is divided
into its constituents parts in equation 3.27 indicating the various functions and properties
contained in it.
Amplitude constant at beam waist

(3.27)

Contraction ratio, amplitude decrease as beam
spreads
*
*

+

Gaussian profile of transverse amplitude
+

Spherical wavefront with

phase change
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Figure 3.4: Amplitude distribution of a Gaussian beam. The beam width W(z) has its minimum value
at the point z=0 along the beam axis. It reaches a factor of √
at z=
and increases linearly
in the farfield z>> (modified from [Iiz02]).

The key parameters of Gaussian beam are given by:
√
[

√

( )
( ) ]

Beam waist

(3.28)

Radius of curvature

(3.29)

Phase factor

(3.30)

Minimum beam waist radius

(3.31)

Rayleigh length

(3.32)

Beam divergence

(3.33)

Where, Rayleigh length is the distance from the minimum beam waist to the point where
beam waist doubles. From the above expression it can be seen that a Gaussian beam is
specified by only three key parameters, i.e. the wavelength of light, the size of the beam
waist
and the distance along -axes. It also defines two independent parameters
and
which are determined by the boundary conditions. The distribution of the amplitude and the
intensity of a Gaussian beam is shown in Figure 3.3 and Figure 3.4. The mathematical
parameters mentioned in equation 3.28 to 3.33 will be discussed in detail in upcoming
sections.

3.3.2 Intensity Distribution
The optical intensity in a Gaussian beam is a function of position along the propagation axis
and the radial position . It is mathematically expressed as:
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*

+

*

+

(3.34)

Figure 3.5: The intensity of the Gaussian beam as a function of distance z along the beam axis and at
points on the transverse axis with
. The intensity of the beam drops going away from the point
z=0 (modified from [Iiz02]).

Whereas the peak intensity at beam waist is
and at any point along the -axis the
intensity can be defined by the radial distance . The intensity is distributed in the form of a
Gaussian function with its peak on -axis at
and decreasing as going away from the
increases along the radial axis z on both sides
centre (Figure 3.3). The beam radius
moving away from the beam waist
. At the point with
, the equation 3.34 takes the
form:
*

+

(3.35)

The intensity takes its maximum value of
at the point with
and
reaching half of the peak value at
(Figure 3.5). At farfield, the intensity relation
follows the inverse square law as in case of parabolic and spherical waves.

3.3.3 Beam Waist
The beam intensity of a Gaussian beam at
decreases by a factor of
(Gaussian
function) as the radial distance increases along axis. The power of the beam is concentrated
along the radial axis in a way that 86% of the power lie in a circle of radius
regarded as
beam radius. The beam width as a function of z is given as:
√

( )

(3.36)

The minimum value of beam width
is located at the point
. The parameter
is
the waist radius while
is referred as waist diameter or spot size. The beam waist
increases away from the
and attains a value of √
at Rayleigh length
(Figure 3.4).
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3.3.4 Radius of Curvature of Wavefronts
The Gaussian beam has quasi plane wavefronts in the - plane near to the beam waist and it
transforms to spherical waves in the farfield along the radial axis . The radius of curvature as
function of z is given by:
[

( ) ]

(3.37)

The relation
can be defined in three different regions. Near the beam waist
,
, while at
,
, and when
,
assumes a shape of the
spherical waves (Figure 3.4 and Figure 3.8).

3.3.5 Phase
The phase at the centre of the Gaussian beam along the propagation axis is given by:
(3.38)

At centre of the beam axis where

, the phase takes the following form:
(3.39)

It is important to notice here that the first term
is the phase of a plane wave. The second
represents the phase retardation given by
ranging from
to
part
in propagation distance from
to
(Figure 3.6). The phase delay refers
to an excess delay of the wavefronts during the propagation of the Gaussian beam. The total
or maximum retardation as the waves travelling from
to
is . The phase retardation
is called Guoy phase-shift or Guoy effect.

Figure 3.6: Representation of phase retardation function
of Gaussian beam. The beam has a
phase of uniform plane wave at the points on the z-axis (redrawn as [Sal07]).

3.3.6 Farfield Beam Divergence
In farfield where

, so the equation 3.36 can be rewritten as a linear relation as follows:
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=

(3.40)

The Gaussian beam diverges as a cone of half angle as shown in the Figure 3.4. The
divergence angle can be written in the form:
(3.41)

The 86% of the beam power is confined in the shape of a cone around the beam axis. The
equation 3.41 rewritten in terms of spot size and angular divergence of the beam can be
represented as follows:
(3.42)

The above equation shows that the beam spread is directly proportional to the wavelength
of the beam and inversely proportional to the spot size
. It means a beam with a smaller
beam waist will undergo a larger divergence and vice versa. A highly directional beam can be
made by selecting a shorter wavelength and a thick beam waist.

3.3.7 Wavefronts
Taking into consideration the phase equation 3.38 of the Gaussian beam, the third term
is responsible for wavefront bending. It shows the deviation of the wavefronts phase at off
axis points in the transverse - plane. As shown in Figure 3.7, the radius of curvature is
infinite at the minimum waist point
which means the wavefronts are planner with no
curvature at the beam waist (also see Figure 3.8).

Figure 3.7: The radius of curvature R(z) of a Gaussian beam plotted as a function of the distance
along the beam axis. It becomes undefined around the beam focus point since the beam has plane
wavefronts. The dotted line crossing the centre shows the radius of curvature of spherical waves
(redrawn as [Sal07]).
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Figure 3.8: Depiction of wavefronts of a Gaussian beam. It has plane wavefronts near the focus point
or nearfield and turns into spherical wavefronts in the farfield (redrawn as [Qui06]).

The radii of the wavefronts decrease to a minimum value of
at the point where
along the beam axis, and at this point the wavefront has the greatest curvature as depicted in
Figure 3.8. At far field
, the wavefronts of the Gaussian beam are almost same as of a
spherical wave and radius of curvature is
. Furthermore, it is important to notice that
diverging wavefronts have a positive radius of curvature while converging wavefronts hold
negative value of radius of curvature.

3.3.8 Focusing of a Gaussian Beam
In general case, if a Gaussian beam is passed through a lens of focal length , the transmitted
beam is focused to a waist radius of
at a distance along the beam axis, mathematically
given by:

√

(3.43)

(3.44)

But in case of a collimated beam (Figure 3.9) passing through the lens when the depth of
focus
is much larger than the focal length
of the lens, the focused waist radius
approximately becomes:
(3.45)

And using

leads to a simplified result as:
(3.46)
(3.47)
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Figure 3.9: Focusing of a collimated Gaussian beam through a lens (redrawn as [Sal07]).

The collimated beam incident in the focal plane of a lens can be well approximated by a
plane wave since it has almost plane and parallel wave fronts along its propagation axis.
, it is directly proportional to the
According to the defined relation of waist radius
wavelength and the focal length of the lens, and inversely proportional to the radius
of the
incident beam.

3.4 Waves at Interfaces
To understand the interaction of light at the boundary of two media having different
refractive indices, consider a plane wave in medium 1 with refractive index
that
approaches to medium 2 with refractive index
(Figure 3.10(a)). The wave entering
medium 2 will be refracted. The propagation direction of the wave is denoted by the angle
formed between the k vector of the wave and the normal to the boundary of the medium 2.
The angle of reflection is equal to the angle of incidence as per law of reflection.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.10. (a) Refraction of light at the boundary of two media with different refractive indices
(redrawn as [Qui06]). (b) Bending of the wavefronts at the boundary of two media for a case with
(redrawn as [Qui06].

While, the angle of refraction is related to the incidence angle by Snell’ law as:
(3.48)
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Where and
are angle of incidence and refraction respectively. According to the Snell’s
law, if the second medium has a higher refractive than the first medium
, the angle
of refraction is smaller than the angle of incidence
. In such case, the wave is bent
towards the normal of the boundary (dotted line in Figure 3.10). Similarly, if
the
angle of refraction would be larger than the incidence angle
.
The refraction of the light waves at the boundary of the two media with different refractive
indices can be well understood by example of a plane wave depicted in Figure 3.10(b). The
wavefronts of the plane wave having constant phase travel with same speed while they are in
medium 1. But when the wavefronts enter the second medium, the speed of propagation
), which causes
varies according to the refractive index of the new medium (
bending of the wave. In the case shown in Figure 3.10(b), the speed of wavefronts entering
medium 2 with
reduces which results an inward bending of the wavefronts.
However, the wave will experience an outward bending in case of
.

Fresnel Equations and Amplitude Coefficients
By the interpretation of Snell’s law, the direction of the reflected and refracted light can be
well determined. To know the fraction of intensity transmitted and reflected, Fresnel’s
equations must be considered. The Fresnel’s equations are derived by plane wave solution on
both sides of the boundary provided that the waves must follow certain boundary conditions.
For instance, the electric field component parallel to the interface must be continuous after
crossing the boundary. As this component is dependent on the orientation or polarization of
the waves, different Fresnel equations are required for different wave polarizations. The
polarization of the wave is defined with respect to the plane of incidence. The plane of
incidence is defined by the incident, reflected and refracted rays and they must be present in
the same uniform plane. Two basic polarizations are considered, if the electric field
component of the incident wave lies in the plane of the incidence, the wave is known to be
TM (transverse magnetic) or p-polarized (parallel polarized). It also means that the wave has
its magnetic field component transverse or perpendicular to the plane of incidence. Similarly,
if the electric field of the wave is perpendicular to the plane of incidence, the wave is said to
be s-polarized or TE (transverse electric). The letter
is derived from German word
senkrecht meaning perpendicular [Gue90]. If Maxwell’s equations are solved at the boundary
by taking the tangential component of the field to be continuous, it ends up with set of four
equations describing amplitude coefficient for - and -polarization.
Fresnel’s equations for the p-polarized wave are given as:
( )

(3.49)

( )

(3.50)

In above set of Fresnel’s equation
defines the amplitude reflection coefficient and
denotes the amplitude transmission coefficient for a -polarized wave.
Whereas, Fresnel’s equations for a s-polarized wave are given as:
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( )

(3.51)

( )

(3.52)

Here shows the amplitude reflection coefficient and denotes the amplitude transmission
coefficient for a -polarized wave at the interface of two media.
Solving the set of Fresnel’s equations for both polarizations further by eliminating the
refractive indices using Snell’s law, yields a more simplified form as:
(3.53)
(3.54)
(3.55)
(3.56)

Figure 3.11: Amplitude coefficients of transmission and reflection as function of incidence angle. The
plots represent amplitude coefficients at air-glass boundary with refractive index of glass as
.

The set of Fresnel’s amplitude coefficient equation 3.53 to 3.56 are plotted in Figure 3.11 for
air-glass interface i.e.
and
. The graph is plotted for a wide range of values
incidence angle from 0 to 90°. When
, following the Snell’s law,
and is
negative for all values of as depicted in Figure 3.11. Whereas, equation 3.63 shows that
starts with a positive value for
but gradually decrease until it crosses zero when
, since
is infinite. The angle at which it falls to zero is known as
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Brewster’s angle
, or polarization angle. In case of air-glass interface it
is 56.3°. It also denotes that the phase shifts by 180° when
approaches
so E-field will
not show any flipping when
approaches
from either sides. Increasing
beyond
results in negative values of until it reaches -1.0 at
. At
the glass acts as
a perfect mirror as both reflection coefficients reach a value of -1.0 [Qui06, Hec02, Lvo13,
Vau14]. Moreover, at normal incidence, the values for both s- and p-polarizations are same
because they have the same boundary conditions. Therefore
is plotted with a minus sign,
i.e.
to show that that both and are mirror shapes of each other (Figure 3.11).
However, in case of
the opposite phenomenon of internal reflection occurs instead
of external reflection. When the angle of incidence reaches the critical angle
, while
, all the light is reflected back inside higher refractive index material and
no transmission occurs. This phenomenon is known as total internal reflection. This principle
provides the basis of wave-guiding and long distance propagation of light in guided media
such as optical fibre.

3.5 Photonic Crystal Optics
As known from solid state physics, a crystal is a periodic arrangement of atoms and
molecules, while, the pattern with which those atoms and molecules are arranged in space is
called as crystal lattice. Similarly, photonic crystals (PhCs) are regular arrays of materials
with varying refractive index which enable them to control the flow of light at wavelength
scale. These periodic structures were first introduced by E. Yablonovitch [Yab87] and S.
John [Joh87] in 1987. These artificial structures control the photons analogues in a way
analogous to the control of electrons in semiconductors. Figure 3.12 shows simple
arrangements of two materials and having different refractive indices in form of periodic
stacks. The spatial period in this arrangement is the lattice constant , which is in order of the
wavelength of the relevant electromagnetic waves for the PhC structure.
The PhCs can be divided into three broad categories depending on the geometry of the
structure i.e. one-dimensional (1D), two-dimensional (2D) and three-dimensional (3D) PhC
structures (Figure 3.12).

Figure 3.12: Materials of different indices arranged alternatively to show one-dimensional, twodimensional and three-dimensional photonic crystals. Where “a” is the lattice constant and A and B
represent different materials (modified from [Jao08]).
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One Dimensional Photonic Crystals: In 1D PhCs, the alteration of permittivity occurs in
one spatial direction of the structure while it remains constant in the other two dimensions
(Figure 3.12). The most convenient example of 1D PhCs in field of optics is Bragg’s gratings,
having a periodic arrangement of dielectric layers with
optical thickness. The idea was
first presented in 1887 by Lord Rayleigh where he analysed the optical properties of multilayer
films. The multilayer structure shown in figure is homogeneous in
directions, while it is
changing periodically in direction, the so called direction of periodicity.
Two Dimensional Photonic Crystals: The 2D PhCs structures can have two different
varieties (i.e. square and triangular lattice (Figure 3.17)) of configurations since it is periodic
in two dimensions and uniform along the third. Examples of 2D PhC can be a dielectric
material with a periodic arrangement of air holes in it or a structure with erected cylinders in
its surface. In such a 2D slab structure, the periodic refractive contrast helps to achieve inplane confinement of the light in two directions. The examples of a 2D PhC structures can
also be widely found in nature such a periodic pattern on the wings of some butterflies to
filter, enhance and reflect different colours of visible light. Keeping in mind the 2D PhC
structure in Figure 3.12, it can be seen that the system is homogeneous in direction and it
has discrete translational symmetry in the -plane.
Three Dimensional Photonic Crystals: In 3D PhC structures, the permittivity modulation
occurs in all three dimensions enabling a variety of possible arrangements and geometry of
the lattice. The early discovery of such a structure refers to so-called yablonovite [Yab91]
resulting from famous prediction by Eli Yablonovitch et al. in 1991. Examples of 3D PhCs
can be a diamond lattice with air-holes and a woodpile stack [Jao08] made up of orthogonal
dielectric columns.

3.5.1 Propagation of light in Photonic Crystals
To study the propagation of light in PhCs, the Maxwell’s equations can be transformed in
eigenvalue problems by applying boundary conditions and harmonic wave assumptions for
and . The resultant mathematical form given by equation (3.57) is known as master
equation in literature and its detailed derivations can be found in [Sak01, Jao08].
(

)

( )

(3.57)

Where,
is the spatially varying dielectric constant,
is the magnetic field, is the
angular frequency and is the speed of light in free space. The master equation can be used
to plot the dispersion relation such as frequency
as a function of wave vector for a
desired
. The solution of this equation is known as Hermitian eigenvalue problem which
can be used to calculate harmonic magnetic modes.
The linearity of Maxwell’s equations allows the properties of PhC structures to be scaled to
fit different wavelengths of light. It implies that in case of PhCs there are no fundamental
constants which depend on the spatial dimension of the crystal. However, due to material
dependency of the frequency, the scaling properties of the PhC structures can be restricted.
Using the master equation (3.57) a simple scaling relationship can be formed for PhC
structures for different wavelength ranges. For instance, if a PhC structure with property
can be scaled by a factor of
, the magnetic field in master equation can be
written as
for a frequency of
.
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The propagation of light in periodic media is similar to the motion of electrons in crystalline
solids. Thus the propagation of light in PhCs can be defined using physical concepts used in
solid-state physics such as Brillouin zones, Bloch waves and band-gaps. These concepts are
discussed in the following sections.

3.5.2 Reciprocal Lattice and Irreducible Brillouin Zone
The periodic media like PhCs have discrete translation symmetry [Jao08] in the directions of
periodicity, i.e. the geometry of the crystal is repeated by a factor and can be given as
. This translational symmetry allows the selection of a primitive cell in the
crystal which is the smallest unit element of the structure. This smallest unit element is
defined by multiple primitive translation vectors, i.e. ,
and
(Figure 3.13). This
reciprocal lattice is in principle the Fourier transform of the real space and is used to calculate
the band structure of PhCs. The derivation of the primitive vectors from primitive translation
vectors is given as:
(3.58)

Figure 3.13: Left: PhC structure with a square lattice in real space. Right: PhC structure in
reciprocal space, where the first Brillouin zone is indicated by blue square. The irreducible Brillouin
zone is marked with an orange triangle and it can be transformed into first Brillouin zone by rotation
and mirroring (modified from [Naz10]).

An elementary cell can be defined in the reciprocal space, where the solution of Maxwell’s
equations can be restricted, similar to the real space. This elementary unit cell is referred to as
first Brillouin zone. However, some PhCs also possess a rotational or mirror symmetry
besides the translational symmetry. In that case, the first Brillion zone can be further
restricted to the irreducible Brillouin zone. In Figure 3.13 left, the real space geometry of a
2D PhC structure is shown with red grid points at the center of the unit elements. On right
side, a reciprocal space is made between these grid points with indication of Brillouin zone
points conventionally known as
and . All the wave vectors lying outside the Brillouin
zone can be addressed by adding a multiple of reciprocal lattice vectors.
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3.5.3 Bloch States
The propagating of light in a periodic medium can be defined by Bloch theorem [Blo29] and
the modes are known as Bloch modes, which are characterized as travelling waves modulated
by standing waves. The discrete periodicity in direction leads to dependency for and
the propagation of light in such a periodic structure can be simply assumed as a product of
plane wave with a -periodic function. In other words, a plane wave in free space but
modulated by a periodic function because of a periodic lattice. The Bloch state is given by:
(3.59)

Where,
, is the Bloch wave vector and it lies in the Brillouin zone.
is the periodic function given by:
(3.60)

3.5.4 The Band Diagram
The electromagnetic waves interact with periodic media in a unique way, especially when the
scale of periodicity is of the order of the propagating wavelengths. The characteristics of the
propagating light in PhCs are defined by a dispersion relation between the angular frequency
and the wave vector, known as band structure or band diagram. Band diagrams are helpful to
study various optical properties of the PhC structures such as group velocity, effective
refractive index and frequency of the EM waves. The sufficient difference in the refractive
indices in the periodic material can originate a band-gap in the band structure. This band-gap
represents the formation of the inhibited modes in the band structure. It means, the photons
with frequency located inside the band-gap cannot propagate inside the PhCs. The band
structures are calculated by solving the eigenvalue problem given by equation (3.57) in
frequency space. The band structure diagram plots the wave vector
on x-axis and the
normalized frequency along y-axis. For each value of , eigenmodes and eigenvalues are
calculated and plotted in the band diagram.
In order to understand the photonic bands and bandgaps, the simplest PhC structure the socalled dielectric multiplayer stack (shown in Figure 3.12) is considered since its optical
properties are well known from fundamental optics. By keeping in mind the properties of the
material, according to the Bloch theorem, the propagating modes can be classified in into
(the wave vector in the plane), kz (the wave vector in the z-direction) and
(the band
number). The wave vectors define transformation of the modes under translation operators
and the increases with frequency. The Bloch modes can be given as:
(3.61)

Since the crystal has a continuous translational symmetry in
-plane, the value of wave
vector
can have any value. However, since the crystal has a discrete translational
symmetry in -direction, the wave vector
can be restricted to a finite interval, the one
dimension Brillouin zone. Now if the primitive lattice vector is
̂ then the primitive
reciprocal lattice vector is
̂ and the Brillouin zone is defined as
.
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Consider the light waves propagating through the dielectric layers at normal incidence in
-direction (for multilayer stack structure in Figure 3.12). In this case,
and only the
value of
is relevant, therefore,
. In Figure 3.14, the function
is plotted for
three different cases of multilayer films. In Figure 3.14(a), the band diagram is drawn for two
alternating thinfilms having same dielectric constant, in other words, a uniform medium. In
Figure 3.14(b), two alternating thinfilms have dielectric constants of 13 and 12. In Figure
3.14(c), the dielectric contrast between the alternating layers is increased to 13:1.
Consider the plot in Figure 3.14(a), the speed of light in a homogeneous medium is reduced
by the index of refraction. The modes located along the light line (blue colour) are given by:
√

(3.62)

Since repeats itself outside the Brillouin zone, the light line folds back into the zone when it
reaches the edges. In Figure 3.14(b), even if the medium is almost-homogenous (with
contrast of 13:12), there exists a gap in frequency between the upper and lower edges of the
light lines. The modes having frequency located in this gap are forbidden regardless of the
values, and such gap is regarded as photonic band-gap. Whereas, in Figure 3.14(c), this gap
widens considerably due to an increase in the contrast of dielectric constants (13:1). The
discussed band structure calculation for 1D PhC can also be generalized for 2D PhCs by
applying the discrete translational symmetry and periodicity condition in -plane.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3.14: The photonic band-gap diagram for a 1D PhC structure with three different
arrangements of multilayer films, where each layer has a thickness of 0.5a. The blue line is the socalled light line and the band-gap is shown in yellow colour. (a) Both layers have same dielectric
constant of
. (b) Alternate layers with dielectric constant of 13 and 12. (c) Alternate layers
with dielectric constant of 13 and 1 (modified from [Jao08]).

The band structure can be designed and tailored by choosing the proper material composition
or relative permittivity contrast or by changing the crystal lattice. Many promising
applications in 2D and 3D PhCs are dependent on location and the width of photonic
band-gap. For instance, considering the location of the band-gap, a narrow band filter can be
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designed which rejects all the frequencies in band-gap or a PhC based resonant cavity which
perfectly reflects the frequencies in the band-gap [Jao08].

3.6 2D Slab Waveguide based Photonic Crystal Structures
Since a 3D PhC structure is very complicated to fabricate, an alternate way can be adopted to
get light confinement properties in all three directions. Such a class of photonic crystals is
known as photonic crystal slabs. In a 2D PhC slab, the light is controlled in lateral directions
by its periodic index, while in the vertical direction the light is index-guided. Therefore, by
using 2D PhC slab waveguides, properties close to a 3D crystal can be obtained.
To understand the working principle of a PhC slab, first slab waveguide structure will be
discussed since its properties are well known from fundamental optics. Figure 3.15 show a
dielectric slab waveguide with a refractive index of
and the refractive of the surrounding
media is . The waveguide has a symmetric design since the two (above and below)
surrounding media are identical. To support the guided modes, critical angle exists for
so that the total internal reflection occurs in the waveguide layer.

Figure 3.15: A dielectric slab waveguide in which the one-dimensional dielectric function is invariant
along z-axis, the propagation direction.

The solutions for Maxwell’s equations in a homogeneous medium are simply plane waves.
Therefore, the propagation of monochromatic radiation along the -axis can be found by
plane wave solutions of Maxwell’s equations and applying boundary conditions at the
interfaces. Maxwell’s equations can be written in the form:
,

(3.63)

Here the propagation is the -component of the wave vector , therefore
is used instead of
propagation constant. The wavefunctions of the guided modes
and
are derived
from the Maxwell’s equations and given by:
[

]

(3.64)

[

]

(3.65)

Where,
denotes the
-plane and
denotes the mode number. Considering layered
dielectric structures that consist of homogeneous and isotropic materials, the wave equation
can be extracted by eliminating from equation 3.63, which is given by:
[

(

)

]

(3.66)
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Now we solve this equation for each segment of dielectric structure (i.e. waveguide and its
surrounding media) keeping in view the boundary conditions. For the modes confined inside
the waveguide, the wave vector
takes the forms:
(3.67)
(3.68)

The dispersion relation of electromagnetic waves plotted as frequency
versus the wave
vector
is shown in Figure 3.16. The modes inside the waveguide are the index-guided
modes. The notation
in the figure indicates the light line and the region of the
dispersion relation with
is known as light cone. The modes in the light cone
are the solutions of the Snell’s law less than the critical angle. With the dispersion
relation
, the number of guided modes can be increased until it reaches the limit of
total internal reflection
[Yeh05, Jao08].

Figure 3.16: Dispersion diagram of a symmetric slab waveguide (redrawn as [Yeh05]).

The concept of index-guiding of light in slab waveguide can be now carried out further with a
2D periodicity and finite thickness. The structures with such hybrid properties are known as
photonic crystal slabs or planar photonic crystals. An example of a dielectric PhC slab is
shown in Figure 3.17 with air-hole arranged in a triangular lattice. The holes have radius of
and the slab has a thickness of
. Where, is the lattice constant of the PhC
slab. The structure is a suspended membrane since it is entirely surrounded by air. The
structures possess discrete translational symmetry in two directions ( and ), whereas the inplane wave vector
is conserved, but wave vector in vertical direction
is not
conserved.

Figure 3.17: Dielectric photonic crystal slab with air-holes arranged in a triangular lattice (from
[Jao08]).
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The band structure ( versus ) of the structure in the irreducible Brillouin zone is shown in
Figure 3.18. Many features in this case are similar to the simple dielectric slab waveguide,
such as the extended modes propagating in air forming a light cone for
. The
modes below the light cone form discrete guided bands because of the higher refractive index
of the PhC slab. In vertical direction, the eigenstates located in these bands decay
exponentially away from the slab. Since the system is invariant under the reflection through
the z=0 plane, it allows to classify the TE-like and TM-like modes into even and odd modes,
respectively. In Figure 3.18, the TE-like modes are plotted in red and the TM-like modes are
plotted in blue. The band-gap for TE-like modes is shown in light red colour.

Figure 3.18: The band diagram for a PhC slab. The blue-shaded area is the light cone and below the
light cone are the guided bands localized inside the slab. The TE-like and TM-like bands are plotted
in red and blue lines, respectively. The presence of band-gap for TE-like modes is shown in light-red
colour (from [Jao08]).

3.7 Guided-mode Resonance
Besides the in-plane wave interaction, the PhC slab waveguide structures can also interact
with the external electromagnetic field in unique ways. One interesting phenomenon is
guided-mode resonance (GMR) in which the electromagnetic power confined within the
waveguide couples with the external radiations to form resonance.
Guided-mode resonance was first discovered by W. Woods in 1902 by coming across a
sequence of bright and dark bands in the spectrum of a metal grating which he named as
anomalies. These bands were dependent on the polarization of incident light. Wood's
anomalies [Woo02] remained unexplained by classical theory of diffraction. Many theories
tried to explain these anomalies including Rayleigh [Ray07] and Fano [Fan38, Fan61], but a
complete convincing explanation was presented in 1965 by A. Hessel and A. A. Oliner
[Hes65] based on guided waves in a slab. Moreover, after getting a convincing explanation of
these effects, Magnusson and Wang [Mag92, Mag94] suggested the first idea to implement
guided-mode resonance for optical filter applications.
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Figure 3.19 shows the basic principle and composition of a guided-mode filter. In case of a
simple slab waveguide and conventional PhC slab waveguide structures, the interaction of
light is based on in-plane wave coupling. However, the phenomenon of guided-mode
resonance functions on the principle of out-of-plane (perpendicular to the plane) coupling of
light to the structure. Considering the out-of-plane coupling of light to a simple thin-film
without gratings, it is impossible to couple to the waveguide modes and excite total internal
reflection. It might yield some thinfilms spectrum but not the waveguide modes. However, by
addition of a grating layer the coupling-in and out of the light into the waveguide can be
made possible. By presence of a grating, the free space modes from the incident light
interfere to the leaky modes in the waveguide, due to which, the spatial frequencies match the
waveguide frequencies, leading to guided-mode resonance. This interference between the
index-guided modes and continuous modes outside the waveguide is done by the phase
matching mechanism which is provided by the periodic grating [Suh03, Rum07].

Figure 3.19: A combination of a slab waveguide and a periodic structure, making a guided-mode
resonance filter. The incident field (black arrow) couples into the periodic structure and the leaky
modes (red arrows) in the waveguide interfere with the continuous modes in incident field to form a
guided-mode resonance. The in-coupling of light and the index guiding of the modes in the periodic
structure and the waveguide is indicated with blue arrows (modified from [Kus10]).

Figure 3.20: Plot showing normalized Fano resonance profiles for different Fano-factor q. The
Lorentz-like and Fano-like shapes are drawn in dotted red and dotted blue lines, respectively.
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In general, these resonances are not just limited to interference of discrete and continuous
states in PhC slabs, they were first studied by Fano for optical spectra [Fan38] and later for
atomic spectra [Fan61]. In solid-state and atomic physics, similar interference phenomena are
commonly known as to as Fano-resonances [Fan02], however, the term is also used for PhC
slabs operating on this principle. The resultant spectra of a guided-mode resonance filter
consist of two basic types of peaks, i.e. the asymmetric (Fano-like shapes) and symmetric
peaks (Lorentz-like shapes), as shown in Figure 3.20. According to the theories of Fano, the
asymmetric shapes in the spectra are described as phase shifts of discrete resonant modes and
their interference with the continuous modes. The spectrum of guided-mode resonances is
also dependent on a background oscillating function in case of slab waveguide structures.
This oscillating function is dependent on the dielectric properties of slab waveguide defined
by an effective dielectric function [Fan02]. The Fano-resonances as a function of frequency
are given by following equation:
(3.69)

Where, is the frequency and is the Fano-factor given by the ratio between resonant state
and continuous states. For a purely resonant state, the above mentioned equation will
represent the so-called symmetric Lorentz-like function. In addition to this, the guided-mode
resonances are dependent on the wavelength and angle of incidence of light source. Structural
parameters such as the depth of gratings and their period also influence the resonances.

3.7.1 PhC Slab based Guided-mode Resonance Filters
The transmission and reflection properties of PhC slabs due to guided-mode resonance can be
exploited to the design of optical filter applications [Fan02, Rom14]. The optical filters
working on the principle of guided-mode resonance are also known as Fano-filters. It is
important to remember that the conventional PhC filters exploit band-gap to make localized
resonances, whereas, guided-mode resonance based PhC filters work outside the band-gap.
Figure 3.21 shows field distribution inside a simulation domain with a plane wave source
(indicated by black arrow) perpendicularly incident on a PhC slab structure and occurrence of
guided-mode resonance. A part of solid-layer slab waveguide PhC structure is shown on right
indicates a waveguide layer submerged between the substrate and the cladding layer. A
cladding layer is deposited on the top and the PhC holes are extended equally on both sides to
make a symmetric waveguide structure. The PhC slab possesses both mandatory properties of
a Fano-filter i.e. a waveguide layer to sustain guided-modes and a periodic structure to couple
the light in and out.

Figure 3.21: A slab waveguide PhC filter showing incident field being coupled in and out of periodic
waveguide structure and occurrence of guided-mode resonance.
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In the figure, the index-guided modes are indicated with blue arrows which propagate inside
the waveguide layer. The leaky modes inside the periodic structure are indicated with the red
arrows which couple out of the structure and interfere with the continuous modes in the
incident light to create a resonance. The figure also shows some light radiating out at the
edges of the waveguide. Moreover, some of the light is directly transmitted without
contributing in the guided-mode resonance and similarly some portion of the light is reflected
back. Figure 3.22 shows the transmission spectrum of such a Fano-filter. It shows resonant
peaks in the wavelength range of 1.66 µm and 1.79 µm. Since the output spectrum of such a
filter is a combination of Fano and Lorentz resonant peaks, the asymmetry in the transmission
dips can be observed. In most cases, the line shapes for these resonances are asymmetric
[Fan02].

Figure 3.22: Transmission spectrum of a slab waveguide PhC Fano-filter. Resonant peaks can be
seen in the transmission spectrum in the wavelength range of 1.66 µm and 1.79 µm.

Fano-filters offer several improvements over the conventional optical filters such as a
compact design and tailoring the optical properties in different ways. They find their
application in various fields including optical filters, polarizers, micro-electro mechanical
systems (MEMS), PhC based light emitting diodes, lasers and many more.

3.7.2 Parameters Influencing Guided-mode Resonances
Guided-mode resonances are highly sensitive to both, the design parameters of the PhC slab
and properties of the incident beam. Regarding the design parameters of the PhC slab, the
resonances are mainly dependent on two important factors, i.e. the effective refractive index
of the waveguide and the coupling efficiency of the periodic structure. A detailed
derivation and concept of
for this work is given in section 5.1. Some of the important
design parameters affecting these two key factors are discussed in this section.
Influence of Waveguide Thickness: As discussed in section 3.6, the thickness of a PhC
waveguide has the same influence on the guided modes as in case of conventional slab
waveguide. As the thickness of a PhC slab waveguide increases, it sustains more modes and
the resonances shift towards the longer wavelengths.
Effective Refractive Index: The effective refractive index
of a periodic waveguide in
case of a PhC slab is basically the average value of refractive index. For instance, the
of
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the waveguide drops if the fill-factor (
) of the periodic structure is increased. Increase or
decrease in the
of the periodic waveguide has the same influence as the thickness of the
waveguide, i.e. if the
increases, the number of waveguide modes also rises.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3.23: Dielectric Slab waveguide PhC Fano-filters. (a) PhC elements arranged in a square
lattice with a lattice constant of a. (b) All-solid layer PhC structure with an asymmetric design layout.
(b) Slab waveguide PhC structure with symmetric design layout and conical air-holes.

Radius of the PhC-Elements: The radius of the holes affects the fill-factor (
) of the PhC
waveguide. In case of air-holes if the radius is increased, it will result in a decrease in the
, whereas, in case of material filled holes, increasing the hole radius will increase the
of the periodic waveguide. Moreover, change in the fill-factor of the waveguide also
changes its coupling efficiency. For instance, larger fill-factor may increase the coupling
at the same time (Figure 3.23).
efficiency of the waveguide but drops the
Shape of the PhC-Elements: The shape of the PhC elements also affects the
of the PhC
waveguide. For instance, if the shape of the hole deviates from cylindrical-shape (Figure
3.23(b)) to a conical-shape (Figure 3.23(c)), it will result in an increase in the
of the
waveguide, since the overall volume of air-holes will decrease.
Lattice Constant: The lattice constant of a PhC slab device decides the its wavelength range
and its value is chosen in the range of desired wavelength. By scaling the lattice constant, the
operating wavelength range of the filter can be scaled.
Influence of Refractive Index Contrast between Waveguide and Surrounding Media:
With a low refractive index contrast between the waveguide layer and the surrounding media,
the waveguide losses increase and the resonances becomes weak. An increase in indexcontrast enhances the waveguiding properties of the PhC slab and results in stronger
resonance effects. In solid-layer PhC slab structures, the refractive index contrast can be
increased by extending the air-holes deeper in the substrate as shown in Figure 3.23(b).
Filter Design Layout: The term design layout refers to the arrangement of the thinfilm layers
in the Fano-filter (Figure 3.23(b) and Figure 3.23(c)). The refractive index contrast between
the layers and the
of the waveguide is also dependent on the design layout of the filter.
For instance, the design layout in Figure 3.23(b) has a better refractive index contrast on the
top due to the presence of air and Figure 3.23(c) has a more symmetric design layout.
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Influence of Grating Type: As mentioned, 2D PhC slabs can be made with triangular or
square lattice. The choice of the grating type can affect the properties of the Fano-filter in a
different way.
Size of the PhC Slab: Guided-mode resonances are highly influenced by the finite size of the
structure, especially in case of low-index PhCs. A sufficient size of the PhC-element grid
may guarantee good quality resonances. In case of smaller structure, the resonance quality
drops.
Guided-mode resonances are also highly sensitive to the properties of the incident light. Due
to the finite size, real light beam possesses an angular spectrum. The source parameters
influencing guided-mode resonances include its angular spectrum, wavelength range and
incident angle. All these parameters will be investigated in detail in chapter 7.

3.8 Dielectric Photonic Crystals
Conventionally, most of the PhC structures have been implemented using semiconductor
materials. They offer high material quality and can be fabricated using all the available
technologies for micro-electronics, photonics and optical-MEMS. Additionally,
semiconductor materials have a high refractive index due to which the resultant structure
sizes are smaller. But semiconductor materials also have certain disadvantages, such as being
expensive and higher fabrication cost. Moreover, almost all the semiconductor materials
operate in infrared spectral range and below this range, they have high absorption. However,
due to increase in the use of optical applications in various fields, the demand for more
spectral ranges is rising.
An alternate is to use dielectric material for optical applications. Dielectric materials offer
many advantages over their semiconductor counterparts, for instance, they are transparent to
a wide spectral range and offer low absorption. They are applicable to multiple spectral
ranges such as UV, visible and NIR with very low absorption. Dielectric materials are
cheaper and offer a low cost fabrication using technologies such as sputtering, PECVD,
evaporation etc. Their cost effective fabrication offer a great flexibility to test different ideas
and device designs. Moreover, dielectric materials are chemically inert, which also widens
their area of application. Additionally, due to low refractive index, the dielectric based
devices have a larger structure size. This property has also been reported as an advantage in
some publications. For instance, dielectric based devices are more efficient in coupling to
mono-mode fibres [Lig01, Aug03, Aug06] and conventional waveguides [Ili07] while they
offer less coupling losses as compared to semiconductor materials due to bigger structural
size. Reduced Fresnel losses have been reported for dielectric materials at various kind of air
interfaces while coupling between different optical devices [Böt02, Ili07].
The dielectric PhCs also have certain disadvantages over their semiconductor counterparts,
such as comparatively lower material quality and low refractive index. The low-index
contrast between the dielectric layers makes them vulnerable to higher waveguide losses and
coupling can be challenging in some cases. Also, larger device size can make them less
suitable for many applications. Dielectric materials are also known to undergo surface
charging problems due to accumulation of static charge while undergoing conventional
fabrication techniques, such as e-beam lithography and FIB milling lithography which can
limit the fabrication quality [Kha14].
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However, these challenges also provide the motivation for this thesis work. The first
motivation is to investigate different possibilities of designing PhC structures based on
low-index materials. These investigations lead to study the transmission characteristics based
on different filter design layouts and various structural shapes. Also, due to the lower
coupling efficiency and confinement of the waveguide, more design optimization is required
in case of dielectric PhC filters. The second motivation is to investigate their technological
implementation and the challenges associated to it. Since they under surface charging, the
design of PhC structures based on an alternate technology is also discussed in this work, i.e. a
direct structuring of PhC elements using high energy femtosecond laser pulses. The third
motivation is to address the challenges faced during the optical characterization of dielectric
PhC devices, which are presented in chapter 7.

4 Simulation, Fabrication and
Measurement Methods
Three key processes are involved in realization of a fully functional photonic crystal (PhC)
filter devices. The initial steps involve a theoretical research followed by calculations and
numerical simulations. An optimized simulation model then leads to the experimentation and
fabrication. The fabrication results are then measured and compared to the simulation.
Theoretical modelling and simulation is always required at different characterization and
experimental steps, since it saves time, effort and resources. Hence, these three key processes
are interrelated and interdependent to each other in realization of a final device (Figure 4.1).
The chapter is divided into three main sections, and each of the sections discusses one of the
key processes, i.e. simulation, fabrication techniques, and optical characterization of device.
Since the work focuses mainly on numerical simulations, other processes will be discussed
briefly.

Figure 4.1: The interdependence of three key processes during realization of a fully functional PhC
device.

4.1 Numerical Simulation Method
The propagation of the electro-magnetic waves in any medium can be well studied with the
help of Maxwell’s equations by knowing the properties of the material. Recently, various
simulation methods have been used for modelling and simulation of structures and studying
the interaction of EM waves in them. These simulation techniques can be generally
categorized into time domain and frequency domain simulation methods. In time domain, the
evolution of the EM waves in space is computed with respect to time. The advantages of time
domain method is that it solves a broad range of frequencies using a short pulse, and it
provides both near-field and far-field results in a single run. Moreover, a time domain
technique requires less computation resources as compared to frequency domain. Some wellknown time-domain methods include Finite-Difference Time-Domain (FDTD), coupling
method, Finite-Integral Time-Domain (FITD) and Plane Wave Expansion (PWE). However,
a frequency domain method computes the EM waves in terms of their frequency components.
The advantages of frequency domain calculation are that the effect of individual frequency
components can be analysed. Some famous frequency domain calculation methods include
Transfer Matrix Method (TMM), Finite Element Method (FEM), Method of Moments
(MoM) and Fast Multi-pole Method (FMM). In general, the time domain methods are more
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accurate for smaller problems, while for larger computations, frequency domain method is
more efficient in terms of computational time and memory [Cui08].
This work uses an open source FDTD based numerical simulation platform named meep
(MIT Electromagnetic Equation Propagation) [Osk10]. The following sections elaborate the
working principle of the FDTD tool used, its various features such as modelling approach,
field calculation methods, boundary conditions, definition of the excitation source and field
calculation.

4.1.1 Finite-Difference Time-Domain Method
FDTD method was first proposed in 1966 by Yee [Yee66], and later on established in 1980
by Taflove [Taf80]. Currently, there are several simulation tools based on the FDTD
calculation method. FDTD makes the calculation using Maxwell’s equations to compute the
propagation of electric and magnetic fields in time and space. FDTD simulation method is to
allow calculation in a wide range of frequencies by using a broadband excitation source such
as a short Gaussian pulse, which allows computing the response of the system over a wide
range of frequencies in a single run. FDTD technique is one of the most widely used
simulation method to compute and resolve EM boundary value problems [Lou05, Joa08,
Pra09] and EM field distribution inside the complex optical structures with non-uniform
refractive index such as PhCs. It allows study the actual propagation of field during the
simulation by generating animations and images.

Figure 4.2: FDTD method divides the structure into a discrete grid of space and time, each unit
representing a separate Yee lattice. The electromagnetic field is calculated within every single cell
using leap-frog approach.

This numerical computation method divides the space into discrete grids and discrete set of
nodes as depicted in Figure 4.2. These discrete set of nodes also known as Yee grid in which
the vector components of the field are associated with different locations of the grid cell
[Joa08, Taf05] as shown in Figure 4.3. The field distribution along the mesh is calculated by
solving Maxwell’s equations on all the nodes. The problem is computed by solving the initial
and boundary conditions in a sequence. The derivatives in Maxwell’s equations i.e.
and
are replaced by finite differences resulting in a set of algebraic equations which are
linear on coordinates. The field propagation in time uses a technique called leap-frog where
the field is calculated from the fields at time
including fields at time
/2,
and vice versa for at
[Joa08]. Eventually, the propagation of and fields is
calculated with time by an offset of half of a time step . The detailed calculation of field
vectors and propagation equations is given in [Suk09]. An advantage of using leap-frog
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approach is that it provides time-reversibility, i.e. the calculation can be performed in a
forward step and also in reverse direction to arrive the previous state.
There are three key fundamentals required for a FDTD computation, i.e. initial conditions,
permittivity distribution and boundary conditions [Suk09]. The initial conditions include the
information about the excitation source, such as its central wavelength, spectrum, amplitude
and initial phase. The permittivity distribution function defines the propagation conditions of
the EM field in the simulation domain. The boundary conditions determine the limitations
and the behaviour of the field at the boundaries of the computational domain. Setting up all
these essential conditions, the field propagation is calculated step by step starting from
excitation source.

Figure 4.3: A three dimensional mesh showing the EM- field calculation scheme within a single cell
of a Yee lattice. Blue arrows show the direction and location of electric field components while the
red arrows show the direction and position of magnetic field components (from [Naz10]).

4.1.2 Boundary Conditions and Symmetries
The boundary conditions play an important role in FDTD computations as they truncate the
simulation domain when modelling an open region problem. As mentioned earlier, the initial
conditions along with the properties of the medium are assigned to the mesh nodes before the
start of the computation. Whereas, the boundary conditions decide the interaction and
behaviour of the field at the boundaries of the simulation domain. Furthermore, by applying
the symmetry conditions, a part of simulation domain is computed to save computer memory
and time. The boundary conditions used in this work are discussed in the following subsections.

4.1.2.1 Perfectly Matched Layers
In real world, the propagating EM field is dispersed since the space is infinite. However, in a
simulation the space is limited, therefore, the behaviour of the field at the boundaries has to
be defined. Various kinds of boundary conditions have been presented to define termination
of field in a simulation domain and avoid its back reflections. The first method presented was
radiating boundaries [Ber94, Met71, Hol77], which is out of use today. Another method
consists of an absorbing medium known as matched layers [Ber77, Ber83, Hol83] which
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surrounds the computation domain and its impedance is matched to that of the free space.
Another technique presented was finite-difference approximation of EM field equations. It
was initially used for acoustic waves [Eng77] and then exhibited in electromagnetic field
[Mur81] and some other works [Hig87, Bla88]. However, none of the above mentioned
techniques provided a perfect solution for free space simulations as waves were perfectly
absorbed only for plane waves that propagated perpendicular to the boundary. This limitation
caused imperfections and challenges such as residual reflections in the simulations. Hence, a
boundary layer was required with perfect absorption and no field scattering at the boundaries.
A more convenient technique was reported by J.P. Berenger in 1994 [Ber94]. It is based on a
matched medium designed to absorb the field at the boundaries without reflection or
scattering.

Figure 4.4: Computational domain enclosed by Perfectly Match Layer (PML) boundary conditions to
restrict the outgoing field and avoid unwanted back reflections.

The kind of absorbing boundaries introduced by Berenger are known as Perfectly Matched
Layers (PML). These perfect conditions of impedance matching apply to all kinds of
frequencies, polarizations and arbitrary angles of incidence by means of an unphysical splitseparation of Maxwell’s equations. Hence, PML acts as perfect absorber boundaries in FDTD
computations for the field scattering and radiation problems [Uno97]. Furthermore, PML
technique provides a better accuracy as well as it reduces the computational requirement in
many problems [Ber94]. Moreover, the FDTD simulations have shown that the thickness of
the PML layers plays a vital role in tuning the magnitude of absorption. Figure 4.4 depicts the
cross-section of a computational domain with a PhC structure surrounded by Berenger’s PML
boundaries. The red and blue pattern show the EM field distribution and the radiations are
absorbed at the PML boundaries along with preventing any unwanted reflection.

4.1.2.2 Periodic Boundary Conditions
Periodic boundary conditions (PBCs) are very useful in reducing the computational
complexity and time while working with periodic structures. A PBC is applicable while
working with a plane wave or a periodic layout simulation. The most common PBCs are
Bloch boundary conditions [Pas09, Suk09] which can be used in various kinds of situations.
A simple job performed by all kind of PBCs is to match the field at the boundaries of
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computational domain. However, Bloch PBCs also perform an additional task of phase
correction while matching the field at the adjacent boundaries.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.5: (a) A single unit cell based PhC-element repeated along its lateral axes by implementing
PBCs. (b) Vertical cross-sectional view of a unit cell simulation showing excitation source and
structure is repeated along x and y-axis by application of PBC.

The electric and magnetic fields for the Bloch’s periodic boundary condition are given
mathematically as:
(4.1)
(4.2)

Where a, b and c represent linear dimensions of the simulation unit cell along x, y and z axes
respectively. Similarly, , , are the wave vector components.
The Bloch periodic boundary condition implies that the electric and magnetic fields are taken
from the one edge of the simulation region and it is added to the corresponding field
components at the opposite edge in accordance with the periodic boundary conditions. The
Bloch PBCs also consider multiplying the field by the exponent including the radiation wave
vector. Figure 4.5 (a) shows application of PBCs in the single unit cell of a PhC element in
lateral directions (x and y). While Figure 4.5 (b) shows a cross-sectional view of a 4-unit cell
PhC structure which can be transformed to a perfect crystal by applying PBC in lateral
directions. The red and blue colours show the field distribution.

4.1.2.3 Symmetries
The structures can possess symmetries in several ways, such as translational, mirror and
rotational symmetries. A translational symmetry defines the periodicity of structures in a
discrete or continuous way. Such symmetry in the structure can be best exploited by using
PBCs, as already discussed. Moreover, the mirror and rotational symmetries imply that the
system can be inverted, or rotated at its centre point to get exactly the same properties as of
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the other part. The computational resources can be largely reduced by simulating half or one
fourth of the computational cell by applying mirror-symmetry conditions.

Figure 4.6: Reducing the computational cell to one fourth by applying the mirror-symmetry
conditions.

The FDTD tool used in this work makes very efficient use of Bloch PBCs and other
symmetry conditions. All these symmetry conditions imply that the fields and structures
share the same symmetry properties. Figure 4.6 shows a structure which is symmetric along
its x and y-axis. Additionally, the excitation source is also symmetric along both above
mentioned axes. In this case only a quarter of the whole system must be computed to obtain
the full results. The fields can have even or odd mirrors symmetry, depending on the source
definition [Osk10, Joh99]. The software tool also supports fourfold rotational symmetries in
which the EM field can be multiplied by factors of 1, -1, i or –i under each rotation of 90°
[Osk10, Inu96]. Moreover, in case of 2D simulations, a full rotational symmetry can be used.
In meep, once the desired symmetry conditions are defined, their application is transparent to
the user during the calculations. In the resulting files the field distribution and calculation of
the entire cell is exported. The non-computed chunks of the system are added to the full
computation by the symmetry operation, without any memory allocation during the
simulation.

4.1.3 Definition of Source
A very common computation in FDTD is to investigate the interaction and distribution of the
incident field within a structure or materials. Depending on the calculation target, different
kinds of excitation sources might be required. The basic user defined features of a source in
FDTD include frequency, linewidth, position, orientation, size and space-time dependence.
The simulation program meep uses current sources which are separable in space and time. A
basic function defining a current source can be given as:
(4.3)
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Where, J defines a current source corresponding to the term J in Maxwell’s equations
originally, even though it is labelled by electric and magnetic field components. Whereas, x
and t represent space and time factors. While, and can be any arbitrary functions. The
source currents are derived following the basic theorems of electromagnetics i.e. the principle
of equivalence [Che89, Har01, Mon93], and Huygens’s principle according to which fields
on a wave-front can be treated as sources.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4.7: Different types of source definitions (a) An oblique plane wave source with an arbitrary
incidence angle (b) A spatial Gaussian source propagating in free space (c) A circular diameter plane
wave source incident on a PhC structure.

Meep provides a very flexible definition of excitation sources. It offers two kinds of timedependent or temporal sources, i.e. a continuous and a Gaussian source. A continuous source
has constant amplitude in time from start to end, while a Gaussian source generates a pulse in
time. Both of these basic source definitions can be utilized to design various kinds of user
desired excitation sources. The characteristics of the source can be varied by modifying the
basic source parameters such as central frequency, width, size, frequency range in case of a
Gaussian source, phase, amplitude and position. Moreover, it also provides flexibility to
design custom sources by introducing user defined amplitude function, which can define
various characteristics of the source such as phase, incident angle, space function, time
function, wave-front shape, spot diameter etc. Figure 4.7 shows few definitions of excitation
sources defined in meep FDTD. Figure 4.7 (a) shows wavefronts of a plane wave incident
from an arbitrary angle on a periodic structure. Figure 4.7 (b) shows an example of making a
Gaussian source by distribution of amplitude using Gaussian distribution function along the
width of the source. Figure 4.7 (c) demonstrate a cross-sectional view of PhC structure with a
circular spot plane wave source incident on it.

4.1.4 Calculation of Field
The used FDTD program provides an opportunity to monitor, calculate and save field in
various ways at different positions in the computational domain. The field saved to a file can
be used to generate graphs, draw field images and generate animations of the field
propagation and distribution. There are various parameters which can be monitored over time
and a specified space in FDTD computation such as EM field amplitude, power, intensity,
and flux. The flux spectra are the Fourier transforms of the field in the desired regions in the
computational cell which are useful to calculate transmission and reflection spectra. During
the computations, the complex part of the field must be enabled by the user to calculate
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parameters such as propagation phase and magnitude of the field at any instant time and
position.
Figure 4.8 shows the layout of a typical FDTD computational domain. The position of
excitation source is marked in red just below the top PML boundary. In case of a pulse
source, the intensity/power of the source needs to be monitored using a field monitor point in
order to stop the simulation after a certain time. The blue regions indicate the reflection and
transmission monitor lines which are placed above and below the PhC waveguide
respectively. The field flux at these regions can be saved to a file and later on used to
calculate transmission and reflection spectra.

Figure 4.8: A 2D cross-sectional view of a FDTD computational domain with a PhC structure. The
source and field monitor regions are indicated in red and blue colours. The domain is terminated by
PML boundaries on top and bottom, while it is repeated by PBC in lateral directions.

Besides having many advantages, FDTD method also has some limitations. During FDTD
simulations, some of the oscillation effects may require very long time to reach a steady state.
This is often due to narrow band resonances which decay very slowly. It can result in
dramatic increase the total simulation time. Additionally, the resulting transmission and
reflection spectra are calculated by Fourier transformation of the recorded fields. If the
simulations are stopped before all the fields decay, these parasitic oscillations also appear in
calculated spectra, which is undesired.
FDTD converts entire simulation domain in grids in a way the spatial discretization must
satisfy the smallest structural feature in the domain and smallest EM wavelength. In case of
modelling small and detailed structural features, the computational domain can be
excessively large and require a long simulation time. Moreover, FDTD also converts empty
space into grids and in case of very high resolution computation, it increase the calculation
time and storage space requirement unnecessarily [Ged11].

4.2 Photonic Crystal Fabrication Methods
2D PhC filters can have many different design variations such as an air-bridged membrane or
suspended membrane [Cro06, Kus10, Zam10], single layer slab waveguide [Fan02] and slab
waveguide structure with multiple solid layers [Aug05, Aug06, Kus12, Kha12]. There is a
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wide range of materials used to fabricate PhC structures including semiconductors, dielectrics
and polymers. The fabrication methods for PhCs may vary depending on the physical
properties of the material used and the design of the device.
In following sections some of the conventionally used fabrication techniques for PhC
structures and also innovations in material processing such as, the use of high energy laser
pulses are discussed. Since this work deals with dielectric Fano-filters, the material
processing methods used for dielectric materials will be the point of focus.

4.2.1 Conventional Fabrication Methods
Since the advent of PhCs in optics, various techniques and methods have been used to design
and fabricate PhC based Fano-filters. In general, the conventional patterning techniques such
as photolithography used in the research laboratories do not offer a very high resolution as
required for PhC structures. Therefore, mostly these techniques are not used in fabrication of
PhC structures. More modern and sophisticated methods have been adopted for patterning
and fabrication of PhCs such as e-beam lithography and FIB technology. The most common
approach used in fabrication of 2D PhCs is defining the patterns using e-beam lithography
and transferring the patterns onto the substrate by RIE. Moreover, a direct patterning method
for PhC structures on a SiO2/Nb2O5/SiO2 based slab waveguide using FIB milling technology
has been reported in previous works (at INA, University of Kassel) [Kus12, Kha12] and it is
a part of this work as well. The fabrication of dielectric PhCs using FIB milling lithography
will be discussed in section 5.8.

4.2.1.1 Focused Ion Beam Technology
FIB systems are among versatile tools being used in modern micro- and nanotechnology
[Ste01, Gia05, Jos14]. They allow various nano-scale procedures such as high quality
imaging, rapid prototyping, nano-lithography, etching, deposition, ion implantation, doping
[Mel87], nanofabrication [Are08, Tse05] and characterization. Additionally, FIB systems are
very useful in semiconductor industry for applications such as circuit modification, mask
repair, micro-machining and failure analysis [Cha97, Orl93, Ji05].
A FIB instrument may exist as a single stand-alone ion beam unit or alternatively it comes
incorporated with other analytical instruments such as Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM),
Auger electron spectroscopy or a secondary ion mass spectroscopy [Gia05]. The most widely
used combination is dual technology system with a SEM and a FIB optical system (Figure
4.9). Dual technology systems have SEM column vertically mounted while the FIB column is
mounted at an angle with respect to the specimen stage. Imaging and milling can be done
simultaneously by turning on both SEM and FIB instruments. A basic FIB instrument is
similar to a SEM, the only difference is that FIB uses an ion beam to scan the specimen rather
than an electron beam. A typical FIB system consists of an ion source, ion optics, a substrate
holder, gas delivery system, detectors, vacuum chamber and a user interface. The basic setup
of a FIB system is shown in Figure 4.9. In combination with the gas injection facilities on
these systems, which allows ion-beam activated deposition and etching, a wide range of
complex fabrication schemes can be carried out.
In both the above mentioned instruments (SEM and FIB), the high spatial resolution images
are generated by detection of the secondary electrons generated by interaction of focused
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beams with the surface of the specimen. An SEM can provide very wide and easily adjustable
range of magnifications which gives a very high resolution and depth of focus in resulting
sample micrographs. The images can be produced using several different signals and
detection mechanisms depending on the application, nature of specimen surface and physical
properties of the material. Additionally, for most imaging applications, minimal or no sample
preparation is required.

Figure 4.9: Basic setup of a FIB/SEM dual platform system. The SEM column is vertically mounted
while the FIB column is oriented at an angle to the sample stage. It also shows gas injection system
on the left, above the sample holder and an electron detector on the right side (from [Car07a]).

The FIB/SEM dual platform machine used for fabrication and characterization of presented
dielectric PhC devices in this work is NVision 40 workstation manufactured by Carl Zeiss
SMT. It is a cross beam tool featuring both an ion as well as an electron column. Having both
facilities combined, the machine offers advanced features such as non-destructive imaging of
sample while using both facilities. It offers the feature known as live milling in which the
sputtering process of ion beam can be monitored by using the SEM facility. This aspect is
very useful during the fabrication and analyzing of the PhC structures. The NVision 40
machine has mainly three parts i.e. an ion beam column, electron column and a vacuum
chamber with facilities like stage, gas injection and detectors. The chamber is maintained at a
high vacuum condition i.e. pressure below
mbar. The ion column is oriented at an angle
of 54° to the sample holder while electron column is mounted right above it (Figure 4.9).
However, the sample holder is held perpendicular to the ion column during the milling
process. The chamber is equipped with various kinds of detectors to enable versatile imaging
of specimen giving surface topography and crystallographic information [Gai05]. The FIB
system also has software interface namely Raith Elphy system consisting of a GDSII
compatible software and pattern generator which controls the beam deflection during milling.
It allows design of lithography patterns on a computer and generates the structures by milling
lithography.
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4.2.1.2 Challenges using Conventional Fabrication Methods
Beside many advantage, the conventional fabrication processes also have some limitations
while working with dielectric materials and high resolution structures such as PhCs. Since
FIB technology is used in this work, the main focus of the addressed challenges will be
fabrication of dielectric PhCs using FIB milling lithography.
The fabrication challenges can be classified into three main categories. The first and the main
challenge using conventional patterning methods, such as e-beam lithography and FIB
milling, is the accumulation of charges on the surface of the dielectric materials. In case of
FIB, the incident ion-beam with Ga+ ions, can result in accumulation of excessive positive
charge on the specimen surface. This phenomenon can affect the FIB milling quality which
may appear as irregularities in milled structures. Moreover, surface charging also cause
problems in SEM imaging, since most of secondary electrons are attracted back to the surface
and do not reach the detector. This phenomenon results in distortion in the SEM images in
form of dark and bright areas on the specimen surface as shown in Figure 4.10(a).
Secondly, the dielectric materials are harder as compared to their semiconductor counterparts.
Due to their hardness and toughness while removing the material, structuring of dielectric
materials can result in prolonged process durations using conventional fabrication and
patterning methods.
The third big challenge using fabrication technologies such as FIB milling lithography is the
mechanical drifting of the specimen holder. Since the fabrication of PhCs requires nanometre
range accuracy, even slight movements in the sample holder can affect the alignment of FIB
ion-beam to the patterns under process (Figure 4.10 (b)). As the specimen is moved to the
vacuum chamber for structuring, these mechanical drifts can be caused due to various
reasons. One factor can be the change in the thermal conditions due difference in the room
temperature and temperature inside the vacuum chamber, leading to thermal expansions or
contractions of the specimen and its holder. Another factor is the warming up of the stage
when it is moved to align the specimen. This warm up and then cooling down process can
cause thermal expansions of the objects which contribute in the stage drifting. Moreover, the
lubricant between the gears can also expand due to the warming up of components during the
mechanical movements. Hence, it takes some time for stage assembly to get back to a thermal
and mechanical equilibrium state.
To overcome these challenges, different methods and precautions can be taken. To reduce the
surface charging effect, the surface of the specimen is coated with a thin layer (~10 nm thick)
of Platinum (Pt) and it is grounded to drain the excessive surface charge. But despite the
measures to avoid the surface charging, the accumulation of surface charge can be seen in
Figure 4.10(a). A thicker metal layer may prove to be more useful in avoiding the surface
charge but it limits the process accuracy by causing scattering of charge particles and
disturbing the incident ion-beam. Moreover, in case of deep milling, the Pt coating on the
surface is removed and the charges are accumulated on the non-conducting surface. The
surface charging effect can also be reduced with the use of an electron flood gun which acts
as a charge neutralizer, which is not a very common technique.
Secondly, the process time can be reduced by structuring at higher ion-beam currents. But it
can degrade the fabrication quality since higher milling currents have a bigger spot size and
they can be more destructive.
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Thirdly, the stage drifts during the fabrication can be reduced by placing the sample in the
chamber and fixing the position of the stage long before (several hours) the start of the
process and letting the components to get to thermal and mechanical equilibrium. Moreover,
FIB system also offers a drift correction mechanism which works on the principle of scanning
markers on the surface and adjusting the position of FIB ion-beam accordingly.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.10: SEM images taken during the fabrication and testing of a dielectric material.
(a) Accumulation of surface charge on the surface of a dielectric material creating bright and dark
areas, during the fabrication of a PhC grid. (b) Milling of FIB ion-beam at undesired locations due to
stage drifting. The white grains on the surface show the Pt coating to avoid surface charging.

Extensive research has been done in our institute on conventional techniques to fabricate PhC
structures such as using e-beam lithography and RIE [Wul09, Kus10], and FIB milling
lithography [Zam10, Kha12]. These methods have proven to be efficient and producing good
quality structures. However, few challenges and limitations always exist, such as longer
process durations, higher number of fabrication steps, surface charging problems and cost
effectiveness when using expensive technologies such as FIB.

4.2.2 Material Processing using Femtosecond Laser Pulses
The structuring of PhC elements using high energy femtosecond (fs) laser pulses was done by
N. Götte [Göt17] and characterization of the results was performed by T. Meinl [Mei13].
Since this thesis uses the results to design and simulate Fano-filter devices based on these
structural shapes, the working principle of fs-laser is briefly discussed in this section.
Fs-laser based material processing was first demonstrated in 1994 [Du94] and since then it
has been used in several different applications, such as micrometre range structuring on silica
and silver surfaces [Pro95, Gat08]. Furthermore, it has been increasingly used in innovations
in various fields such as medical surgery [Vog03], precision micromachining in wavelength
range as well as below it [Eng07], optical fibre applications [Fu05] and micro-fabrication of
transparent media [Juo02]. Material processing using high energy laser pulses provides a
good alternative for conventional fabrication methods with many advantages. The most
prominent advantages using high energy fs-laser pulses include rapid structuring, no vacuum
conditions are required, high aspect ratio structures, no surface charge accumulation and low
fabrication cost.
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4.2.2.1 Working Principle of Femtosecond Laser
The material processing using high energy laser pulses follows the fundamental principles of
solid state physics and light-matter interaction. In semiconductors, the presence of impurity
atoms ensures the availability of additional energy levels inside the band-gap. Due to this, the
band-gap in semiconductors is small enough for the electrons to reach the conduction band by
simple thermal excitations. Unlike semiconductors, dielectrics have a band-gap too large for
the charges to reach the conduction band by thermal excitations, hence they are electrically
insulating. Taking into consideration the material processing of dielectric materials, most of
the ultrashort-pulse laser systems operate in infrared or visible range. These wavelengths are
not absorbed by the dielectric materials, therefore, the photon energy does not exceed their
band-gap [Ball13]. But if ultrashort pulses with intensity sufficient to bridge the material
band-gap are used, transparent materials become highly absorbing which enables the material
processing.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4.11: The process of ionization and generation of free electrons in dielectric material after an
incident laser pulse. (a) Six incident photons are absorbed by the material providing enough energy
to overcome the band-gap. (b) An existing electron in the conduction absorbs more photon energy to
achieve a higher level, the so-called multi-photon ionization process. Further, it impact-ionizes a
valance band electron since it has got enough energy. (c) The process of impact-ionization. The two
processes after multi-photon ionization i.e. free carrier absorption and impact-ionization is known as
Avalanche ionization (from [Göt15)].

The irradiance of the laser on the dielectrics generates a temporal evolution of free electron
densities in the material, triggering ionization processes. These ionization processes are
responsible for transfer of electrons from the filled valance band to the initially almost void
conduction band, eventually resulting in ablation of the material [Eng07, Eng09, Ball13]. At
intensities around threshold, there are mainly two ionization processes taking place i.e. multiphoton ionization (MPI) and avalanche ionization (AI) [Eng07, Kha14, Göt15]. In MPI
process, the laser pulse crosses the threshold intensity to overcome the band-gap of the
dielectric material and generate small numbers of free electrons in the conduction band. The
MPI is followed by AI process, where, these first few electrons reaching the conduction band
(named as seed electrons), trigger the AI process (Figure 4.11). AI is a two-step process in
which an electron in the conduction band impact-ionizes another electron in the valance band
after gaining kinetic energy by free carrier absorption mechanism. Figure 4.11 depicts the
complete ionization process where the material absorbs energy equal to six photons, followed
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by raising an electron from the valance band to conduction band. Furthermore, this excited
electron gains more energy from the incident pulse which triggers free carrier absorption and
impact-ionizes another electron in the valance band. The combination of this two-step
process is referred as AI. The two step ionization process including MPI and AI is also
known as seed and heat process.
The laser fabrication setup consists of a Ti:Sapphire fs-laser. The laser system generates
linearly polarized laser pulses with a central wavelength of 790 nm having Full Width at Half
Maximum (FWHM) of 35 fs. The laser pulses generated by the source first pass through a
custom-built pulse shaper and pulse modulator setup [Köh11] before being focused on to the
substrate. The radiation is focused on the substrate through a 50 microscope objective with
a numerical aperture NA=0.5 to form a spot diameter of 1.4 µm.
The experimental studies conducted by the work group [Göt17] on fused silica show a strong
dependence of laser damage on the duration of the incident pulse, pulse separation and pulse
shape [Wol09, Sar12, Wol12]. Taking into consideration the single pulse experiments, there
are three basic types of pulse shapes used i.e. bandwidth-limited ultrashort pulse (BWL),
chirped laser pulses by group delay dispersion (GDD) and temporally asymmetric shaped
laser pulses by third order dispersion (TOD). These pulses with different temporal shape were
constructed from the same fundamental BWL pulse, which means they have the same energy,
but they have different influence while interacting with the material due to different
properties.
These classes of ultrashort laser pulses were used to generate various shapes of structures
ranging from shallow ellipsoid holes to very high aspect ratio channels. It is shown that by
using asymmetric shaped pulses with TOD and positive cubic phase of
fs3,
structures with diameter in range of 100 nm can be generated [Wol09, Kha14, Mei14,
Göt15]. The depth of the structures can also be controlled by changing the focus of the laser
in vertical direction i.e. focusing above, on or below the surface of the material. A more
detailed description of the fabrication setup and pulse shaping can be found in [Eng07,
Eng08, Wol09, Köh11, Göt15, Göt16, Göt17].

4.3 Device Characterization and Measurement Methods
Here it is important to mention that the structural characterization of the PhC-holes generated
by fs-laser processing and optical characterization of the fabricated PhC devices was mainly
the task of T. Meinl [Mei13]. The main goal of this work was to theoretically investigate the
design and optical characterization of the PhC filters, based on the provided experimental and
characterization data. The provided data include FIB cross-sectioning of the structures
fabricated by fs-laser and the information regarding optical characterization setup. In return,
the numerical simulation results were shared to improve the optical characterization of the
PhC devices. However, FIB technology was also used as a part of this work to investigate the
experimental implementation of dielectric PhC structures and take a real world input for
theoretical modelling (discussed in section 5.8). This section briefly discusses the
characterization and measurement methodology of PhC structures to understand the presented
investigations in a better way.
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4.3.1 General Challenges in Characterization of High Aspect-ratio
Structures
Using imaging technologies such as SEM, high resolution images of the specimen can be
generated, since it is equipped with different types of detectors capable of showing various
structural and surface topography aspects. Moreover, with the help of surface-profiling
technologies such as Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM), high resolution surface-profile
information can be acquired. But taking into consideration high aspect ratio holes as in case
of fs-laser processing, getting the full structural information can be challenging. The AFM tip
cannot reach the depth of these holes, therefore, the correct information about the deep
channels inside the materials cannot be obtained using such technologies.

4.3.2 Characterization using Focused Ion Beam Technology
For a detailed sample characterization and a deep insight into the structural profiles and inner
volumes of the fabricated structures, FIB characterization was used. FIB technology offers a
lot of utilities regarding characterization of the fabricated structures such as preparation of the
samples, SEM imaging, cross-sectional views and measurements, lamella preparation,
localized material deposition, ion-beam induced deposition of materials or gas enhanced ion
milling for higher quality and yield [Gia05]. FIB instruments incorporates other features such
as tilting the specimen at different angles, stage drift correction during milling, and high
quality polishing of the surface. It also offers the possibility to utilize different detectors of
SEM system to analyse, measure, and make high quality images of the specimen.

4.3.2.1 SEM Imaging and Surface-profile Analysis
Using the SEM facility in FIB machine, the fabricated structures can be well analysed from
different angles by tilting the stage and high quality images can be generated with different
details. In case of delicate structures, an additional protection layer might be deposited
around the structures to protect them from possible damage while making lateral crosssections using FIB milling.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.12: SEM micrographs of top views of structures fabricated on dielectric surfaces. The grainlike structures show the Pt coating on the surface of the dielectric material. (a) Shows surface
overview of a grid of 5×5 PhC-holes fabricated by FIB milling lithography. (b) A laser ablated hole
in fused silica achieved by using temporally shaped (with TOD) fs-laser pulse. The formation of the
rim around the upper diameter of the holes can be clearly observed [Mei13].
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Figure 4.12 shows surface images of two dielectric samples with PhC-holes. The presence of
a thin metal layer can be easily seen in form of white grains on the specimen surface. A grid
of 5×5 PhC holes fabricated by using FIB milling lithography is shown in Figure 4.12 (a).
Moreover, Figure 4.12 (b) shows a SEM image of a hole fabricated by a single shot TOD
fs-laser pulse. The details, such as presence of an ablation rim around the surface of the hole
can be clearly observed.

4.3.2.2 Cross-sectional View and Inner Structural-profile Analysis
The focused ion beam is capable of sputtering materials at different rates which provides
resolution and accuracy down to nanometre range. During cross-sectioning and analysis of
the structures, the higher milling rates can be used to mill trenches adjacent to the subject
structure. The deep milling can be changed into high quality polishing by reducing the ion
current or acceleration voltage. The preparation of the specimen can be further improved by
using gas enhanced ion milling and ion beam induced deposition of materials.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.13: Cross-sections achieved by FIB milling to study structural properties. (a) Cross-section
of the PhC-holes in a three-layer system of dielectric thin films. The separation of all the three
material layers and the hole-profile can be clearly observed [Kha12]. (b) Cross-sectional view of the
hole fabricated by using a single shot fs-laser TOD pulse. The funnel-like profile of the hole and the
groves indicating the formation of the rim around the surface diameter can be clearly observed
[Mei13].

Two examples of FIB cross-sectioning and imaging are shown in Figure 4.13, in which (a)
depicts a cross-sectional view of PhC-holes milled into a three-layer system of thin films by
FIB milling lithography. The appearance of different material layers is clearly visible along
with the volume and shape profile of the structures. These holes are not covered with
protection layer since they are not very deep and the damage during the cross-sectioning is
not that critical to destroy the structural features. Figure 4.13 (b) shows a cross-sectional view
of a hole fabricated using fs-laser pulses with TOD asymmetric shape. The figure shows a
two-step cross-section into the material. The bigger trench is milled into the substrate at
higher FIB milling current, while the cross-section reaching the hole is done using lower ionbeam currents, the so-called polishing step. Since FIB milling is a destructive process, an
additional protective layer is deposited on top of the hole to prevent damage and preserve its
structural features. Looking at the image carefully, the dark material is the silica substrate and
the light grey layer on the top is the protection layer. Whereas, the thin white layer between
the silica substrate and protection layer is the Pt layer, deposited to drain the surface charge.
The delicate structural features such as rim-formation around the surface diameter, funnel
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shape of the hole and a deep channel inside the material can be clearly seen. Moreover,
formation of a dent above the hole due to filling of the protection material inside the hole and
formation of an air-void (dark shade inside the deep channel) under the protection layer
formation can be seen. All this detailed structural information was used as an input for the
simulation models which will be discussed in upcoming chapters.

4.3.3 Optical Measurement Setup
During the thesis work, the making of optical measurement setup was mainly the task of
T. Meinl [Mei13]. This work took the information from the measurement setup for numerical
simulations and the results were used to improve the optical characterization of PhC devices.
Previously at INA, optical characterization of a polarization selective InP based optical filter
has been reported in [Zam11] by using the reflection measurement setup [Ben10]. Since
many devices operate in transmission measurement rather than reflection and due to the fact
that PhC Fano-filters give a better performance in transmission measurement [Bon03,
Kha12], a transmission measurement setup [Fül15] was also developed at INA. Both of the
setups share the same light sources and make use of similar free space optical components.
In this work, PhC devices are investigated in transmission measurement, therefore it will be
the main focus of discussion in this section. Moreover, the numerical simulations model the
light source within 100 nm distance from the sample. Therefore, the information of the source
spot reaching the sample such as its spot diameter, angular divergence, central wavelength,
and other properties are main point of interest for this work. Additionally, the optical
components affecting the properties of the spot reaching the sample are also important for
numerical simulations.
The custom made optical measurement setup is a combination of optical fibre and free space
optical components. The complete schematic diagram of the setup along with its peripheral
connection and user interface is shown in Figure 4.14. The setup is equipped with two
different LED sources. Both of them are super-luminescent diode (SLD) light sources. The
short wavelength SLD has a central wavelength of 1.297 µm and a bandwidth of 80 nm,
while the long wavelength SLD has a central wavelength of 1.559 µm with a bandwidth of
90 nm. A laser light source is also available which is nearly monochromatic with a central
wavelength of 1.550 µm and a FWHM of 0.03 nm. This tuneable laser source can be tuned to
cavity wavelength range from 1.456 µm to 1.567 µm.
The light generated by the source is terminated into the collimator via optical fibre. Two
collimators with different focal lengths are available to be used. The smaller collimator has a
focal length of
mm and the bigger collimator has a focal length of
mm. While using those collimators, two different beam diameters and
divergence properties can be produced. The divergence angle of the collimator is
theoretically defined by the following formula:
( )(
Where is the divergence angle (in degrees),
the focal length of the collimator.

)

(4.4)

is the Mode-field Diameter (MFD) and

is
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Figure 4.14: Complete schmetic of transmission measurement optical characterization setup along
with sources, stage controlling mechanism, optical spectrum analyser, camera setup and user
interface (from [Fül15]).

The setup also has a polarization control mechanism to allow only a single polarization of
light during the measurement if required. The combination of an input and output polarizer
are used to implement a complete polarization control mechanism (Figure 4.14). The
collimated beam passing through the source collimator and polarizer reaches the sample via a
microscope objective lens with 10× magnification. The lens has a focal length of
with a working distance of 30.5 mm, numerical aperture
, depth of focus 4.1 µm,
resolving power of 1.1 µm and maximum diameter of 34.0 mm. In order to achieve fine
adjustment and good focus of the incident beam on the sample during the optical
characterization experiments, setup uses a sample stage which is capable of moving in all
three spatial directions with a minimum step size of 100 nm. Since in transmission
measurement, the light must be collected in the collimator attached to the Optical Spectrum
Analyser (OSA) after passing through the sample, the sample stage has two holes with
diameters of 3 mm and 5 mm. The sample is placed on the stage in such a way that the light
can pass through the sample and holes in the stage. Furthermore, the setup has a visualization
system for determining the correct focus and sample position (Figure 4.14 left side). It is
connected to the computer to enable the user to analyze the sample position.
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4.3.3.1 Beam Properties on the Sample
Resonances in the PhC structures are sensitive to various properties of incident Gaussian
beam such as spot diameters, incidence angle and angular spread. Hence, to this reason the
beam divergence and spot diameter after the beam passes through a collimator and objective
lens are very significant in excitation of the PhC Fano-filters. Table 4.1 presents the output
spot sizes and the divergence factor for the central wavelengths of both the excitation sources
i.e. 1.297 µm and 1.559 µm after passing through two different available collimators. The
smaller collimator has a focal length of
which outputs a collimated beam
with a diameter of 2.35 mm for both light sources. Similarly, the bigger collimator has a focal
and outputs a beam with collimated diameter of 7.71 mm for both
length of
sources. These calculations were also part of a master thesis [Bon 15].
Collimator
focal-length
(mm)

Source
wavelength λ
(µm)
1.297
1.559
1.297
1.559

Beam diameter
after collimator
dbeam (mm)
2.35
7.71

Spot diameter
on sample dspot
(µm)
14.054
16.893
4.2838
5.1491

Beam
divergence 2θ°
(degrees)
6.7324°
22.0875°

Table 4.1: Properties of the Gaussian beam after propagation through two different collimators and
objective lenses.
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5 Photonic Crystal Slab Design,
Numerical Simulation and
Fabrication
The chapter focuses on two of the main goals of this work, i.e. design and technological
implementation of dielectric slab waveguide PhC structures. The effect of various design
parameters and filter layouts on the transmission characteristics of the Fano-filters is
investigated. The technological implementation of dielectric PhCs using FIB milling
lithography is discussed along with its results. Moreover, an InP based polarization selective
filter was simulated as unit cell model and fabricated in former works. This work simulates a
finite device model of the filter based on its fabrication results to explain the differences
between the simulation and measurement results.

5.1 Preliminary Design Considerations
The discussed slab waveguide based narrow-band filters are targeted to operate in the NIR
wavelength range. Typical design of slab waveguide PhCs investigated by many groups is
based on air-suspended membranes which offer a high refractive index contrast. However,
this work implements PhC designs based on solid layers to attain a high mechanical stability,
easier fabrication and avoid undesired bending in released membranes due to residual stress.
Additionally, the goal is to investigate Fano-resonances in low-index contrast PhC structures.
These dielectric PhC designs use circular holes arranged in a square lattice. A lattice constant
of
is used in all the presented models which is suitable for NIR range, however, it
can be rescaled to any desired wavelength range. The dielectric materials used in the design
are ZrO2/Nb2O5 (
) for waveguide and SiO2 (
) for substrate and cladding
material. ZrO2 and Nb2O5 are chosen because they offer low-losses at NIR wavelengths and
good mechanical properties.
To save computational resources, time and to reduce the complexity of the system, 3D unit
cell and 2D-FDTD modelling approaches are used. However, to study the resonances in finite
structures with finite source, 3D-FDTD based full device models are also computed. The
field amplitudes are recorded in a file and the transmission and reflection spectra are
calculated by Fourier transformation of the recorded field. The presented Fano-filters are
evaluated by the quality of Fano-resonances. The quality of resonances in different PhC
models is compared by the normalized or relative linewidth. This relative linewidth is
calculated by dividing the linewidth of resonance in wavelength range with the central
wavelength, which is given by:
Relative Linewidth

(5.1)

Where,
is the linewidth of the resonance in wavelength range and
is the central
wavelength. An advantage of using this normalized relation is that, even if the PhC model is
scaled to a different wavelength range, the relative linewidth will remain the same.
It is also necessary to mention here that the term design parameters is designated to define
the structural parameters such as thickness of the waveguide, radius and depth of the air57
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holes. Whereas, the term design layout is designated to define these basic structural
parameters in different realizations or arrangement of thin-films to function as a Fano-filter.
The primary design target of each upcoming discussed filter model is to yield a single-mode
output spectrum, narrow linewidth of resonances and a good shape of transmission spectrum.
But, since the optimum design parameters vary with the layout of filter, some of the structural
parameters are taken as standard in all the design layouts. These standard design parameters
are meant for comparison between different filter layouts and structural profiles of air-holes
rather than targeting a single-mode output spectrum. Moreover, since the work was based on
study of PhC structures based on a variety of structural profiles, different hole-shapes might
have been used for different investigations during the work. It might yield a different shape of
transmission spectrum but the basic information is the same and it can be generalized for all
PhC hole-shapes. Furthermore, to make the comparative study easier, the spot size of source
is also defined in terms of lattice constant “ ” instead of µm. For instance, a spot size of 20
µm can be referred to as 20 .

5.2 Investigation on the Influence of Different Design
Parameters
Two dimensional PhCs can have several design variations. A very simple PhC design based
on a solid slab can be a waveguide on top of a low-index substrate and cylindrical air-holes
structured inside the waveguide (Figure 5.1). The design parameters such as lattice
constant , hole radius , waveguide thickness and depth of the holes play an important
role in resulting guided resonances and spectral features of the filter. The design parameters
are normalized with respect to the lattice constant
of the structure. The normalized
radius of the holes or the so-called fill factor of the gratings can be given by
. Similarly,
the normalized thickness of the waveguide is
and normalized depth of the holes is given
and hole-radius of
by
. For instance, the structure with a lattice constant of
will correspond to a fill factor value of
. The radius value can
therefore be defined as a factor of lattice constant i.e.
.

Figure 5.1: 3D-FDTD Fano-filter model with a waveguide layer on the substrate and air-holes
structured through it. The design parameters are indicated in red. The unit cell model is simulated as
a perfect crystal using periodic boundary conditions in lateral dimensions.

To discuss the variation in Fano-resonances due to the design parameters of the PhC slab,
several approaches can be used. In this work, the designed equation to calculate the effective
refractive index of the periodic structure given by 5.2, which is based on the fundamental
assumptions to average the refractive index of the periodic structure. This helps to compare
the periodic waveguide in PhC slabs to a normal slab waveguide (section 3.6). If and are
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the coefficients defining the design parameters and and
are the corresponding refractive
indices in a periodic structure, the effective refractive index can be defined as:
(5.2)

The above equation can be modified to calculate the effective refractive index of the
waveguide layer and structured substrate, as given by equation 5.3 and 5.4. Where,
represents the refractive index of the free space.
(5.3)
(5.4)

In following sub-sections, the basic structural parameters such as hole-radius, thickness of the
waveguide and depth of the holes are investigated for a PhC filter model based on dielectric
materials.

5.2.1 Radius Dependence of Resonances
To investigate the hole-radius dependence of the Fano-resonances, the holes are initially
supposed to be only fully structuring the waveguide layer as depicted in Figure 5.2. The
design target is to find the radius values for the best shape of transmission spectrum. The fillfactor is varied for hole-radius values from 0.05 to 0.45 while keeping all other design
parameters constant. The waveguide has a thickness of
, which is chosen to work
as single mode waveguide by fundamental assumptions.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 5.2: The cross-sectional view of the Fano-filter models for three different hole-radius values
i.e.(a) r=0.10a, (b) 0.30a and (c) 0.45a.

To visually analyse the effect of hole-radii on guided-mode resonances, field distribution
inside the waveguide for three different hole-radius values is shown in Figure 5.3. The red
and blue colours represent the maxima and minima of the field amplitudes, respectively. The
effective refractive index of the waveguide is calculated from equation 5.3. The field
distribution in the waveguide layer shows weak resonances at small radius value of the airholes i.e.
with
. However, at moderate air-hole radius values such
as
with
(Figure 5.3 middle), the field shows very strong in-plane
coupling of the modes in the waveguide and enhanced resonances in the periodic structure.
As the radius of the holes reaches
, the resonances get very weak as depicted in
Figure 5.3(right). The presence of the large-radius holes further reduces the effective
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refractive index of the waveguide layer to
vertical index guiding.

(a)

(b)

, resulting in weakening of the

(c)

Figure 5.3: The cross-sectional view of the waveguide of the Fano-filter model during excitation at
three different values of the hole-radius, i.e. (a) r=0.10a, (b) 0.30a and (c) 0.45a. The field
distribution shows that the resonances are enhanced at a radius value of r=0.30a.

The transmission spectra plotted for hole-radius values from 0.05 to 0.45 are shown in
Figure 5.4. By increasing the fill-factor, the
of the waveguide drops and the resonant
modes shift towards the shorter wavelengths. The spectra depicts that the best quality of
resonant modes can be achieved at moderate values of hole-radii i.e.
to
. The
occurrence of dual-modes is also evident from the transmission plot. The two modes get
closer to each other and the transmission dips get deeper as the radius is increased.

Figure 5.4: The transmission spectrum of the single layered Fano-filter model for the hole-radius
variation form r=0.05a to 0.45a.

5.2.2 Air-hole Depth Dependence of Resonances
The depth of the air-holes influences two important factors, i.e. coupling efficiency of
periodic structure and effective refractive index of the PhC waveguide. Figure 5.5 shows
cross-sectional view of the filter at three different hole-depth values, i.e.
and
. The holes have a radius of
and waveguide has a thickness of
.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 5.5: The Fano-filter models with three different air-hole depth values, i.e. (a) h=0.10a,
(b) 0.50a and (c) 1.0a.

The field distribution in the structure during guided-mode resonance for the mentioned holedepth values is shown in Figure 5.6. On the left, the air-holes are not etched through the
waveguide layer due to which it offers a low coupling efficiency but good wave-guiding
properties due to high index contrast between the waveguide layer and surrounding media.
Due to a weak coupling, most of the incident field is transmitted into the substrate and only a
), the
very small fraction is coupled into the waveguide. In Figure 5.6 middle (for
holes are etched through the waveguide layer which reduces its effective refractive index
from 2.2 to
, but at the same time increases the coupling efficiency of the
periodic structure. The refractive index contrast between waveguide layer and substrate drops
roughly to a ratio of 1.48/1.5, which makes the wave-guiding weaker and the modes spread
into the substrate as visible in the figure. By extending the air-holes further into the substrate
(Figure 5.6 right for
), the effective refractive index ratio between the waveguide
and structured substrate becomes
. It further increases the
of waveguide.
coupling efficiency of the waveguide along with improvement in the

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 5.6: Cross-sectional view of the Fano-filter showing field distribution at three different holedepth values, i.e. (a) h= 0.10a, (b) 0.50a and (c) 1.0a.

The transmission spectra in Figure 5.7 show the resonant modes for the hole-depth values
from
to
. The trend in the plot shows that the deeper holes shift the
resonances towards the shorter wavelengths due to the drop in the
of the periodic
structure. This effect is similar to the case of increasing the hole-radius values. As the holedepth increases, the resonances get stronger and the linewidth of the modes gets narrower,
which improves the quality of the resonances. The two modes combine together to form a
single dip at a hole-depth of 0.60 with a relative-linewidth of
which
improves to
at depth of 0.80 and further to
at a hole-depth
of 1.0 . In conclusion, deeper holes improve this filter model in two ways, i.e. making it
single-mode and improving the symmetry of the waveguide layer. The waveguide is
surrounded by air on the top and a decrease in the refractive index of the structured substrate
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will improve the refractive index contrast of waveguide with surrounding media. An
investigation for moderate refractive index PhC slabs presented in [Böt02] also shows that
the transmission is improved by extending the holes into the substrate.

Figure 5.7: Transmission spectra for hole-depth variation from h=0.10a to 1.0a. The quality of
resonances improves with extending the holes deeper into the substrate. The transmission intensity in
the green curve goes above unity due to the parasitic oscillation originating from the sharp structural
features in the waveguide at a shallow hole-depth of 0.20a.

5.2.3 Waveguide Thickness Dependence of Resonances
Since the two important structural features of a guided-mode resonance based filter are a
waveguide and a periodic structure, the thickness of the waveguide plays an important in
tuning of resonances. The effect of thickness of the waveguide on quality and location of the
resonances in the spectrum is investigated by varying its thickness form
to
.
The design target is to adopt a single-mode waveguide core with a good linewidth of resonant
modes. The other structural parameters such as radius of the holes and depth of the holes are
kept constant at
and
, respectively. Figure 5.8 depicts the cross-sectional
view of the Fano-filter model at three different values of the waveguide thickness, i.e.
and
.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 5.8: The cross-sectional view of the Fano-filter model at three different waveguide thickness
values, i.e. (a) w=0.10a, (b) 0.35a and (c) 0.50a.

The field distribution of the three waveguide thickness values is shown in Figure 5.9. The
figure on the left shows that a very thin waveguide core (
) offers a weak in-plane
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coupling of the modes and most of the incident field is transmitted into the substrate.
Secondly, the effective refractive index of the periodic structure drops leading to insufficient
wave-guiding characteristics. However, the field distribution in Figure 5.9 (middle) shows a
strong appearance of the resonant modes along the periodic waveguide at a thickness of
. At a higher thickness value (
) the waveguide core appears to be
sustaining multiple waveguide modes as seen in Figure 5.9 (right).

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 5.9. The field distribution of the resonant modes during guided-mode resonance for waveguide
thickness values of (a) w=0.10a, (b) 0.35a and (c) 0.50a.

Figure 5.10: The resonance behaviour when the thickness of the waveguide w is varied from 0.10a to
0.50a while keeping other structural parameters constant.

Figure 5.10 shows the transmission spectra of the Fano-filter model for waveguide
thicknesses ranging from
to
with a step size of
. At thickness value
of 0.10 the spectrum does not show any resonant mode because of low coupling efficiency
and the waveguide is too thin to sustain any mode in this wavelength range. However, at
thickness values of 0.15 and 0.20 , weak resonances appear around wavelength range of
1.44 µm. The waveguide appears to be single-mode at thickness values of
to
around wavelength range of 1.52 µm. From a thickness of
onwards, the
waveguide shows multi-mode properties. Additionally, the resonant modes keep shifting
towards longer wavelengths as the thickness increases. It is also to be noticed from the plot
that a thicker waveguide core accommodates multiple modes and the mode separation
increases with thickness. The effect can be compared to an unstructured slab waveguide
where the number of waveguide modes increase as the waveguide thickness increases.
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5.2.4 Optimized Design Parameters for Single-layer Fano-filter
Design
The above discussed filter design can be tuned to several wavelength ranges by varying the
basic structural parameters such as waveguide layer thickness, hole-radius and hole-depth.
The design target is to achieve a single-mode Fano-filter with a narrow linewidth and good
transmission characteristics. The transmission spectrum in Figure 5.11 is achieved by
choosing the optimum structural parameters satisfying the design target. In this Fano-filter
and the
model, the depth of the air holes is
, with a radius of the holes as
thickness of the waveguide as
. The output spectrum offers a single moderesonance around wavelength of 1.51 µm with a relative linewidth of
.

Figure 5.11: The transmission spectrum of the Fano-filter design with waveguide layer thickness of
w=0.30a, radius of holes as r=0.30a and hole depth of h=1.0a. The filter has a RLW of 1.0%.

5.3 Investigation on different Filter Design Layouts
If the basic design parameters such as lattice constant, waveguide thickness and fill factor are
fixed, still the PhC filters can be realized with different design layouts (Figure 5.12). This
section investigates the dependence of the resonances on the design layout of the PhC filter.
All the three design layouts have the same radii of the holes and thicknesses of the
waveguides, i.e.
and
. This thickness of the waveguide is taken as
standard in accordance with the final design of all-solid layer design layout. Any of these
models can be adopted to single-mode output just by reducing the thickness of the
waveguide. The first two models (Figure 5.12(a and b)) consist of air holes and the third one
Figure 5.12(c) is composed of low-index material-filled holes through the waveguide. The
first model has a depth of air holes as
, while in second model, the holes are
deep. It is due to the presence of a
thick cladding layer on top of the
waveguide and extending the holes equally on both sides of the waveguide (
).
A detailed investigation on designing and optical tuning of three solid-layer dielectric PhCs
for NIR range is given in previous work [Kha12]. The second and third models have the
cladding layer of same thickness above the waveguide to make a symmetric design of the
filter. All the three models have a circular hole-diameter in the plane of periodicity, but as 3D
structures the shape of the holes varies. For instance, the 3D structure of the air-holes in
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model (a) and (b) is cylindrical, while the material-filled holes in model (c) have ellipsoid
shape. The slight difference in the basic design parameters and shape of the holes appears due
to the fact that all the presented models were designed for different purposes. The all-solid
layer model (b) is taken as a standard model throughout this work, while the model (a) was
simulated as a simplified model to discuss the design parameters, and model (c) is based on
femtosecond laser generated holes discussed in chapter 6.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 5.12: Dielectric PhC filter models with three different design layouts. (a) Waveguide layer on
the top with air-holes extending into the substrate. (b) Three solid-layers based model with air-holes
extending equally on both sides of the waveguide. (c) Symmetric waveguide design with low-index
material-filled ellipsoid shaped holes.

Figure 5.13: Transmission spectra of three different dielectric Fano-filter design layouts having same
material properties, radius of the holes and waveguide thickness.

For sake of comparison, the transmission spectra of the three mentioned models are plotted
together in Figure 5.13. Fano-filter design (a) with single-layer waveguide and deep air-holes
has resonant modes located in shortest wavelength range due to the minimum
as
compared to the other models. The two resonant modes are located very close to each other
centered around 1.52 µm. However, in the design (b) with a symmetric waveguide structure,
the mode separation increases and the transmission dips shift towards the longer wavelengths
around 1.55 µm. The oscillations in the plot are due to the finite time of numerical
simulation, and they must be ignored. Fano-filter model (c) based on low-index material
filled holes through an embedded waveguide, have a big shift in resonance range towards the
longer wavelengths due to increase in the
of the periodic structure. Secondly, the mode
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separation is also increased, with appearance of a strong mode around 1.71 µm and a weaker
transmission dip around 1.64 µm. An important phenomenon which can be concluded from
all the three filter designs is the
, due to which the transmission characteristics and
spectral ranges vary. The
in Fano-filter models is influenced by all the design
parameters, i.e. the fill-factor, thickness of the waveguide core, depth of the air-holes,
refractive index of the materials and the design layout of the filter.

5.4 Investigation on the Structural-profile of PhCelements
Fano-resonances are sensitive to various characteristics of the filter including the structural
profile of the holes. The ideal theoretical models consider circular holes with straight
wall-profile inside the material. In other words, the air-holes have a cylindrical volume in 3D
in an ideal model. However, during fabrication, the hole-profile may deviate from theoretical
model in different ways. The variation in the profile may result from the fabrication
technology used and the material properties. For instance, the PhCs structured by using FIB
milling lithography result in angled walls instead of perfect cylindrical walls. During FIB
milling, sputtering of the material has different efficiency for different incident angles. Since
it is not highest for the normal incident, it results in angled walls of the implemented
structures. The tilting of the side-wall also varies due usage of different milling currents and
material properties. Moreover, the structures produced by usage of high energy femtosecond
laser pulses may achieve an ellipsoid shape or a funnel-like shape followed by a straight
channel.
Figure 5.14 shows the vertical cross-sectional view of 3D-FDTD models of filters with
straight and angled wall. All the structural parameters of the filter are kept at standard design
values, i.e. waveguide thickness
, hole depth
and hole radius at
waveguide core as
. However, the radius of the holes at the surface
and at the
bottom of the holes
is varied to achieve an angled wall profile. The holes are transformed
from 3D cylindrical to a conical shape in a systematic way so that the hole-radius at the
centre of waveguide remains constant.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 5.14: Dielectric PhC filters with variation in structural-profile of PhC-elements. The
cylindrical hole-profile is transformed into conical hole-profile while keeping the radius at the centre
of the waveguide constant.

The resultant spectra of the filters with variation in structural-profile of the holes are shown
in Figure 5.15. The upper-radius of the holes is increased by a step of
in four steps
such that the radii values are given by
. Similarly, the
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bottom-radius of the holes is decreased by a factor of
in four steps such that the total
values are given by
. However, as mentioned, the holeradius at the middle of the waveguide remains constant at
. The resonant modes in
the transmission spectra shift to longer wavelengths as the hole-shape vary from cylindrical
to conical volume. The reason for this effect is the increment in the
of the periodic
waveguide. As the 3D volume of the air-holes becomes more conical, the
drops above
the waveguide layer and at the same time it increases below the waveguide layer. Secondly,
the mode separation increases as the hole-profile becomes more conical. It can also be
concluded from the plot that the modes separation increases as the
of the periodic
structure increases.

Figure 5.15: Variation in the transmission spectra of three-layered slab waveguide based Fano-filter
model as the hole-shape is transformed from cylindrical to conical.

The ideal Fano-filter model with cylindrical holes is compared to a model with same design
layout but ellipsoid shape holes in Figure 5.16. The ellipsoid-shaped hole model is designed
after studying the structural profile of the holes resulting from material processing using high
energy femtosecond laser pulses (discussed in chapter 6).

(a)

(b)

Figure 5.16: The Fano filter designs with (a) cylindrical and (b) ellipsoid shaped of air-holes.

The comparison of transmission spectra in Figure 5.17 shows that the resonant modes are
shifted to longer wavelengths due to variation in
as the hole-shape changes from
cylindrical to ellipsoid. Additionally, the mode separation also increases resulting in the
appearance of two sharp resonant peaks around 1.59 µm and 1.63 µm. However, cylindrical
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holes model shows two modes located in vicinity around 1.55 µm. The ellipsoid shape of the
holes also appears to give the spectrum smooth edges unlike in case of cylindrical holes.

Figure 5.17: The transmission spectra of the Fano- filter models with cylindrical and ellipsoid shaped
holes.

5.5 Investigation on Finite PhC Structures
To make the numerical calculations more close to a real device, finite sized 3D models must
be simulated. These models are more accurate but very complex at the same time. A detailed
3D structure requires a lot of computational power and time, which can make the modelling
procedure complicated. Keeping the simulation resources and time in mind, the problem can
be simplified by using simple modelling approaches.
A 2D simulation model can be made by eliminating the third dimension of a 3D model. 2D
models are very convenient to perform some fundamental investigations for instance, the
presence of resonances in the spectrum, effect of the basic structural and material properties
etc. This basic information can be later on used to design a 3D model. Additionally, a 2D
model allows the flexibility to rapidly test several basic parameters while requiring less
computational resources. However, a 2D model can be interpreted as a PhC model or a 2D
grating since it cannot address many problems such as shape of the holes and real dimensions
of the source.
The second approach is to make a 3D unit cell model which contains the essential structural
information of a full device (Figure 5.18(a)). The unit cell is simulated as an infinite crystal
using PBCs. The 3D unit cell models are very useful to reach the desired design target while
saving the computational resources and in a time efficient way. However, 3D unit cell models
do not address all the issues related to a real device. For instance, in 3D unit cell models, an
infinite structure is simulated using a plane wave source which does not depict a real
structure and limited dimensions of a real light beam.
A third, so called 2.5D modelling approach is to design a 3D stripe model which is finite in
one lateral dimension and repeated infinitely in the other lateral dimension by using PBCs. It
includes the structural information such as the hole-shape and finite dimensions of the source
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along one lateral axis. This modelling approach was used in former thesis work [Kha12],
which proved to be efficient. However, the information such as circular spot of the source
and its Gaussian profile are still missing in this approach.
As a final step, the information from all these simplified modelling approaches can be used to
design the finite 3D model which represents the real device (Figure 5.18(b)). A 3D device
requires much more computational resources and calculation time compared to the prototype
models but it addresses all the issues related to finite size of the structure and the source. To
understand these modelling approaches in a more convenient way, a comparison of different
parameters regarding 2D, 3D unit cell and finite device modelling is given in a tubular form
in the appendix.

(a)

(b)

Figure 5.18: 3D-FDTD modelling of Fano-filters. (a) A 3D unit cell model simulated as a perfect
crystal with PBCs. (b) A 3D finite device model with simulation domain terminated with PML
boundaries.

5.6 Optimization of a Finite-Device Simulation Model
After designing a 3D-FDTD device model based on the information obtained from 3D unit
cell models and 2D models, a fine tuning of the 3D simulation model is carried out.
Following subsections discuss some critical design and calculation issues essential to design
and optimize a 3D model of the full device.

5.6.1 Field-monitor Method Optimization
To correctly measure and record the transmission and reflection flux during guided-mode
resonances, it is important to specify the length and position of the field monitor layers above
and below the structured area. Figure 5.19 shows a 2D-FDTD simulation model of a PhC slab
with 30 periods of air-holes or gratings structures excited using plane wave source with a
width of 60 . The width of the source is kept larger than the structured area to ensure that the
structured area receives almost plane wave fronts without the diffraction effects on the source
endings. The red line indicates the position and length of the transmission monitor layer
below the periodic structure.
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Figure 5.19: A 2D strucuture with 30 peroids of gratings and the red line indicating the transmission
field monitor layer.

Figure 5.20: Variation in the transmission of the resonant modes as the length of the field monitor
layer increases and goes beyond the structured area.

The length of the monitor layer is varied from 20 to 60 , whereas the length of the periodic
gratings is 30 . The plots in the Figure 5.20 show that the transmission spectrum improves as
the length of the monitor layer is equal or less than the length of the structured area. There is
a sudden jump in the transmission as the length of the monitor layer shifts from 30 to 35 . It
indicates that the resonant modes are stronger within the structured area, and the modes
outside it are directly transmitted light. The transmission dip continues to get weaker as the
length of the flux-recording layer extends in the unstructured part of the waveguide since it
also measures the directly transmitted light along with the resonant modes and it reduces the
overall transmission dip. Based on these investigations, the optimum length of the
transmission and reflection flux-recording layers is chosen to be equal or less than the length
of the structured area in all the simulation models.

5.6.2 Grid-size of PhC-elements
While working with 3D-FDTD models of PhC devices with a finite size, it is essential to
investigate their optimum dimensions to get good filter characteristics. To study this, the grid
size of PhC-elements is varied from
to
, while keeping the spot size of
excitation source constant as 8 . Figure 5.21 shows cross-sections of the 3D models of PhC
devices with minimum and maximum size of the grid and indication of the excitation source.
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Figure 5.21: 3D-FDTD models of the PhC slab devices with variation in number of periods and
indication of the exciation source with 8a spot. Left: Device with 10 10 grid of PhC elements.
Right: Device with 30 30 grid of PhC elements.

Figure 5.22: Improvement in the transmission specta as the grid size of PhC-elements is increaed.

The variation in the transmission spectrum of the device due to increase in the size of the PhC
grid is shown in Figure 5.22. The quality of the spectra improves as the linewidth of the
transmission dip decreases by increasing the grid size of PhC-elements. However, it should
be kept in mind that a small spot sized source has a larger angular spectrum (section 3.3.6 and
4.3.3.1) and the Fano-resonances are sensitive to the angular spread of the excitation source.
A small focus source is useful to investigate the localized resonance effects but the overall
spectrum can be improved by using a larger spot size of the source.

5.6.3 Refractive Index Variation
The fabrication results might appear to have slightly different material properties than the
numerical simulations. The refractive index of the materials may vary when different
deposition techniques are used. For instance, the thin films deposited using PECVD
technology are more porous than the thin films deposited by Ion Beam Sputter Deposition
(IBSD). To investigate the influence of the refractive index on the output spectrum, the
waveguide of the PhC device is simulated with two different refractive index values, i.e. 2.1
and 2.2 (Figure 5.23).
The simulated 3D-FDTD model has a
grid of conical shaped air-holes arranged in a
square lattice. The device is excited using a 20 circular diameter plane wave source. The
main mode in transmission spectra in Figure 5.23 shifts from a central wavelength of 1.58 µm
to 1.63 µm and second mode gets weaker as the refractive index of the waveguide is
increased. It is due to the fact that the optical thickness of the waveguide layer is changed
while it is same for the rest of the structure. It not only changes the coupling of the field but
also enhances the multi-mode properties of the waveguide.
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Figure 5.23: Shift of transmission spectra towards the longer wavelengths as the refractive index of
the waveguide is varied from 2.1 to 2.2.

5.6.4 PhC Slab Device Model Optimized for Fabrication
The optimized numerical model of the dielectric PhC device was targeted to be
experimentally implemented using FIB milling lithography. Therefore, it was designed with
conical hole-profile. The model possesses a grid of
PhC holes, substrate refractive
index of
and a waveguide of
. The conical shape holes has an upper radius
of
and bottom radius of
. The radius of the holes at the middle of the
and the waveguide has a thickness of
.
waveguide is

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 5.24: The field distribution inside the PhC device with 30 30 grid of conical shaped air-holes
being excited by a 20a spot Ex-polarized plane wave source. (a) Horizontal cross-section of the
device. (b) Vertical cross-section showing the resonant modes along the periodic waveguide.
(c) Vertical cross-sectional view of the device showing its structural profile.

The device is excited by a plane wave source with circular spot diameter of 20 . The filed
distribution inside the structure with a -polarized source is shown in Figure 5.24. Since the
wavefronts are parallel to the -axis, the field spreads out faster in -direction (Figure
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5.24(a)). The vertical cross-section shows the formation of the resonant modes in the periodic
waveguide (Figure 5.24(b)).
The output spectra of the device show resonance around two different wavelengths, i.e.
1.625 µm and 1.66 µm. The appearance of the resonant modes is not symmetrical in
transmission and reflection because the energy can be scattered differently in transmission
and reflection and go outside the monitor layers in case of a finite model. However, it appears
to be perfectly symmetric in case of unit cell models since it uses an ideal plane wave source
and all the field energy is collected at the monitor layers above and below the waveguide. It is
an established fact from the research that the solid layer photonic crystal structures perform
better in transmission as compared to the reflection, since the field energy undergoes less
scattering in transmission.

Figure 5.25: The transmission and reflection spectra of the PhC device with 30 30 grid of air-holes
excited with a 20a spot plane wave source.

5.7 Modelling InP based Polarization Selective Filter
InP based polarization selective filter was initially investigated and fabricated in previous
works at INA [Wul09, Kus10, Zam11]. Elliptical holes were implemented in an InP
membrane to include an additional function of polarization selectivity in an InP/air-gap based
tuneable Fabry-Pérot filter (Figure 5.26). The semiconductor material gives the suspended
membrane based waveguide a high refractive index contrast of
and the polarization
filter works on the principle of guided-mode resonance.
The lateral structure of the device was implemented by conventional photolithography and
RIE. To structure the PhCs, a 40 nm thick layer of SiO2 was deposited on top of the InP using
PECVD process. The designed PhC patterns were milled in the SiO2 layer using FIB milling
lithography. The PhC structures were transferred to the InP layer using RIE and the SiO2
layer was removed using a hydrofluoric acid based wet chemical etching. A detailed
description over the fabrication process, optical properties and configuration of the whole
device can be found in the related works [Wul09, Kus10, Ack11, Zam11].
In former works, the polarization selective filter was numerically simulated as a simple
idealized model based on a single unit cell. Based on those simulation results, the elliptical
PhC-elements were implemented in the fabricated device (Figure 5.26). The polarization
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selectivity of the fabricated device was measured using a reflection measurement setup
[Ben10]. The unit cell simulation results and the measurement results, showed the same
polarization properties but the spectral results did not fit together. The fabrication and
measurement results were pretty accurate but the difference in the spectral results cannot be
answered using a unit cell model. The unit cell model simulates an infinite crystal lattice with
an ideal plane wave source which is not possible in reality. An explanation on the absorption
in InP due to different doping concentrations has been given in [Kus10] but it is not the
reason for the differences in the results. Moreover, the fabricated device was also measured
by placing the source spot at different position on the PhC grid, but it gave the same
information.
To explain these differences, a more realistic approach was used in this work to design and
simulate a finite FDTD model of the device based on the fabrication results. The presented
numerical model helps to investigate the effects due to the finite size of the device and
properties of a real beam such as its finite size and Gaussian spectrum. The simulation results
from the unit cell model, finite device model and the measurement results from the fabricated
device, are compared together to investigate and explain the differences in the spectral
results.

Figure 5.26: SEM micrograph of a polarization selective tuneable optical MEMS filter based on FP
cavity. The polarization selectivity is achieved by implementing elliptical PhC-elements in the InP
membrane [Kus15].

5.7.1 Single Unit-cell based Numerical Simulations
To investigate the basic effect of the PhC hole-shape and size on the polarization of the
incident light, initially single unit cell models were designed and simulated as per design
parameters used in [Wol09, Ack11]. A 3D-FDTD simulation model of the unit cell is shown
in Figure 5.27. The unit cell consists of the 0.367 µm thick suspended InP membrane with an
air-gap of 0.825 µm from the substrate below it. The elliptical PhC hole has dimension of
1.111 µm along the long axis ( -axis) and 0.635 µm along the short axis ( -axis). The
periodic structure has a lattice period of 1.2 µm. The structure has different dimensions along
and -axis to allow two different coupling conditions of the modes.
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Figure 5.27: The 3D view and the horizontal cross-sectional view of the unit cell model used for
numerical simulation of InP based polarization selective filter.

Figure 5.28: Reflection spectra of the unit cell model showing polarization selection properties for
two different polarizations of light.

The reflection spectra of the simulated filter model for the both and -polarizations of the
incident light are shown in Figure 5.28. The reason for working with reflection in this case is
that the final device was tested with a reflection measurement setup and the simulation results
can be compared with it. The reflection spectra show that the stop-band exists for one
polarization component while it vanishes for the other. The filter shows nearly unity
reflection for almost all the wavelengths in range of 1.36 µm to 1.62 µm for the incident light
polarized along the -axis (dotted blue line in the plot). However, there are narrow resonance
glitches around wavelengths of 1.44 µm and 1.49 µm. In contrary to this, the stop-band is
dispersed for the incident source with -polarization (solid red line in the plot). A good
polarization selectivity is shown around the wavelength ranges of 1.45 µm and 1.56 µm with
an interruption around 1.49 µm.

5.7.2 Finite Device Model of InP Polarization Selection Filter
The 3D-FDTD based numerical model of the fabricated device is shown in Figure 5.29. The
device has a tuneable membrane of 40 µm diameter with a 30 µm diameter circular array of
PhC-elements. All other design parameters of the device are same as the unit cell model
(section 5.7.1). The horizontal cross-sectional view of the FDTD model shows the circular
membrane with hinges on the ends. The inset on the right shows a magnified view of the
elliptical holes arranged in a square lattice. The air-gap between the membrane and the
substrate is shown in the vertical cross-sectional view.
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Figure 5.29: 3D-FDTD model of the InP based polarization selective filter with elliptical holes in an
air suspended membrane. A magnified view of the PhC-elements is shown in the inset on the right. In
the vertical cross-sectional view of the device (below), the air-gap between the membrane and the
substrate can be seen.

.

(a)

(b)

Figure 5.30: The field distribution inside the InP membrane during excitation with an 8a spot spatial
Gaussian source at simulation time step of t=17. (a) Excitation with an x-polarized source. (b)
Excitation with a y-polarized source.

In simulation program, the device is modelled using basic shapes such as circles, elliptical
cylinders and rectangles. The designed FDTD model was exited using a spatial Gaussian
source with a spot diameter of 8 . The source parameters were adopted in accordance with
the optical characterization results of the fabricated device. To save the computational times
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and resources, symmetry condition provided by the simulation software were utilized. Since
the device and the excitation source have mirror symmetries along the and -axis, these
symmetries were exploited to actually simulate a quarter of the simulation domain and
manipulate the rest.
In Figure 5.30, the distribution of the field inside the InP membrane is shown at simulation
time step of
. The effects due to finite size of the device and the excitation source can
be studied here which were missing in the unit cell model. It can be seen that the incident
field with a spot size of
gradually spreads inside the membrane and due to small spot size,
some of the structured parts of the membrane remain unexcited. Moreover, some of the field
energy propagates outside the structured area which is reflected back from the edges or
radiates outside the membrane. The difference in the field distribution patterns due to and
-polarization of the light source can also be observed in Figure 5.30(a) and Figure 5.30(b),
respectively.

Figure 5.31: Reflection spectra of the InP based polarization selective filter with two different
polarizations of the light.

The reflection spectra of the device for both polarizations of the incident light are shown in
Figure 5.31. With an incident -polarized light, the device shows almost complete stop band
for the wavelength range from around 1.38 µm to 1.65 µm with two weak resonant peaks
around 1.51 µm and 1.61 µm. Whereas, with an incident -polarized light, the device shows
two strong resonant peaks in wavelength range of 1.46 µm and 1.58 µm, which shows a
strong polarization selectivity for these wavelength ranges.

5.7.3 Single Unit Cell Model versus Finite Device Model
To compare the spectral results from a unit cell model and a full device, the finite size of the
excitation source should also be kept in mind besides the structural modelling. The unit cell
model is excited by perfect plane wave fronts which is practically impossible. The full device
model is excited by a spatial Gaussian source with a 8 circular spot. The angular spectrum
of the Gaussian source can have an influence on the resonant modes (which is discussed in
detail in chapter 7).
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To investigate the difference between the polarization selective properties of a unit cell model
and finite device model, the respective reflection spectra are plotted together in Figure 5.32
and Figure 5.33 for -polarized light and -polarized light, respectively. In both figures, it
can be seen that the reflection spectra shift towards longer wavelengths with a finite device
model. Moreover, the Fano-resonances in the single cell model appear to be narrow and
sharp. Theses Fano-resonances get weaker and broader in the full device model. Despite shift
in the resonant wavelengths and broadening of the Fano-resonances, the polarization
selectivity of the device remains unchanged. Conclusively, the single model shows good
polarization selectivity in wavelength range of 1.36 µm and 1.65 µm, however, it shifts to a
wavelength range of 1.40 µm and 1.66 µm in case of a full device model.

Figure 5.32: Comparison of the reflection spectra of a unit cell model and a finite device model of an
InP based polarization selective filter for x-polarized light.

Figure 5.33: Comparison of the reflection spectra of a unit cell model and a finite device model of an
InP based polarization selective filter for y-polarized light.

5.7.4 Optical Characterization Results
The optical characterization of the fabricated InP membrane with elliptical holes was carried
out as PhD thesis work of R. Zamora [Zam10] using a reflection measurement setup with a
spot diameter source. The detailed description and layout of the reflection measurement
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setup can be found in [Ben10]. The optical characterization results of the device are already
presented in PhD thesis of T. Kusserow [Kus10] and in a research publication [Zam11]. The
results are included in this work to demonstrate the polarization selection capabilities of the
fabricated device and compare it with the simulation results.

Figure 5.34: The optical characterization results of the InP/air-gap based polarization selective filter
with elliptical holes in an air-suspended membrane (from [Zam11]).

The optical measurement results of the fabricated device in Figure 5.34 show polarization
selection in wavelength ranges of 1.51 µm and 1.54 µm. In these wavelength ranges, the
-polarized light is suppressed very efficiently while 80% of the -polarized light is
transmitted. Both the simulation results (Figure 5.31) and experimental results (Figure 5.34)
yield good agreement regarding the number of peaks appearing for -polarized light.
Appearance of the flat top reflection for the -polarized light centred around 1.55 µm is also
evident in both the results. Both of them offer a good polarization selection for two different
wavelength ranges. However, by closely observing both the experimental results (Figure
5.34) and simulation results (Figure 5.33) for y-polarized light, a shift in the location of
resonant modes in wavelength range can be observed. The resonant modes located around
1.51 µm and 1.54 µm in experimental results are shifted to the longer wavelength ranges of
around 1.58 µm and 1.62 µm in numerical simulation results. This shift can be due to the
deviation of the structural and physical properties of the fabricated device from the
numerically simulated model which will be investigated in the future works.
Moreover, since the differences in the simulated and optical characterization results are not
very big, it can also be concluded that the finite size of the device in this case is not as critical
as in case of dielectric PhCs. This is due the fact that semiconductor materials have a higher
refractive index and less waveguide losses as compared to the dielectric materials. However,
the finite size of the source has some influence, since a small of spot size of source (such as
) offer a smaller coupling area on the device and a larger angular spectrum.

5.8 Fabrication of Dielectric PhCs using FIB Technology
Achieving critical feature size in sub-µm range which requires high resolution and higher
aspect ratio is still a challenge using conventional technologies. Most common techniques to
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develop 2D PhCs involve e-beam lithography to transfer the pattern and some variation of
RIE to etch the holes into the material. A direct patterning method is used in this work for
rapid testing and reducing the complexity of the fabrication process. The PhC structures are
milled directly into the substrate using FIB milling lithography. FIB milling lithography has
been previously used at INA to pattern a SiO2 hard mask for InP based PhCs [Kus10, Zam11]
and fabrication of Dielectric PhCs [Kha12, Kus12]. The dielectric materials take longer time
to mill as compared to the semiconductors due to their hardness. This work improves the
direct patterning method by using higher milling currents to reduce the process durations,
investigating the structural profiles in detail and fabricating bigger PhC grid areas. The
fabricated devices are based on the optimized 3D-FDTD simulation model described in
section 5.6.4.

5.8.1 Fabrication Procedure
The fabrication of three solid-layer based slab waveguide PhC devices include two main
steps, i.e. deposition of the thin-films and structuring the air-holes. But the total process is
divided in four sub steps for sake of better elaboration. In the first step, the thin-films were
deposited on top of the borosilicate glass substrate using IBSD technology. The IBSD ensures
good quality and uniform thickness of thin-films. The three layer based system consists of a
zirconium dioxide ZrO2 layer submerged between two SiO2 layers on top of the glass
substrate (Figure 5.35(1)). The SiO2 layers have equal thicknesses of 300 nm each, while the
ZrO2 layer is 330 nm thick. To make the optical properties of the material symmetric on both
sides of the ZrO2 waveguide, an additional SiO2 layer was deposited on the glass substrate.
The layers offer a refractive index contrast of:

While surface scanning with technologies using charged particles such as SEM and FIB, the
dielectric materials undergo surface charging problems. To avoid this, a 10 nm thick platinum
(Pt) layer was deposited on the specimen as shown in Figure 5.35(2). During the FIB
processing, the metal layer on the top of the specimen was grounded with specimen holder to
drain the excessive static charge accumulated on the surface.

Figure 5.35: The fabrication procedure of dielectric PhCs. (1) The thin films were deposited using
IBSD. (2) The specimen was covered by a Pt layer. (3) The specimen was patterned using FIB milling
lithography. (4) The thin Pt layer was removed by wet etching process.
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In the third step, the grid of the holes was patterned into the specimen using FIB milling. The
software design for lithography was designed on the GDSII compatible software provided by
Raith Elphy. The deflection of the ion-beam is controlled according to the defined
software-design during the milling. The milling process can be monitored by the live milling
mechanism which allows SEM visualization during the milling process. The investigations
based on fabrication process using focused ion-beam are reported in detail in the upcoming
sections.
The metal layer deposited on the top can cause optical absorption and disruption of the
incident light during the optical characterization of the PhC structures. Therefore, it was
removed after FIB and SEM processing of the specimen. The Pt layer was removed by a wet
etching process. The specimen was treated with a solution of nitric acid (HNO3),
hydrochloric acid (HCl) and water (H2O). The etchant solution has the following proportion:

5.8.2 Selecting Ion-beam Current and Area Dose
FIB systems provide versatile prototyping and fabrication procedures by offering various
tuneable parameters. The ion-beam current can be tuned from a range of pico-amperes (pA)
to nano-amperes (nA), depending on the type of the milling application. Similarly, the area
dose can be adopted in range of few hundred to several thousand µAs/cm2. The process
parameters can be tuned according to the required structural features and the time duration. In
a simple definition, the ion-beam current defines the quality of the implemented structures
and the area dose decides the depth of the milled objects. Additionally, the spot size of the
ion beam increases with increasing the ion-beam current and smaller spots yield a better
fabrication quality. The depth of the milled holes must reach the borosilicate glass crossing
all the three layers (SiO2, ZrO2, SiO2). The quality of the structures is defined by the
smoothness and angles of the side walls and that the pattern fits to the design. Besides that,
the total duration of the process to mill a complete structure is also crucial, since longer
processes are more likely to undergo stage drift problems. Choosing the ion-beam current
value is a trade-off between the quality of the structures and the total process duration, i.e.
higher currents mill faster but the quality of the structures decrease and vice versa.

.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 5.36: FIB micrographs showing the structural-profile while the FIB milling current is varied.
(a) Steep and smooth wall-profile achieved at ion-beam current of 300 pA. (b) Angled wall profile at
700 pA. (c) Angled wall profile resulting from milling at ion-beam current of 1.5 nA.
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Several experiments were conducted to reach the optimized process parameters. The area
dose value was adopted to be 120,000 µAs/cm2 for the testing and fabrication process.
However, different values of ion-beam current were used to investigate the quality of the
milled structures and the time duration. The used ion-beam currents were 300 pA, 700 pA
and 1.5 nA, which roughly have spot sizes of ion-beam as 40, 60 and 120 nm, respectively.
Additionally, a combination of ion-beam currents 700 pA and 300 pA was also used to
investigate the fabrication quality and the process duration. Figure 5.36 shows similar depth
of holes milled at three different ion-beam current values, i.e. 300 pA, 700 pA and 1.5 nA
from left to right. At 300 pA, the side-walls of the holes have a smoother and steep profile
(Figure 5.36(a)). However, it is evident that the holes adopt a more angled wall profile at
higher ion-beam currents (Figure 5.36(b,c)).

Figure 5.37: The wall-angles measured on the left and right side of the holes generated at different
ion-beam currents for a hole-depth of around 930 nm. The plots are based on analysis of over 30 data
samples.

The deviation of the wall angle from normal is plotted in Figure 5.37. In principle the wall
angle should increase for milling at higher ion-beam currents because of a bigger spot size
and being more destructive. But it does not show a linear pattern in the plot for a hole-depth
of around 930 nm. This is due to the fact that higher currents mill faster and they need less
number of process loops to achieve the desired hole-depth, therefore, the wall angle deviation
might not be linear. Additionally, the left wall appears to be less tilted as compared to the
right wall at the same milling current. This slight difference can be due to the drifting of the
sample holder during the process or errors in the cross-sectioning of the milled structures. As
the ion-beam current is switched to 300 pA, 700 pA and 1.5 nA, the left wall deviates the
normal with an average angle values of -11.6°, -15.1° and -13°, respectively. However, the
right wall adopts the tilting with respect to normal with average deviation values of +12.4°,
+17° and +14.9° for 300 pA, 700 pA and 1.5 nA, respectively. These angle deviation values
are averaged after studying over 30 data samples.
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5.8.3 Number of Exposure Loops
Carrying out FIB milling in a single exposure loop with a high area dose can result in
redeposition of the milled material around the subject structures and deformation of the
structural shapes. To avoid this, the milling session of FIB can be divided into multiple
exposure loops with total area dose distributed into number of defined loops. It also has other
great advantages such as application of stage-drift correction mechanism and controlling the
milling depth during the process. Figure 5.38 shows the structures implemented at 1.5 nA
with multiple exposure loops. The image in Figure 5.38(a) results from milling carried out in
6 exposure loops, while in Figure 5.38(b) it was done in 10 exposure loops. The area dose in
each exposure loop was defined to be 120,000 µAs/cm2. The image in Figure 5.38(b) is
deeper because the layers are exposed to an area dose of 10 120,000 µAs/cm2, which is
6 120,000 µAs/cm2 in case of Figure 5.38(a). Table 5.1 in section 5.8.6 shows the optimum
number of the loops adopted to achieve the depth of the holes reaching through all the three
material layers.

(a)

(b)

Figure 5.38: The depth of the holes achieved at different number of exposure loops of the milling
process. (a) Milling process implemented at 1.5 nA and 6 loops. (b) Milling process implemented at
1.5 nA and 10 loops.

5.8.4 Software Design versus Experimental Dimensions
The accuracy of the milling process depends on various factors such as milling current, area
dose, number of exposure loops and properties of the material. Different materials may
sputter at different rates with the same process parameters. This results in deviation of the
milled structures from the structural dimensions defined in the software-design. These
process related deviations can be compensated by repeating the milling procedure with
varying the software-design and inspecting the dimensions of the milled structures.
In this work, the diameter of the holes was measured at the middle (ZrO2 layer) due to their
conical shape. The loosely redeposited material on the side-walls was ignored, since it was
washed away during the wet etching process to remove the conducting layer on the surface.
To investigate the software design value which yields the desired hole-radius of 300 nm in
the implemented structures, a series of experiments was performed. For instance, Figure
5.39(a and b) show that the software defined hole-radii of 260 nm and 300 nm yield an
experimental hole-radii of 285 nm and 320 nm, respectively. The experiments were
conducted for all the three discussed milling currents and the final values of software design
are given in table Table 5.1.
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Figure 5.39: SEM micrographs showing the cross-sectional view of the holes with different diameters
implemented at 300 pA and 15 exposure loops.

5.8.5 Stage Drift Correction
To fabricate large arrays of PhC holes, long duration milling processes are required. The
specimen holder undergoes random displacements over the time due to mechanical
movements in the stage assembly or thermal non-equilibrium in various components after
introducing the specimen holder into the process chamber. Since the fabrication of the PhCs
requires high resolution and accuracy in the nanometre range, these random displacements
cause the ion-beam to mill at undesired locations, damaging the structures or degrading the
fabrication quality.

(a)

(b)

Figure 5.40: SEM micrographs showing the irregularities in the structures due to stage drifting and
misalignment of the ion-beam. (a) Stage drift in lateral direction resulting in trench formation instead
of circular holes. (b) Shift in the milling position due to failure of alignment procedure.

Figure 5.40 shows two examples of structures affected by stage drift during the milling
process. The structure in Figure 5.40(a) shows result of stage drifting in lateral direction
where the milled structures have trench like shapes instead of circular holes. In Figure
5.40(b), the structure was defined as a 3 3 grid of holes, implemented in 10 exposure loops.
The image shows two effects; firstly, the elliptical shape of the holes instead of circular due
to stage drifting in diagonal direction. Secondly, milling of an extra row of less deeper holes
due jumps in the ion-beam when alignment markers were missed after few loops.
The stage drift can be reduced by pre-placement of the specimen in the chamber and leaving
it for a few hours. It minimizes the mechanical displacements in the stage and brings the
assembly to a thermal stability. The FIB system offers software based drift correction
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mechanism which evaluates the lateral displacements in the stage and adjusts the position of
the ion-beam accordingly. To implement this, alignment marks are defined in form of dots as
indicated by the red frame in Figure 5.41. The marks are scanned after every few loops and
the scanned image is compared to the already saved reference image of the alignment mark.
The ion-beam is adjusted to the new position if a displacement in the stage position is
detected.

Figure 5.41: SEM micrograph indicating the alignment marks used as reference for drift
compensation during the long milling processes.

5.8.6 Final Fabrication Results
Based on the investigation in the discussed experimental work, the final fabrication recipe
was formulated. The grid size of the PhC devices (
elements) was defined in
accordance with the simulation results discussed in section 5.6.4. The software-design to
implement the structures was made according to the investigated hole-radius values for each
ion-beam current. The fabrication was carried out at two different ion-beam currents, i.e.
700 pA and 1.5 nA. The optimized FIB parameters and the design values for all the ion-beam
currents used are given in Table 5.1. Since the area dose per each process loop was fixed to
µAs/cm2, the required hole-depth was achieved by defining the number of the loops.
Moreover, the higher ion-beam currents deliver a higher area dose, therefore, they require
fewer number of process loops to reach the desired depth. The radius of the holes defined in
the software for milling lithography, varies with the used ion-beam current.
Ionbeam
Current
300 pA
700 pA
1.5 nA

Area Dose
per Loop
(µAs/cm2)

Wall Angle

120,000

L:-11.6°, R:+12.4°
L:-15.1°, R:+17°
L.-13°, R:+14.9°

Number
of Process
Loops
15
13
6

Hole
Depth
(nm)
≈930

Design
Radius
(nm)
280
210
230

Structural
Radius
(nm)
300

Table 5.1: Different process and design parameters for fabrication of the PhC using FIB milling
lithography in accordance with the ion-beam currents.

The PhC device fabricated using ion-beam current of 700 pA is shown in Figure 5.42. The
device consists of a
grid of air-holes arranged in a square lattice constant. The
milling lithography software-design was made with a hole-radius of 210 nm and the process
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was divided into 13 loops along with a drift correction mechanism after every process loop.
The implemented device has a hole-radius of 300 nm and depth of the holes as 930 nm as
shown in the table. The blurry shades on the side of the image are due to the accumulation of
the static charge on the surface during SEM imaging. The close up SEM micrographs in
Figure 5.43 depict that the air-holes have a circular shape and they penetrate through all the
three material layers as per numerical design. The small white grains in the SEM micrographs
indicate the presence of the metal layer (Pt) to drain the surface charge during imaging.

Figure 5.42: An SEM image of 30×30 grid of PhC-holes fabricated with the help of FIB milling
lithography at 700 pA ion-beam current.

Figure 5.43: SEM micrographs showing a close up view of the fabricated PhC device at 700 pA ionbeam current. The top view of the holes and the structural profile reaching through all the material
layers can be observed.

The fabrication of the PhC device was also carried out at a higher ion-beam current of
1.5 nA. Since this ion-beam current has a larger spot size, the structural profile of the
resulting structures is not as smooth as for lower ion-beam currents. Therefore, the overall
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fabrication quality of the structures can be degraded while working in nanometre range.
However, the total process time of the fabrication can be reduced very efficiently using this
ion-beam current. Figure 5.44 shows a
grid PhC device implemented at 1.5 nA ionbeam current. The software-design for milling lithography of the device was designed
according to the hole-radius values shown in Table 5.1. The whole process was completed in
6 loops unlike 13 loops as in case of 700 pA ion-beam current. The milling process of the
device shown in Figure 5.44 was divided in two exposure areas, i.e. left and right to reduce
the time duration for individual process loops. But the alignment of both exposure areas did
work properly due to which the two lines of the holes in the middle are overlapped.
Moreover, the white blurs on the sides of the device are due to the surface charging during
SEM imaging.

Figure 5.44: A grid of 30×30 PhC elements structured at an ion-beam current of 1.5 nA. The SEM
image shows a defect along the centre of the device due to the misalignment of the two exposure areas
(left and right) during the milling process. The white shades around the structure are due to the
surface charging effects.

5.9 Summary
The design parameters and device layouts of the dielectric PhC structures are investigated in
order to achieve a better field confinement and improvement in the quality of the Fano) in range of 0.25 to 0.30
resonances. The results account that a moderate fill-factor (
yields a transmission spectrum with good linewidth and single mode properties. A fill-factor
of 0.30 was adopted as standard parameter for all the dielectric PhC slab waveguide designs
in this work. Moreover, extending the air-holes into the substrate and cladding materials
subsequently increases the field confinement in the waveguide layer which leads to
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improvement in quality of resonances and reduces the out-of-plane losses which results in
better transmission characteristics. The effective refractive index of the periodic structure
plays an essential role in defining the number of resonant modes in the waveguide and the
spectral range of the Fano-filter.
It is also shown that the PhC filter with same design parameters (such as fill-factor,
waveguide thickness and refractive indices of the materials) but different design layouts,
yield different transmission characteristics. It is due to the variation in the coupling
efficiency, effective refractive index and field confinement with the design layout of the
filter. A symmetric slab waveguide design with cladding layers on both sides of waveguide
layer is used for most of the numerical simulations since it offers better mechanical stability
and easier fabrication. Moreover, it yields good transmission characteristics even if the holeshape deviates from ideal.
The variation in structural profile of the air-holes is numerically simulated with respect to the
structuring of the PhCs in dielectric materials using focused ion-beam technology. As the
shape of the holes evolve from cylindrical to conical volume, the effective index increases
and resonances shift to longer wavelength range. The mode separation increases in case of
multiple modes and linewidth of individual modes decreases.
Various design aspects of finite size PhC structures such as number of periods and variation
in the refractive index of the waveguide are also investigated. Various effects in finite
structures such as grid size of PhCs and field calculation in the simulation domain are also
discussed. The transmission of the resonant modes must be calculated within the structured
area, since the field outside it is a directly transmitted light. A device with 30 30 grid of PhC
elements excited by a 20 diameter source was chosen to be the standard numerical model
leading to the fabrication.
An InP based polarization selective filter has been designed as a single unit cell model and
fabricated in former thesis works of the group but the simulation and fabrication results did
not fit together. To explain these differences, a more realistic approach was used in this thesis
work, by designing and simulating a finite FDTD model of the device based on the
fabrication results. The presented numerical model helps to investigate the effects due to the
finite size of the device and properties of a real beam such as its finite size and Gaussian
spectrum. The simulation and the measurement results are compared together to explain the
similarities and differences in the spectral results.
The fabrication of the dielectric PhCs was carried out using FIB milling lithography and the
experimental results were used as an input for the numerical simulations. The hole-shape and
structural profiles of PhC holes was studied. Moreover, variation in the hole-profile with
respect to the FIB milling currents and different material layers is discussed. The optimum
number of exposure loops to achieve the desired hole-depth for each milling current utilized
in the experimentation is reported. The software-design parameters to achieve the desired
fabrication results are also investigated. Finally, good quality fabrication results are reported
at higher milling currents such as 700 pA and 1.5 nA.

6 Simulation of Fano-filters based on
Femtosecond Laser Material
Processing
This chapter theoretically investigates the Fano-filters based on the structures resulting from
the material processing using high energy femtosecond (fs) laser pulses. The experimental
results from fs-laser processing were provided by N. Götte [Göt17]. The FIB cross-sectioning
and characterization of the experimental results was done by T. Meinl [Mei13]. Based on the
characterization results, these structural profiles are numerically modelled in FDTD.
Different Fano-filter designs and layouts are studied based on these structural profiles. The
behaviour of the resonances due to special structural features of these high aspect ratio holes
is also investigated which includes formation of the ablation-rim, irregular shape of the
waveguide and presence of air-voids under the waveguide layer.
This part of the work was embedded in a research project funded by German Research
Foundation (DFG) in the priority program SPP1327 to achieve sub 100-nm structures. The
project was accomplished in partnership between Nanophotonics (Prof. T. Kusserow) and
Technological Electronics (Prof. H. Hillmer) groups at INA and Experimental Physics III
(Prof. T. Baumert), at University of Kassel.

6.1 Femtosecond Laser Generated Structures
The provided experimental data is the result of a series of experiments conducted on pulse
shaping to achieve the optimal fs-laser parameters for material processing. The experiments
conducted on fused silica used a variety of pulse categories such as BWL, GDD, TOD and
multi-shot pulses. The shape of the resultant structures is dependent on various pulse
parameters such as pulse energy, shape, timing and the focus position with respect to the
substrate. This chapter discusses the characterization results from two classes of the fs-laser
pulses i.e. BWL and TOD, since they cover all the basic structural profiles generated during
laser pulse experiments conducted on fused silica. The basic working principle of fs-laser is
briefly described in chapter 4 and the experimental parameters for all the results used in this
chapter are provided in the appendix. For a detailed study of fs-laser pulse shaping and
experimentation, related works [Eng08, Wol09, Köh11, Göt15, Göt16, Göt17] can be
consulted.
The characterization results in Figure 6.1 show that the fs-laser structuring performed on
fused silica using BWL pulses yield shallow ellipsoid shaped holes. The focal position of the
pulses for this result is varied from -3 µm under the surface of the substrate to +3 µm above
it. Furthermore, it is observed from the characterization results that the resultant holes for a
focal position above the surface (z>0) have a circular surface diameter while the focal
positions z=0 µm (on the surface) to z=-3 µm may result in an elliptical surface diameters.
The characterization results shown in Figure 6.2 show hole-shapes achieved by experiments
conducted using asymmetric TOD fs-laser pulses. The SEM micrograph shows that the shape
and the depth of the generated structures vary as the focal position of the laser is varied from
z=-3 µm which is well below the surface of the specimen to z=+4 µm above the surface. The
89
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structural shapes vary from high aspect-ratio deep holes to shallow ellipsoid like shapes. It is
also observed that the structures generated by TOD pulses always have a circular opening on
the surface unlike the elliptical openings resulting from BWL pulses.

Figure 6.1: SEM micrograph of the structures generated by BWL fs-laser pulses. The focal position is
relatively varied to the surface of the specimen ([Göt17, Mei13]).

Figure 6.2: The focal position of the TOD pulses is varied from -3 µm below the surface to +4 µm
above it, while the 0 focal position is located at the surface [Göt17, Mei13].

6.2 Modelling the Structural Profiles
From the provided characterization results, three different structural shapes were identified as
basic elements for the numerical models. These three structural profiles shown in Figure 6.3
are categorized as spherical or ellipsoid shape holes (Shape A), conical shape holes
(Shape B) and deep cylindrical channel holes (Shape C).
Shape A: The ellipsoid shaped structures have smaller dimensions compared to the deep
cylindrical channel structures. They are a few hundred nanometres deep and have a small rim
around the upper diameter (Figure 6.3(a)). The height of the rim is around 50 nm and the
width of the rim is around 100 nm. Since they have only a small rim formation, it is assumed
to have a minor effect on the results and will be neglected in the numerical models.
Shape B: The second category of the fs-laser generated shapes is an intermediate shape
between an ellipsoid and a deep cylindrical channel shape (Figure 6.3(b)). The diameter and
the depth of these conical shape holes depend on laser pulse parameters. A typical structure
assumed for numerical simulation can have a depth of around 1 µm and a diameter of 500 to
600 nm. These structures have a rim formation around the surface diameter which is larger
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than the one in ellipsoid shaped holes. The formation of the rim is directly proportional to the
depth of the structure. Therefore, higher aspect ratio holes result in bigger rim formation and
cannot be assumed to have no relevant effects.
Shape C: The third category of the structures generated by fs-laser pulses are the very high
aspect ratio holes (Figure 6.3(c)). These holes have a funnel-like upper volume while they
form a profile of a straight cylindrical channel at the end of the funnel. These deep channel
shapes have a bigger rim formation around the surface diameter since more material is
ablated. A rim formation around a deep channel hole typically has a height of around 100 nm
and width of around 250 nm.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 6.3: The three basic structral shapes generated by the fs-laser pulse experiments. (a) Shallow
ellipsoid shaped holes. (b) Conical shape holes. (c) High aspect ratio deep channel holes.

The following sub-sections present SEM micrographs depicting three basic structural shapes
and their equivalent FDTD numerical models.

6.2.1 Ellipsoid Shape Structures
The ellipsoid shape structures can be a result of material processing with BWL or TOD
pulses. The SEM micrograph in Figure 6.4(a) shows ellipsoid shape holes structured using
BWL pulses in bulk silica glass. Similarly, the SEM micrograph in Figure 6.4(b) shows
ellipsoid shape holes implemented using TOD pulses where the diameter and the depth of the
holes vary as the pulse is focused at four different focal positions above the surface i.e. z= +1
µm to +4 µm. Based on the study of these provided characterization results, these structural
profiles were regenerated in 3D-FDTD for numerical simulations. The structural profiles
were implemented in FDTD using different basic shapes available in the used simulation
software. Figure 6.5(a) shows the implementation of an ellipsoid shape structure by
combination of a solid block representing substrate and an elliptical shape representing the
hole. These structural shapes are implemented in 3D, however, for sake of better
demonstration they are shown as 2D cross-sections. The cross-section of a FDTD model with
a grid of ellipsoid holes is shown in Figure 6.5(b). The refractive index of the ellipses is
defined as unity to depict as air-holes.
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Figure 6.4: (a) SEM cross-section of holes achieved by single-shot BWL fs-laser pulses in a fused
silica substrate. (b) Ellipsoid shaped holes achieved by material processing with negative cubic phase
TOD fs-laser pulses.

(a)

(b)

Figure 6.5: (a) The implementation of the ellipsoid shape structure in FDTD by combination of basic
geometrical shapes. (b) An FDTD model of ellipsoid shaped holes.

6.2.2 Conical Shape Structures
The SEM micrographs in Figure 6.6 (a,b) show conical shaped holes resulting from
asymmetric fs-laser TOD pluses. In FDTD, these hole shapes were implemented with two
slightly variant structural profiles as shown in Figure 6.7. The geometrical shapes
representing material are depicted with solid lines and the air-filled shapes are drawn with
dotted lines. The first structural profile model is achieved by embedding a long air-ellipse
deep inside the substrate (Figure 6.7(b)). The second variant of conical hole-profile is
achieved by embedding two air-ellipses with different diameters and heights as depicted in
Figure 6.7(c). The upper ellipse gives the structure a wider upper diameter and the lower
ellipse transforms it into a narrow and conical ending. The geometrical diagrams (Figure
6.7(b,c)) of the numerical modelling of the hole shapes also show the implementation of rim
shapes around the surface diameter of the holes. The rim shapes are made by combination of
two conical shapes. The solid cone (violet colour line) oriented upwards sits on the surface of
the substrate. A less-wider air-cone (dotted pink line) oriented downwards, cuts the solid
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cone in the middle to shape the rims and upper diameter of the hole. The cross-section of the
FDTD models of the discussed hole-shapes in form of grid is shown in Figure 6.7.

Figure 6.6: SEM micrographs of structures generated by asymmetric TOD laser pulses with their
focal position above the surface of the substrate [Göt17, Mei13].

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 6.7: (a,d) Cross-sectional view of FDTD models with two variants of conical shaped holes
with rims around the surface diameters. (b,c) The structural profiles were achieved by combination of
various geometrical shapes. The solid lines represent the material filled shapes and air-filled shapes
are depicted by dotted lines.

6.2.3 Deep Channel Structures
The deep channel structures possess a very high aspect ratio. The structures contain a bigger
rim along the surface diameter since more material is ablated and re-solidified as compared to
low aspect ratio structures. The SEM micrographs in Figure 6.8 show the cross-sectional
view of the deep channel holes patterned using asymmetric fs-laser pulses with a TOD. The
depth and shape of these structures may vary depending on laser pulse properties and its focal
position. The FDTD models of these hole-shapes are shown in Figure 6.9. After studying the
provided characterization results, two different model variants of high aspect ratio holes were
implementation in FDTD by using different geometric shapes as depicted in Figure 6.9(a and
c). The less deep hole-shape is achieved by combination of two ellipses with different
dimensions and narrow conical channel is implemented by a cone indicated in dotted red line
(Figure 6.9(a)). This hole-shape was implemented with a depth of 1.75 µm and a surface
diameter of 0.60 µm. The deeper hole-shape (Figure 6.9(c)) is implemented by combination
of three different geometric shapes, i.e. an ellipse to form the surface opening, a rectangle to
depict a uniform channel diameter and a slowly narrowing cone to form the deep channel.
The FDTD model of the structure has a depth of 3.5 µm and a surface diameter of 0.60 µm.
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The cross-sectional view of the FDTD models of both the hole-shapes is shown in Figure
6.9(b & d).

Figure 6.8: SEM micrograph of a high aspect ratio structure generated in fused silica by asymmetric
fs-laser pules with TOD [Göt17, Mei13].

(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

Figure 6.9: (a) The implementation of the first model of the deep channel hole-shape as a
combination of different geometric shapes. (b) The cross-section view of 3D-FDTD model of deep
channel holes in form of a grid. Holes have a depth of 1.75 µm and surface diameter of 0.60 µm.
(c) The implementation of the second model of the deep channel hole-shape as a combination of
different geometric shapes. (d) The cross-section view of 3D-FDTD model of deep channel holes in
form of grid. Holes have a depth of 3.50 µm and surface diameter of 0.60 µm.

6.3 Fano-filters based on Ellipsoid Shape Structures
This section investigates different design layouts of the Fano-filters and their output spectra
based on ellipsoid shaped holes. The design parameters of the Fano-filters are marked in red
in Figure 6.10 and they are same as explained in chapter 5 (section 5.1 and 5.2). All the
presented Fano-filter models in this chapter are based on 3D-FDTD simulation. The elements
are arranged in a square lattice with lattice constant of
and the thickness of the
waveguide for all the filter models is kept constant to
.
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Figure 6.10: Left: Circular PhC elements arranged in a square lattice with a lattice constant of a=1
and simulated as an infinite crystal using PBCs. Right: Indication of different design parameters of
Fano-filter model in FDTD.

Figure 6.11: Different design layouts of Fano-filters based on ellipsoid shaped holes.

Fano-resonances require two necessary conditions, firstly a waveguide to couple the modes
inside and secondly a grating to couple the light in and out of the waveguide. Considering
different fabrication approaches, multiple design layouts of the filter can be considered. The
five different design layouts simulated in FDTD are shown in Figure 6.11. These five design
layouts are briefly described as follows:
Design Layout 1: The simplest way to realise a Fano-filter is to structure the holes in the
substrate and coat it with a high refractive index material to make a waveguide layer. In the
simulation model, the later deposited material is supposed to fill in the air-holes completely
to form a periodic structure under the waveguide.
Design Layout 2: A Fano-filter can also be realised by first depositing the waveguide layer
on the substrate and structuring it using high energy fs-laser pulses. This simulation model
assumes damage of only one layer during the structuring. To fabricate this design layout, the
fs-laser pulses are supposed to ablate high refractive index material instead of bulk glass.
Design Layout 3: According to this design layout, if the fs-laser pulses can damage two
materials, the holes can be structured in both waveguide layer and the substrate. In chapter 5
(section 5.2.2), investigation on same design layout and cylindrical holes show that the
transmission characteristics improves as the holes go deeper into substrate.
Design Layout 4: With an option to damage two different materials with fs-laser pulses, a
symmetric filter design layout with waveguide layer submerged between two low refractive
index layers can also be implemented. This configuration is the most symmetric and easy to
fabricate design layout of a slab waveguide while working with all-solid layers.
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Design Layout 5: Alternatively, a symmetric waveguide design layout can also be realized
by first structuring the waveguide layer and depositing a cladding layer on the top. This
design layout is also possible with the fs-laser pulse optimized to damage two different
materials. However, this design layout requires more fabrication steps, i.e. deposition of
waveguide layer, structuring of holes and then deposition of a cladding layer on the top.
However, from experimental point of view, some limitation to implement all the discussed
Fano-filter design layouts must be considered. The current fs-laser setup is optimized to only
work in one material (SiO2), therefore, only design layout 1 can be implemented using
current technology. To check different filter design options in simulation, the mentioned
Fano-filter design layouts are investigated in upcoming sections. However, keeping in mind
the experimental implementation, design layout 1 is considered to be the standard model for
all the fs-laser based Fano-filters in this chapter.
As discussed in chapter 5, the quality of resonances in presented filter models is evaluated in
). Whereas, is the linewidth of the resonance
terms of relative linewidth (
in wavelength range and
is the central wavelength of the resonant mode. Additionally, the
effect of design parameters on the Fano-resonances will be discussed in terms of effective
refractive index
, which is the averaged value of refractive index in periodic structure. As
discussed in chapter 3 and 5, the concept of variation in the
of the slab waveguide PhCs
can be related to the variation in the thickness of a conventional waveguide and difference of
refractive index with its cladding. Moreover, the design target for all the presented Fanofilter models is to achieve certain spectral properties such as strong transmission peaks,
narrow-band resonances, a good mode separation in case of multi-mode resonances and
relative linewidth of the resonances around 1.0%.

6.3.1 Design Layout 1: Waveguide on the Top of Structured Silica
The 2D and 3D cross-sections of the simulated filter model are shown in Figure 6.12. The
waveguide is
thick and the depth of the holes is
in this model. The
diameter of the holes is varied from
to 0.90 to investigate the effect of the
structural parameters on the resonances.

Figure 6.12: Fano-filter model based on ellipsoid shaped holes and waveguide layer deposited on the
top of pre-structured substrate. The diagram on the right shows a cross-sectional view of the
3D-FDTD model of designed Fano-filter.

Figure 6.13 shows that the resonant modes start to appear when the diameter of the holes
reaches 0.30 and they shift towards the longer wavelengths as the diameter is increased.
Additionally, the spectra show that the waveguide has multiple resonant modes at all the
hole-diameter values with a good mode separation. The modes get stronger and wider as the
diameter of the filled structures is increased. Furthermore, for a diameter range of 0.50 to
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0.70 , three different resonant modes appear in the transmission spectra. Since this Fanofilter design has material filled holes, the
of the whole periodic structure increases as the
diameter of the holes is increased. With a higher
of the waveguide core due to material
filled holes, the waveguide can sustain multiple modes and covers a wide spectral range.

Figure 6.13: Transmission spectra of the Fano-filter model for variation of the hole-diameter values
from 0.10a to 0.90a. The thickness of the waveguide and depth of the holes is kept constant.

Figure 6.14: The selected Fano-filter model with three different modes appearing in transmission
spectrum. The hole-diameter value for this optimum filter model is 0.50a.

Figure 6.14 shows the transmission spectrum of a chosen design of Fano-filter based on the
discussed design target. For this simulated Fano-filter model, the holes have a diameter of
along with thickness of waveguide
and depth of holes as
. The spectrum shows sharp resonances at three different wavelengths, i.e. around
1.52 µm, 1.67 µm and 1.82 µm. The relative linewidths for the two deep transmission dips
located around wavelengths of 1.52 µm and 1.82 µm, are
and
, respectively. It shows that with these design parameters, this Fano-filter
configuration can be used in two different wavelength ranges.
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6.3.2 Design Layout 2: Waveguide Layer with Ellipsoid Shaped
Holes
The second filter design approach is to initially deposit a thin layer of high refractive index
material on top of the silica substrate and pattern it using fs-laser pulses. The ellipsoid shaped
holes are structured in the waveguide layer to get a periodic structure. The holes have a depth
of
which is equivalent to the thickness of the waveguide. The cross-section of the
3D model in Figure 6.15 depicts the ellipsoid shape of the holes inside the waveguide layer.

Figure 6.15: Fano-filter design layout with a 0.33a thick waveguide on a silica substrate. The
structuring of the ellipsoid shape holes in the waveguide layer is shown in 2D and 3D cross-sections
of FDTD model.

To analyse the variation in the resonances and output response of the designed filter, the
diameter of the holes is changed from
to 0.90 . Transmission spectra (Figure
6.16) show that the appearance of the resonant modes is very weak at small diameter values
such as 0.10 and 0.20 . However, the appearance of resonant modes becomes obvious at
0.30 and multiple resonant modes start appearing in the spectra as the hole-diameter
increases further. Moreover, the linewidth of the modes increases with increase in the holediameter and the spectrum shifts towards the shorter wavelengths.

Figure 6.16: The output spectra of the Fano-filter for variation in the diameter of the structured holes
from
to 0.90 .

Unlike the case of material filled holes, in this design layout the
of the waveguide is
reduced due to the presence of air-holes. At very small holes the coupling efficiency of the
periodic structure is very low, due to which the presence of resonant modes inside the
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waveguide is weak. Moreover, as the hole-diameter increase, the resonant modes shift
towards the shorter wavelength due to drop in the
of the waveguide.

Figure 6.17: Transmission spectrum of the presented Fano-filter model showing two different
resonant modes at a hole-diameter of 0.60a.

The transmission spectrum of the Fano-filter model is depicted in Figure 6.17 for a
hole-diameter value of 0.60 . The spectrum shows two different resonant modes around
wavelength ranges of 1.55 µm and 1.65 µm with relative linewidths of
and
, respectively. To meet the design target of narrow band resonances, the holediameter value of 0.5 or less can also be chosen but at a diameter value of 0.60 , the
transmission spectrum has minimum oscillations and peaks are deeper.

6.3.3 Design Layout 3: Holes Extended into the Substrate
The presented Fano-filter model has a higher refractive index thin-film deposited on top of a
silica substrate with air-holes extended into the substrate (Figure 6.18). The waveguide has
standard thickness value of
and the total depth of the holes is
. Due
to its deeper holes, this filter model can also be generalized any Fano-filter models with
elliptical shaped holes with similar order of depth. The cross-sections of the 3D-FDTD model
show the structural profiles and the arrangement of the elements in form of a square lattice.

Figure 6.18: Fano-filter model with elliptical-shape holes extended into the substrate.

From the transmission spectra in Figure 6.19, it can be seen that the resonant modes get very
weak for small and very big hole-diameter values. The transmission dips show a sudden
decrease for hole-diameter values lower than 0.60 . The spectra shows considerable amount
of transmission for hole-diameter range of 0.40 to 0.60 .
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Figure 6.19: The transmission spectra of the presented Fano-filter model for hole-diameter variation
from 0.10a to 0.90a.

Figure 6.20: The transmission spectrum of the filter design with elliptical shape holes, hole-diameter
of 0.50a and waveguide thickness of 0.33a. The appearance of the second mode can be avoided by
reducing the thickness of the waveguide to 0.30a.

Due to the presence of air-holes in both, the waveguide layer and the substrate, the variation
in the hole-diameter influences the
of the periodic structure in a different way than the
previous design layouts. Here the hole-diameter not only affects the
of the waveguide,
but also the periodic area of substrate below it. Moreover, due to the elliptical shape of the
air-holes, the
of waveguide layer is affected differently than the substrate. At smaller
hole-diameter, the waveguide layer has a higher
but the coupling efficiency of the
periodic structure for the discussed wavelength range is not sufficient, therefore, the resonant
modes are weak. At moderate hole-diameter (0.40 to 0.60 ), the
of the waveguide is
sufficient to sustain resonant modes and at the same time it enables the periodic structure to
have a good coupling efficiency. At large hole-diameters, the
of the waveguide layer
drops distinctly which weakens its wave-guiding properties.
The transmission spectrum (Figure 6.20) for hole-diameter value of
, shows two
resonant modes located very close to each other around wavelengths of 1.55 and 1.6 µm. The
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transmission dips around 1.55 µm and 1.6 µm have relative linewidths of
and
, respectively. The appearance of a second mode can be easily avoided by
reducing the thickness of the waveguide. It is also important to notice that the transmission
spectra in general have a smoother shape at slightly bigger hole-diameters for the same
simulation parameters. Similar filter design layout is discussed in section 5.2.4 with
cylindrical air-holes, and a single mode resonance (
) is shown with hole.
diameter of 0.60 and a waveguide thickness of

6.3.4 Design Layout 4: Symmetric Slab Waveguide Design with
Air-holes
The most common approach to design a symmetric waveguide is based on three solid-layer
slab, as discussed in chapter 5. However, here an ellipsoid shape of holes is considered
instead of cylindrical or conical holes. The cladding layer on the top has a thickness of
with a
thick waveguide. The holes extend equally on both sides of
the waveguide to give the filter a symmetric design. But the ellipsoid shape of the holes may
on both sides of the waveguide.
result in non-uniform distribution of

Figure 6.21: The Fano-filter design with holes structured through the waveguide with an equal
extension on the both sides.

Figure 6.22: Transmission spectra showing appearance of multiple modes and shifting of the
resonant modes towards shorter wavelengths as the diameter of the holes is increased.

The transmission spectra of the filter for variation in the hole-diameter from
to
0.90 are shown in Figure 6.22. Since the air-holes extend equally through all the three layers
(waveguide and claddings around it), the ratio or the contrast of the
around the
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waveguide remain constant during the variation of the hole-diameter. The waveguide shows
coupling properties even at a small hole-diameter of
and due to a higher
, it shows
multiple resonant modes at longer wavelengths (around 1.67 µm and 1.77 µm). As the holediameter is increases, the
of the waveguide drops, which results in shifting of the modes
towards the shorter wavelengths with an increase in the linewidth. At the same time, the
mode separation decreases, until both modes merge at a diameter value of 0.70 .

Figure 6.23: The output spectra of the Fano-filer at hole-diameter value 0.40a. The spectrum shows
multiple modes with sharp resonances.

The plot in Figure 6.23 shows the transmission spectrum of the filter at a hole-diameter value
of 0.40 . The spectrum shows multiple resonant modes around wavelengths of 1.65 and
1.71 µm. A presence of second weak mode can be supressed by reducing the thickness of the
waveguide. The relative linewidths of the resonant modes around 1.65 µm and 1.705 µm are
and
respectively. Moreover, with the similar hole-diameter
and variation in the shape of the air-holes, a shift in the spectrum is discussed section 5.4.

6.3.5 Design Layout 5: Waveguide Embedded in Low-index
Material
A Fano-filter can also be designed as a symmetric waveguide embedded inside low-index
material. The fabrication of such a device includes several steps such as deposition of the
waveguide on a silica substrate, structuring the holes and deposition of another layer of lowindex material to make a symmetric waveguide structure. The cross-sectional view of the
model in Figure 6.24 shows that waveguide has a leading edge profile at the lower sides due
to the ellipsoid shape of the structured holes. The cladding layer on the top has the same
thickness as of previously presented design layout with air holes, i.e.
.
To investigate the output spectrum, the diameter of the low-index material filled holes is
varied from
to 0.90 . The transmission spectra in Figure 6.25 show that the
linewidth of the resonant modes increases and they shift almost linearly towards the lower
wavelengths with an increase in hole-diameter. Also, the transmission dips get stronger and
their linewidth broadens as the hole-diameter increases. At higher diameter values, the
presence of a second mode becomes more evident. The spectrum shows that the Fano-filter
can be designed to operate in any desired wavelength range between 1.6 to 1.8 µm.
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Figure 6.24: In this filter design layout, the ellipsoid shaped holes are structured in already deposited
waveguide layer. In the next step, the structured waveguide is coated with a layer of low-index
material such that the holes are completely filled. The thickness of the cladding layer on the top of
waveguide is 0.30a.

The
of the waveguide varies in the same manner as in case of previous design layout
when the diameter of the holes is increased. Only difference is that the former model
possesses air-holes and here the holes are filled with cladding material. At very small
diameter of holes, the coupling efficiency of the periodic structure is not sufficient enough to
couple the light in and out of the waveguide which is necessary for occurrence of
guided-mode resonance. Moreover, the waveguide has a higher
at smaller holediameters, which corresponds to a waveguide with a bigger core, therefore, it sustains modes
at longer wavelengths and presence of multiple modes is more evident. With further
increment in the hole-diameter, the
of the waveguide drops and the resonant modes shift
to the shorter wavelengths.

Figure 6.25: The transmission spectra of the filter for hole-diameter values ranging from 0.10a to
0.90a.

The transmission spectrum in Figure 6.26 shows that at hole-diameter value of 0.50 , the
Fano-filter shows a sharp resonance peak around 1.74 µm with a relative line width of
. A second resonance with a shallow dip appears around the wavelength range
of 1.66 µm. Other than the resonant peaks, the filter has flat top transmission spectrum above
of 90%.
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Figure 6.26: The transmission spectrum of the Fano-filter model at a hole-diameter value of 0.50a.

6.3.6 Comparative Analysis of all Design Layouts
The transmission spectra of all the discussed design layouts are plotted together in Figure
6.27 for a hole-diameter value of 0.50 to do a comparative analysis. It is evident that the
filter models have different transmission characteristics with same design parameters which
can have various explanations. The values for these spectral ranges and relative linewidths of
peaks are given in Table 6.1.

Figure 6.27: Transmission spectra of the presented filter design layouts for hole-diameter value of
0.50a.

Some of the design factors affecting the output of the filter are explained as follows:
Composition of the holes: The
of the waveguide is different in all the models since the
composition of the holes varies. For instance, in the first design layout, the holes are filled
with waveguide material, in design layout 2 to 4, the holes are composed of air and in design
layout 5, and the holes are filled with the cladding material.
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Symmetric and Asymmetric Design of the Waveguide: The
of the waveguide
structure is influenced by its surrounding media which in turn affects the guided-mode
resonances. The design layouts surrounded by air on one side and cladding material on the
other side, i.e. design layouts 1, 2 and 3, possess an asymmetric structure of waveguide.
Whereas, design layout 3 and 4 have cladding material on both side of the waveguide layer,
which gives it a symmetric shape. The resonant modes behave differently in symmetric and
asymmetric waveguide structure, due to which the transmission characteristic varies.
Design
Layout
1
2
3
4
5

Resonant Mode 1
Central
Relative
Wavelength (µm)
Linewidth [%]
1.821
0.46
1.683
1.08
1.604
0.98
1.663
0.70
1.738
0.55

Resonant Mode 2
Central
Relative
Wavelength (µm)
Linewidth [%]
1.519
0.28
1.566
0.86
1.549
0.92
1.625
0.38
1.655
---

Table 6.1: Properties of the transmission spectra of the presented filter design layouts at
hole-diameter value of 0.5a.

The wavelength ranges and relative linewidths of resonant modes for each of the design
layouts at a hole-diameter value of 0.50 , are plotted together in Figure 6.28 to compare their
transmission characteristics.

Figure 6.28: Comparison of the RLW and wavelength ranges of the Fano-filter design layouts at a
hole-diameter of 0.5a.

Based on the mentioned design properties (i.e.
and symmetry of the waveguide) and the
transmission characteristics, the pros and cons in each of the design layouts can be discussed
as follows:
Design Layout 1: Since this model has a solid waveguide layer and holes are also filled with
the high index material, it possesses the highest
. Due to which, it has widest spectral
range with appearance of two strong resonant modes around 1.52 and 1.82 µm. Additionally,
it offers the narrowest relative linewidth of modes as 0.28% and 0.46%. This design layout
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can be realized in two steps i.e. structuring of the holes and deposition of the waveguide
layer. Since the fs-laser setup is currently configured to structure bulk glass, this design
layout is only possible at the current moment.
Design Layout 2: This filter layout offers multimode characteristics at the discussed design
parameters with second largest mode separation among all the layouts. Therefore, it can also
be used in application requiring multimode spectrum. The two resonant modes are located
around wavelengths of 1.56 and 1.68 µm with relative linewidths of 0.86% and 1.08%, which
meet the design targets (page 96). Due to its simple design layout, it is easy to implement and
adopt to the desired design targets. Though it requires two basic fabrication steps, i.e.
deposition of the waveguide layer and structure of the holes, but it cannot be implemented
using current fs-laser setup. Moreover, the transmission spectrum can be improved by
extending the holes into the substrate.
Design layout 3: In this design layout, the transmission peaks are located close to each other
at 1.55 and 1.6 µm with a relative linewidths of 0.92% and 0.98% at hole-diameter of 0.50 .
It operates better at lower hole-diameter values such as 0.40 since it has a narrow linewidth
and better mode separation. The presence of a second resonant mode can be supressed by
decreasing the thickness of the waveguide (section 5.2.3). This design layout can also be
realized in two steps, i.e. deposition of the waveguide layer and structuring of the holes. Due
to deeper air-holes, the waveguide has a lower
, therefore, this filter model is suitable to
operate in lower wavelength range.
Design Layout 4: Due its symmetric design, this design layout is the most common approach
towards filter design using all-solid layers. It has a symmetric distribution of
on both
sides of the waveguide layer due to which it possesses good transmission characteristics. This
filter design covers a wide spectral range from 1.5 to 1.8 µm with a waveguide thickness of
0.33 and varying the hole-diameter. As shown in Figure 6.27, this filter shows two resonant
modes at 1.6 and 1.66 µm with relative linewidths of 0.38% and 0.70% for a hole-diameter of
0.50 . The presence of second mode can be avoided by slightly reducing the thickness of the
waveguide. As discussed in chapter 5, this design layout yields good transmission characters
even if the shape of the holes is varied. In this work, this filter layout is used as a standard
model and it has been presented for three different holes shapes, i.e. cylindrical, conical and
ellipsoid. For its fabrication, it requires fs-laser pulses to work in two different materials
which is not possible using current setup.
Design Layout 5: This design layout offers the second highest
of the waveguide
structure since the holes are filled with cladding material. Due to its high
, it is suitable
to operate in longer wavelength range. At a hole-diameter of 0.50 , it shows a strong single
mode transmission around wavelength of 1.74 µm with a relative linewidth of 0.55%, which
fits the design target very well. Due to its symmetric layout, it offers single mode
transmission in a wide spectral range, i.e. 1.6 to 1.8 µm. The realization of this design layout
is more challenging since it involves three-step fabrication process. Moreover, it has flat top
transmission of over 90% for non-resonant wavelengths, which is not seen in any other
design layout.
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6.4 Fano-Filters based on Conical Shape Structures
Figure 6.29 shows cross-sections of 3D-FDTD model of a Fano-filter based on the second
category of structural profile assumed for simulation, i.e. the conical shape holes. A working
Fano-filter can be achieved by deposition of a higher refractive material on a pre-structured
substrate. In the FDTD model, the high refractive index material is supposed to fully fill in
the holes and adopt a conical profile. The waveguide layer forms dents or cuts on its surface
due to the filling of the material inside the holes (as visible in 2D and 3D cross-section in
Figure 6.29). In FDTD modelling, the dents are made by placing air-ellipses on the surface of
waveguide over the holes. The filled holes have a depth of
with a thickness of the
waveguide as
. The depth of the dents on the surface of waveguide adjacent to
the holes is
.

Figure 6.29: FDTD model of Fano-filter with waveguide deposited on a substrate with conical shaped
holes. The high index material fully fills in the structures forming dents on the surface of the
waveguide.

6.4.1 Investigating the Hole-Diameter and Resonance Quality
To analyse the transmission spectrum of the designed Fano-filter, the surface diameter of the
. The variation in the diameter of the
conical shaped holes is varied from
to
holes also affects the profile of the waveguide structure which can have a variety of
influences on the resonances. The profile of the waveguide at different hole-diameters is
shown in Figure 6.30.

Figure 6.30: The cross-sectional view of the 3D-FDTD models of the presented Fano-filter at holediameter values of 0.33a, 0.66a and 1.0a.

As already described in section 6.2.2, this structural profile is modelled in FDTD using two
elliptical geometric shapes and a third air-ellipse is also included in the model to make a dent
in the surface. To maintain the overall proportion of structural profile while varying the
design parameters, the dimensions of these shapes are defined as mathematical factors of
each other. For instance, if the diameter of smaller ellipse is
, the bigger ellipse as and
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the air-ellipse as
, then
and
. In simulation, the
diameter of the holes was varied using
, such that if
, 0.20 , 0.30 , 0.40 ,
0.50 , 0.60 , then,
, 0.33 , 0.50 , 0.66 , 0.83 , 1.0 . Therefore, non-linear
variation in the surface diameter values of the holes should not be confused.

Figure 6.31: The transmission spectra of the Fano-filter with conical shape holes for variation in the
diameter of filled holes from 0.16a to 1.0a.

The transmission spectra in Figure 6.31 show that the resonant modes shift towards longer
wavelengths as the diameter of the holes is increased. This is due to the fact that the
of
the waveguide increases as the diameter of the filled-holes is increased. Since an increase in
the
of the waveguide is analogous to increasing the thickness of the waveguide, the
waveguide sustains multiple resonant modes and transmission peaks shift towards the longer
wavelengths. Moreover, the transmission peaks get deeper but the linewidth of the resonances
increases at bigger hole-diameters. From the transmission spectra, it can also be concluded
that this filter model can be used in multiple spectral ranges by varying the hole-diameter.

Figure 6.32: Transmission spectrum of the Fano-filter model based on conical shape holes at
diameter value of 0.66a.

Transmission spectrum in Figure 6.32 shows that at a hole-diameter value of
, the
filter possesses a deep resonance dip around 1.79 µm with a relative linewidth of
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. Since this filter model offers a single mode resonance with good shape of
transmission spectrum at this hole-diameter, it will be used as a standard model for further
investigations.
The following sub-sections investigate two important structural features of the presented
filter model. The first structural feature is the dent in the waveguide as a result of the filling
of the material inside the holes. The second feature is the presence of the rim around the
upper diameter of the conical holes which is the result of the material ablation during fs-laser
processing.

6.4.2 Presence of Dent on the Surface of Waveguide
SEM micrograph in Figure 6.33 shows cross-sectional view of a hole in a silica substrate
(dark grey colour). The formation of rims around the holes can be clearly seen. A protection
layer (light grey colour) was deposited around the structure before doing its FIB crosssectioning to preserve its structural features. The highlighted area (dotted red rectangle) in the
image shows that the deposited material has filled inside the hole forming a dent on the
surface. Additionally, it is also visible that the rims around the surface diameter of the hole
are also transferred into the protection layer. Considering such experimental evidences, these
structural features were also included in the simulation models.

Figure 6.33: The dotted red rectangle in SEM micrograph indicates the rim formation, dent on top of
the hole and air-void in the later deposited protection layer [Göt17, Mei13].

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 6.34: (a) Conical shape holes in silica substrate with rim formation. (b)The rim formation in
substrate transferred to the waveguide layer. (c) Waveguide layer showing dents on top of the holes
and rim formation transferred to it.
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A 3D view of FDTD simulation model in Figure 6.34(a) shows conical holes structured in a
silica substrate with formation of rims around their surface diameter. Figure 6.34(b) shows
the FDTD model with a waveguide layer deposited on the structured substrate and rim
formation also evident in it. However, the formation of the dents in the waveguide is not
included in this FDTD model. A third simulation in Figure 6.34(c), shows formation of both
structural features in the waveguide layer, i.e. the rim around the holes and dents due to
filling of the material inside the holes. In this section, the formation of the dent is investigated
in two slightly different structural profiles of conical holes (presented in section 6.2.2).

Figure 6.35: The shift in the transmission spectra of the filters with conical hole-profile due to
presence of the dents in the waveguide layer.

A 2D cross-sectional view of the simulation models can be seen in Figure 6.35 (inset) to
compare the surface profile of the waveguide with and without formation of the dents on top
of the holes. In the filter models, three different periodic patterns can be seen, i.e. from the
rim formation, dents in the waveguide and the holes themselves. All these periodic patterns
share the same periodicity since they all repeat with the same lattice constant but different
feature sizes. This all affects the properties of the periodic structure such as its
and
coupling efficiency. But, the difference in the
in both the shown models (Figure 6.35
inset) is small, since both of them have same features except the dent in the surface of
waveguide.
The transmission spectra in Figure 6.35 shows that the resonant mode shifts towards the
shorter wavelengths due to the presence of the dent, which causes a drop in the
of the
waveguide. In absence of the dent, the transmission spectrum shows a main resonant mode
around wavelength of 1.79 µm with a relative linewidth of
, and another sharp
resonant peak around 1.67 µm with
. However, with the presence of the dent,
the main resonant mode shifts to 1.77 µm and relative linewidth increase to
. Additionally, the secondary mode disappears with the presence of dent in the
waveguide.
Cross-sectional view of the FDTD models with a second variant of conical holes shape is
shown in Figure 6.36 (inset). In this model the holes are slightly less deep compared to the
former discussed conical hole-profiles. The structures have a surface diameter of
and depth of
. However, all other design parameters including the thickness of
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waveguide and size of the dent are same. Due to different hole-profile, less deep holes and
smaller hole-diameter, the properties of the periodic structure also differ.

Figure 6.36: Transmission spectra of the Fano-filter models comparing the effect of dent in the
waveguide.

The transmission spectra of the discussed filter models are plotted together in Figure 6.36.
Compared to the former models, the resonant modes are located in longer wavelength range
with a decrease in the depth of the transmission dips. However, the presence of the dent in the
waveguide has the same effect as in case of former models, i.e. the resonant mode shifts
towards the shorter wavelength range and it broadens. Moreover, the second resonant mode
disappears with presence of the dent. These effects are due to drop in the
of the
waveguide due to the presence of the dents. Without dent, the transmission spectrum shows a
main resonant mode around wavelength of 1.8 µm with
. In the second model
with dent in the waveguide, the resonant mode shift to 1.79 µm with an increase in relative
linewidth to
.

6.4.3 Effects of Rim-formation on Resonances
Rim formation is a very significant phenomenon in the material processing using high energy
fs-laser pulses and its size is directly proportional to the volume of the structure. An
investigation on the formation of the rim in different kind of fs-laser produced structures and
the experimental procedures to minimize or remove it has been reported in a former thesis
work [Tah14] in Nanophotonics group. Figure 6.37 shows the cross-sectional views of the
FDTD models simulated for two different scenarios. In the first model, the formation of the
rim around the holes is ignored and only the formation of dents in waveguide is considered
(Figure 6.37(a,c)). However, in simulation model shown in Figure 6.37(b,d), formation of the
rim around the holes in silica substrate as well its transfer to the waveguide layer is
considered. It can be seen that formation of the rims around the holes and the dents above
them gives the waveguide a more complex profile.
The transmission spectra of the Fano-filter models under discussion are plotted together in
Figure 6.38 to investigate the effect of the rim formation. In absence of rim formation, the
resonance peak is located at 1.79 µm with a
, which shifts to 1.77 µm with a
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reduction of relative linewidth to
due to the presence of the rim around the
holes. The presence of an additional periodic structure with smaller details due to the rim
formation can affect the properties of the Fano-filter in various complex ways. The shifting of
the resonant mode to the shorter wavelengths shows that the presence of rim has decreased
the
of the waveguide structures. Moreover, the linewidth of the resonance is also
reduced, therefore, it can be concluded that formation of the rim in this model, has improved
the quality of resonance and brought it more close to the design target.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 6.37: (a,c) FDTD model without formation of the rim around the surface diameter of the holes.
(b,d) FDTD model with rim formation around surface diameter of the holes.

Figure 6.38: Variation in the transmission spectra of Fano-filter models due to rim formation around
the surface diameter of the holes.

6.4.4 Standard Fano-filter Model based on Conical Shaped
Structures
To conclude the discussion on Fano-filter models based on conical shape holes, along with
their various structural features and spectral properties, a filter model need to be chosen as a
standard or reference. The conical holes based Fano-filter model shown in Figure 6.39
possesses all the structural feature of the conical shaped holes such as rim formation, dents in
the waveguide and conical profile. The transmission spectrum of the filter shows a resonant
mode art 1.77 µm with a
. This output meets all the defined design targets,
such as a single mode resonance, deep transmission dip, flat-top transmission for nonresonant wavelength ranges and relative linewidth around 1.0%. The design parameters of
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this standard Fano-filter model with conical shaped holes are, thickness of the waveguide as
, surface diameter of holes as
, depth of the holes is
and
depth of the dent on the surface of the waveguide as
.

Figure 6.39: The transmission spectrum of Fano-filter model based on conical shaped holes
considered as standard.

The structural properties and output spectrum of this filter model can be evaluated with
respect to other filter models. For instance, the ellipsoid holes model with same design layout
(section 6.3.1) has less deep holes with a flat top waveguide, but this filter model includes
additional properties of the waveguide due to its deeper holes, rim formation and dents in the
waveguide. Comparing the transmission spectra at similar hole-diameter values, the Fanofilter model with ellipsoid shaped holes shows transmission peaks around 1.83 µm and 1.84
µm for a hole-diameter value of 0.60 and 0.70 . Whereas, the filter model presented in this
section, has transmission peak at 1.77 µm at a hole-diameter of 0.66 . It can be concluded
that due to the deeper holes and presence of additional periodic elements, i.e. rims and dents,
the
of the waveguide is reduced, which results in shifting of the modes to shorter
wavelengths and increase in the linewidth. However, considering the experimental
implementation, the Fano-filter models with rim formation and dents in the waveguide are
more realistic.

6.5 Fano-filters based on Deep Channel Structures
The third category of the structural shape recognized for simulation is deep channel holes.
These deep holes can have a very high aspect ratio of around 1:25. In a typical structure, the
surface diameter of the holes can be around 500 to 600 nm, forming into a 25 nm wide
channel into the substrate and the depth of the structure can reach to 6 µm. Moreover, these
structures are generated very rapidly by fs-laser pulses without going through long fabrication
procedures such as lithography, etching etc.
As mentioned in section 6.2.3, two different variants of deep channel profile have been
modelled for FDTD simulations. The main difference between their structural profiles is the
depth of channel. An SEM micrograph in Figure 6.40(a) shows a very high aspect ratio
structure with a deep channel and funnel-like opening. The structural profile of such holes
modelled in 3D-FDTD is shown in Figure 6.40(b and c). The funnel-like opening followed by
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a long air-channel into the material is modelled with a gradually narrowing profile. The
channel ends up in the form of a long and narrow conical shape. Since the waveguide
material cannot fully fill in the deep holes, it leaves air-voids under the waveguide layer. The
depth of the structure in FDTD model is defined as
and a surface diameter of the
hole as
. The waveguide is
thick, with a
deep dent on its
surface.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 6.40: Deep channel holes. (a) SEM micrograph of a high aspect-ratio structure generated
using high energy fs-laser pulses ([Göt17, Mei13]). (b) 2D cross-sectional view of FDTD model
showing structural profile of the deep channel holes and the waveguide layer. (c) 3D-FDTD model of
deep channel holes arranged in a square lattice with a waveguide layer on the top.

Figure 6.41: The transmission spectrum of a Fano-filter model with very high aspect ratio holes.

The resulting transmission spectrum of the presented Fano-filter model is shown in Figure
6.41. It shows a sharp resonance around 1.78 µm with an
. The oscillations in
the transmission spectrum can be reduced by increasing the resolution of the model and
letting the simulation to run long so that the oscillation die out.
The second variant of the deep channel hole-shape defined in section 6.2.3, has slightly
different structural profile with a less deep channel. An SEM micrograph depicting this holeprofile is shown in Figure 6.42(a). The hole has a conical shape profile near to the surface
and it transforms into a narrowing channel as it goes further into the substrate. Moreover, it
can be noticed from the SEM image that the later deposited protect material (light grey)
cannot completely fill in the structure, forming air-void under it. The rim formation is also
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transferred into the protection layer along with dent on top of the hole. This experimental
information was used to model the simulation models.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 6.42: Deep channel structures. (a) SEM micrograph showing cross-sectional view of deep
channel hole structured in fused silica. The inset on the left corner shows the rim formation around
the hole ([Göt17, Mei13]). (b) Single cell 3D-FDTD model of Fano-filter with 4 elements. (c) The
cross-sectional view of the FDTD model after deposition of the waveguide layer.

Figure 6.43: Transmission spectrum of the Fano-filter model based on deep channel holes.

The 3D-FDTD model of Fano-filter based on discussed hole-profile is shown in Figure
6.42(b and c). The structural profile of holes is modelled to have a narrowing channel which
closes around a depth of
. The formation of air-voids under the waveguide along
with rim formation and dents on the waveguide can be seen in the cross-sectional view of the
model. Rest of the design parameters are kept same as discussed in standard model in section
6.4.4, i.e. surface diameter of the holes as
, thickness of the waveguide as
and depth of dents as
.
The transmission spectrum of the Fano-filter with deep holes is shown in Figure 6.43. The
spectrum shows a narrow-band resonance at a wavelength of 1.78 µm with a relative
linewidth of
. There is an appearance of sharp resonance peak of a second
mode at wavelength of 1.66 µm with
. The presence of the second can be
avoided by reducing the thickness of the waveguide.
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Influence of Air-voids under the Waveguide
The comparison of the transmission spectra of the Fano-filter models with and without airvoids under the waveguide layer is shown in Figure 6.44. The presence of the air-voids under
the waveguide shifts the resonant wavelength from 1.77 to 1.78 µm with a decrease in
relative linewidth from
to
. Additionally, the transmission
spectrum also gets steeper on the left side of the resonant mode (for shorter wavelengths).
However, it slightly drops on the right side of the resonant mode (for longer wavelengths).
Moreover, the presence of air-voids also enhances the presence of a second resonant mode in
the spectrum.

Figure 6.44: The comparison of the transmission spectra of Fano-filter models to investigate the
influence of air-voids under the waveguide.

The presence of air-voids decreases the
of the structure which influences coupling of
light to a resonant mode. Additionally, the presence of air-voids under the layer of high index
material also affects its characteristics as a Fano-filter waveguide, i.e. its efficiency to couple
the light in and out during occurrence of guided-mode resonances. Since the waveguide is
surrounded by air on its top, the presence of air-voids under it gives it more symmetric
properties.

6.6 Finite Size Fano-filter Devices
In previous sections, Fano-filter models were based on single cell models excited by plane
wave source. The single cell is repeated in its periodic directions using periodic boundary
conditions. It simulates an infinite crystal with an infinite plane wave source. However, in
reality the structures and the excitation sources have finite dimensions. Therefore, the final
goal is to investigate finite sized Fano-filter devices since they are more close to reality.
Figure 6.45 (a) shows FIB cross-section of a hole with a protection layer deposited around it.
The filling of material inside the holes and formation of a dent on the top can be seen. Figure
6.45 (b) shows a grid of holes structured using fs-laser pulses.
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Figure 6.45: (a) FIB cross-section of a conical shaped hole with a protection layer (light grey colour)
on the top. Formation of dent in the protection layer on top of the hole can be seen. (b) An example of
grid of holes arranged in form of a square lattice of 1 µm. The irregularities and damages should be
ignored since it was a test sample ([Göt17, Mei13]).

Figure 6.46: Top view and cross-sectional view the 3D-FDTD model of Fano-filter device with
grid of deep-channel holes. The inset on the left side shows a magnified view of a single unit.

Keep the experimental and characterization results in view, some finite device models were
also simulated which were based on different hole-shapes. A finite sized FDTD model based
on deep-channel holes is shown in Figure 6.46. This device model is based on the Fano-filter
design described in section 6.5. The device has
grid of PhC-elements arranged in a
square lattice of
. The simulation domain is terminated with 2 thick PML absorbing
boundaries. The device is excited by a plane wave source with a circular spot diameter of
20 . The magnified view of the filled holes in the inset on the left (Figure 6.46), can be
directly compared to the SEM micrographs of the real structure in Figure 6.45 (a) filled with
the protection material.
The transmission spectra of two different finite device models are shown in Figure 6.47. The
transmission spectrum in blue colour represents a PhC slab device with
grid of
conical holes, whereas the dotted red plot line represents a device with
of deep-
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channel holes. The devices show resonances in a wide range of wavelengths. This shows that
due to a limited size of the structure and the excitation source, the resonances behave
differently. In this case, the resonance has got weaker and broad. The effect can be due to the
losses of the field on the sides or adjacent media. Also, the angular spectrum of the finite size
beam has an influence on the Fano-resonances which is explained in detail in chapter 7.
However, the spectrum can be improved in future works by fine adjustment of the design
parameters.

Figure 6.47: The transmission spectra of two different Fano-filter devices. The first device has a
grid of conical shaped holes, whereas the second device possesses
grid of deepchannel holes. Both devices are excited by circular spot sources with 20a spot diameter.

A second finite sized Fano-filter device was simulated using ellipsoid shaped holes and a
three-solid layer based design layout (Figure 6.48). This device model is based on the Fanofilter design described in section 6.3.4. The device is based on a symmetric waveguide design
having a low-index cladding on both sides of the waveguide. The symmetric design of the
waveguide works more efficiently avoiding the distortion and loss of guided modes inside the
waveguide. It eventually improves the performance of the Fano-filter. The presented device
consists of a
grid of PhC elements arranged in a square lattice with a lattice
constant
. The air-holes have a diameter of
. The waveguide has a thickness
of
with a
thick cladding layer on top. Similar to the previously
discussed Fano-filter device, the simulation domain is terminated PML absorbing boundaries.

Figure 6.48: The Fano-filter device based on ellipsoid holes and a symmetric waveguide model. The
grid of air-holes arranged in a square lattice.
device has

The device is excited with a circular spot plane wave source having a diameter of 20 . The
resultant transmission spectrum is shown in Figure 6.49. The device shows two resonant
modes around the wavelengths of 1.59 µm and 1.63 µm with relative linewidths of
and
, respectively. The resonant modes are located very close
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to each other. The presence of a second resonant mode can be avoided by decreasing the
thickness of the waveguide.

Figure 6.49: The transmission spectrum of the Fano-filter device with
excited by a 20a circular spot source.

grid of air-holes and

6.7 Summary
Various structural profiles were numerically modelled on the basis of the provided
experimental and characterization results. These structural shapes vary according to the type
of fs-laser pulses used and the pulse parameters. For sake of numerical modelling, these
structural profiles were classified into three main categories i.e. ellipsoid shaped holes,
conical holes and deep channel holes. The complex structural profiles were designed in the
simulation software by combination of various basic shapes. The modelling of complex
structural profiles generated by fs-laser pulses was performed considering all the minute
structural details, such as variation in shape of the holes as they go deeper and rim formation
around their surface diameter.
The Fano-filter models were designed and investigated based on each of these structural
profiles. Since the basic requirement for guided-mode resonance is a waveguide and a
periodic grating, various design layouts of Fano-filters were investigated. The spectral
properties of all these Fano-filter designs are studied by varying the design parameters. To
make the study less complicated, these investigations were performed using ellipsoid shaped
holes rather than high aspect-ratio holes. The properties of the PhC-waveguide such as
effective refractive index and symmetry of the waveguide is studied in all of these design
layouts. The filter models are evaluated on the basis of their transmission characteristics,
spectral range, design target and experimental implementation.
Since the fs-laser setup was configured to work only in silica glass, the design layouts of
Fano-filters with waveguide material deposited on an already structured substrate was taken
as standard. In high aspect-ratio holes, the later deposited high index material fills inside the
holes, giving the waveguide layer a bumpy profile. The effects of various structural
parameters on the performance of Fano-filters were investigated. These parameters include
diameter of the holes, their depth and shape, rim formation and dents on the surface of the
waveguide. Additionally, in very high aspect-ratio holes, the effects of air-voids below the
waveguide layer were also investigated.
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The investigations show that Fano-filters can be implemented using any of the discussed
design layouts and hole-profiles. The basic performance of all these Fano-filter
configurations and hole-profiles is dependent on the effective refractive index of waveguide,
its symmetry and coupling efficiency of the periodic structure. The quality and spectral range
of the Fano-resonances can be varied by changing the design parameters. The thickness of the
waveguide for all the computed models was kept at a standard value of
and the
depth of the holes was adopted in accordance with the dimension and aspect-ratio of the
structures in provided characterization results. The depth for ellipsoid shaped holes was
implemented as
, while for high aspect ratio holes, the depth values are
and
. The spectral properties were investigated by varying the
diameter of the holes in the standard design layout.
According to the results, Fano-filters with ellipsoid holes yield best transmission
characteristics in the wavelength range of 1.5 to 1.8 µm with an
of under 1.0%, for
hole-diameter ranges of
to 0.60 (depending on the design layout). However, in
conical holes, the best transmission characteristics are achieved for a surface diameter of
holes around
in wavelength range of 1.77 µm with an
of around 1.0%. The
results show that the presence of dent on the surface of waveguide shifts the resonant mode
towards shorter wavelengths and broadens it. However, the presence of rim narrows the
linewidth and shifts the resonances to the shorter wavelengths. The air-voids under the
waveguide decrease the linewidth of the resonances and shift them towards the longer
wavelengths. The deep channel holes based Fano-filter designs with all mentioned structural
characteristics, yield resonances in wavelength range of 1.78 µm with a
of 0.76% to
0.89%.
3D-FDTD models of finite sized devices based on two different design layouts and holeprofiles are also presented. The filter design based on symmetric waveguide design and
array of ellipsoid air-holes, yield resonant modes in wavelength ranges of 1.59 and
1.63 µm with
of 1.05% and 1.33%, respectively. However, the finite devices with
and
arrays of conical and deep-channel holes, yield broad and shallow
resonances in transmission spectrum. The transmission spectrum can be improved by fine
adjustment of design parameters in future works.
As a concluding remark, with flexibility to structure holes with different depths and structural
profiles using fs-laser pulses, Fano-filters can be designed to cover a wide spectral range and
variety of transmission characteristics. It makes fs-laser produced PhCs structures attractive
for a variety of applications with a low cost and easy production.

7 Numerical Investigation of an Optical
Characterization Method
The optical characterization of PhC devices has always been challenging. The reasons behind
these challenges include finite size of the structures, finite spot size of the light source and
material absorption. Since most of the materials have very low absorption in NIR, therefore,
it does not have a lot of influence on the characterization of PhC devices. Hence, the finite
size of the structures and light source are the main issues. The finite size of the structure has
already been investigated in chapter 5. Since the incident light beams in practical applications
have a finite width, they possess multiple angular components which influence the Fanoresonances. During optical characterization, another reason for angular sensitivity can be the
misalignment or tilting of the sample.
In this chapter the challenges in the optical characterization of dielectric PhC structures are
theoretically studied, step by step. In first step, simple models are used to study the angular
sensitivity using a quasi-infinite plane wave source. In the next step, a plane wave spectrum
approach is used to simulate a Gaussian beam and investigate the angular spectrum of finite
size beams. To optimize and improve optical characterization using a newly established
transmission measurement setup at laboratory, various aspects are also numerically modelled
such as the effect of a large spot size and focusing of the beam.

7.1 Excitation with a Plane Wave Source
In numerical modelling, the simplest approach towards electromagnetic illumination is to use
a plane wave source. It provides a simple, easy to interpret field propagation and a more
convenient way to perform several tests. In 2D-FDTD numerical modelling, the source plane
is defined as a line which generates plane waves as time varying dipole fields. The perfect
solution to generate ideal plane wave fronts is by using Bloch periodic boundary conditions
as discussed in earlier chapters. However, while modelling illumination sources with finite
cross-section, the optical diffraction cannot be avoided. Diffraction causes oscillations in the
propagating waves which deform the plane wavefronts. A typical numerical solution to
model an ideal plane wave illumination is to simulate quasi-infinite plane wavefronts and
finite sized structures. This can be done by defining a source with very big lateral span as
compared to the subject structure. Since it requires a large computational domain, this
approach is more convenient while working with 2D simulations. Moreover, while working
with a 3D calculation, the computational resources and the time need to be taken into
account, therefore to simulate an ideal plane wave, an alternate approach is required. In 3D
modelling, the effect of diffraction at large angles is minimized by placing the absorbing
boundaries adjacent to the lateral endings of the source.

7.1.1 Source with Oblique Incidence
In general, the transmission spectrum of the PhCs is dependent on the incidence angle and
polarization of the source. The PhC slabs reported in this work are independent of
polarization at normal incidence, since they implement circular holes and hence possess a 90°
rotational symmetry. To determine the angular response of PhCs for individual incidence
angles, they are illuminated by a plane wave source with gradually varying incidence. The
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2D-FDTD computational domain in Figure 7.1 shows an incident plane wave source on a
PhC structure with 30 periods of air-holes. The plane wave source is extended over the unpatterned area of sample to get ideal plane wave fronts on the subject PhC structures. Instead
of tilting the source plane to generate the oblique incidences, the phase of the wavefronts is
varied in the source definition. As defined in section 4.1.3, if
is a current source in
space and time,
is the spatial amplitude function of the source and
defines the time
function of the source, the source function is given as:
(7.1)

The amplitude function
of the source is custom defined to get an oblique source by
varying the wave vector. Then the source function can be defined as:
(7.2)
Where,

(7.3)

and,

(7.4)

Where,
is the wave number,
represents centre point of the spatial distribution,
represents the frequency,
gives the direction and is the user defined tilting angle of the
source.
The wavefronts of the source travel in the defined direction and the effect is same as of
conventional definition of the plane wave. This source model can be used in compact
simulation domain since the position of the horizontal axes of the source remains same at all
incidences. In contrast, while using a geometrically tilted-plane source a bigger
computational domain is needed, since the source plane needs to be rotated around its axis.
Secondly, at higher incidence angles, the stronger diffraction effects at the ends of the source
plane couple to the PhC structures which is undesirable.

Figure 7.1: A 2D-FDTD simulation domain showing illumination of the PhC structure with an
oblique plane wave source.

The incidence angle of the source
is varied from 0° to 12° and the variation in the
transmission intensity of resonant modes as a function of wavelength and incident angle is
plotted in Figure 7.2. A strong coupling at normal incidence is evident by a deep transmission
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dip in the middle with a Lorentzian-like line shape. It can be seen in the plot that the
transmission dip at normal incidence is a combination of two resonant modes. As the
incidence angle is increased, the two modes separate, where the zero-order modes shift to the
longer wavelength and the secondary mode shifts towards the shorter wavelengths.
Moreover, the transmission dip for zero-order resonances get shallower and the secondary
resonant modes get stronger at higher incidence angles.

Figure 7.2: The transmission spectra of PhC structure as a function of wavelength and incidence
angle of the source.

The field distribution for all the wavelengths of the source at once at a time step
of
simulation is shown in Figure 7.3. The figure shows the field intensity at normal incidence
and at an extreme incidence angle of 12°. At normal incidence, the illustration shows strong
coupling of the field inside the periodic waveguide and presence of resonant mode patterns.
However, at incidence angle of 12°, due to very weak in-plane coupling of the field, the
coupling of leaky modes with the incoming field and occurrence of guided-mode resonance is
not so pronounced.

(a)

(b)

Figure 7.3: Intensity distribution of the field in PhC structure at two different incident angles of the
source. (a) A plane wave source at normal incidence. (b) A plane wave source with oblique incidence
of 12°.
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7.1.2 Plane Waves on Tilted Substrate
In section 7.1.1, quasi-infinite plane wave model with varying incidence was used to
investigate the angular sensitivity of the PhC structures. This section investigates the same
phenomenon using an alternate approach, i.e. with a quasi-infinite plane wave source at
normal incidence and tilting of the substrate. The cross-section of the simulation domain is
shown in Figure 7.4 where the source plane and the field monitor layer are indicated with
dotted lines. Considering the numerical modelling, the cylindrical air-holes, waveguide and
substrate are tilted by varying the axes of rotation of the objects.

Figure 7.4: Corss-section of the simulation domain with a plane wave source incident on a tilted
substrate. The source plane and field monitor layer are indicted with dotted lines and the substrate is
tilted from 0° to 12°.

Figure 7.5:The transmission spectra of PhC structure for substrate tilt angle of 0° to 12°.

The resultant transmission spectra of the PhC structure for a tilt angle range of 0° to 12° is
shown in Figure 7.5. The resonant modes are strongest at 0° tilt and the transmission dip is a
combination of two resonant modes. As the tilt angle of substrate increases, the two resonant
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modes separate in wavelengths. This behaviour is similar to the oblique source model
discussed in section 7.1.1. However, in case of oblique source model, the resonant modes get
weaker as they separate, but in this model, the modes show a different behaviour. The
separated dips on the left and right side of the plot first get weaker and later they get deeper
again. The transmission plot on the left side shows a jump in the transmission dip at 8° tilt
(pink line), which can also be seen in oblique source model.
The variation in the transmission spectra can be studied further by observing the field
distribution in the simulation domain at different tilt angles of substrate, shown in Figure 7.6.
The images are taken at simulation time step of
, when the initial pulse almost
vanishes and field is mostly in guided-mode resonance. The four images depict the field
distribution at tilting angles of 0°, 4°, 8° and 12°. The resonant modes show different patterns
as the tilt angle varies. For instance, at 4° it shows three different resonant mode patterns
inside the periodic waveguide. The number of field patterns increases and the resonant field
gets weaker as the tilt angle increases. Moreover, the direction of the transmitted and
reflected fields from the tilted substrate is indicted by arrows in Figure 7.6.

Figure 7.6: Tilted PhC strucutres excited by a plane wave source at normal incidence. The field
distribution during guided-mode resonance is shown at tilt angles of 0°, 4°, 8° and 12°.

7.1.3 Influence of the Excitation Spot Size on the Transmission
Spectrum
The earlier developed reflection measurement setup at INA had a spot size of 8 which had a
primary goal to investigate localized effects in the PhC structures. This setup was not very
effective regarding optical characterization of dielectric PhCs. Therefore, after determining
the optimum structural size of dielectric PhC slab (in chapter 5), it was essential to find out
the effect of varying the spot size of the incident beam in relation to the real setup. To
investigate this, a 3D-FDTD simulation approach was used with a
grid PhC slab
illuminated by a circular spot plane wave source. The circular spot is designed in software by
applying a circular truncation function over a plane wave source defined in a square plane.
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The circular spot diameter is varied from 8 to 20 . The test was performed on an ellipsoid
shaped holes PhC structure, therefore, the tuning range and modal pattern might be slightly
different than conical or cylindrical holes. However, the principle impact is same and the
interrelation between modal patterns of different hole-shapes can be seen in chapter 5.

Figure 7.7: Transmission spectra as a function of spot diameter of incident beam. The inset on the
right shows the vertical cross-sectional view of the 3D-FDTD simulation domain.

The transmission spectra plotted for different spot diameters in Figure 7.7 show that the
resonances intensify as the spot diameter is increased. The spectra show two resonant modes
around 1.59 and 1.62 µm wavelengths and the transmission dips for both modes get deeper
with bigger spot diameters. Moreover, initially the resonances intensify faster but at larger
spot sizes the improvement in the transmission becomes less pronounced.

(a)

(b)

Figure 7.8: The effects of variation in the spot size of the incident beam on the Fano-resonances.
(a) An incident beam with 8a spot diameter. (b) Incident beam with 20a spot diameter.

The real time interaction of the incident beam and the PhC structure during the occurrence of
guided-modes resonance is depicted in Figure 7.8. The incident spot diameters on the PhC
grid are indicated by dotted circles. The most convenient interpretations of the results can be
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done in terms of the variation in the coupling strength of the incident beam and the angular
spectrum of the source. It can be assumed that the coupling strength in low-index materials is
low, which means both coupling-in and coupling-out are less efficient. That would lead the
coupled light to propagate longer inside the lattice after going out of the incident spot
diameter. Hence, it cannot interfere with the incoming light anymore to undergo the phase
matching mechanism to produce guided-mode resonances. In contrast to this, if material has a
higher coupling strength as in case of InP PhCs, small spot size of the source is not a
problem. Additionally, the resonances are also influenced by angular spectrum of the incident
beam. Therefore, a bigger spot size guarantees a better coupling strength of the field and
provides a larger area for the coupled mode to interfere with the incoming light. Additionally,
larger spots have a smaller angular spectrum and it has been shown in previous sections that
resonances are strongest at smaller incident angles of source. In contrast to this, during
illumination with a small beam diameter, the coupled field propagates outside the spot area,
where it cannot interfere with the incoming light to undergo guided-mode resonance.
Moreover, smaller spot sizes possess a larger angular spectrum which weakens the
resonances. Based on these results, the transmission measurement setup in the laboratory was
also adopted to bigger a spot size of 20 diameter.

7.2 Excitation with a Gaussian Beam
In the section 7.1, the angular sensitivity of the PhC structures was investigated using plane
wave sources at different incidence angles to the substrate. In this section, a spatial Gaussian
beam is used to calculate the transmission spectra of the PhC structures. The angular
spectrum of Gaussian beam can be assumed as a combination of plane waves at different
angles. It means the angular spectrum of the Gaussian beam is a sum of the angular
components of individual plane waves. As a next step, those two effects are combined
together (in section 7.3) to investigate the angular sensitivity of the Fano resonances, i.e.
simulating Gaussian beams as a superposition of the plane waves. However, the transmission
curves of plane waves at different incident angles cannot directly summed up to get a
transmission spectra resulting from a Gaussian beam. The reason for this is that they are
intensity related and intensity does not contain any phase information. To find out the
amplitude and phase dependency of the resonances for incident wavefronts, in the last section
(7.6) of this chapter, amplitude coefficient calculations are presented.
In real world, all kind of optical beams have finite dimensions and they undergo diffraction
unlike the theoretical plane wavefronts. The most commonly occurring form of optical beams
in real world is Gaussian. The angular spectrum of Gaussian beam varies as a function of the
beam waist, i.e. smaller beam waists possess a larger angular spread and vice versa.
Therefore, it is important to investigate the variation in the resonance spectrum as a function
of beam waist. In numerical simulation, the Gaussian spatial function for the source can be
mathematically defined in various ways and the output might slightly differ.
The calculations are performed using a user defined Gaussian source function in both 2D and
3D-FDTD domains. The 3D calculation gives an account of spectral effects in real structures,
while, 2D models are adopted for further investigations due to their simplicity and less
computational requirements. However, the basic properties obtained from 2D calculations
can be used as a base for 3D models. A table comparing some basic parameters in 2D and 3D
calculations is provided in appendix.
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2D-FDTD Calculations
Figure 7.9 shows the transmission spectrum of a PhC structure with 30 periods of cylindrical
air-holes for an incident Gaussian beam with its waist diameter varied from 2.5 to 40 . The
transmission spectra show that the strength of the resonance improves as the spot size of the
beam gets larger. This improvement is more evident for lower spot sizes but as the spot size
reaches 20 , the shape of the transmission dip becomes almost constant. Furthermore, it can
be seen that at smaller spot sizes which possess larger angular spectrum, the transmission
spectrum shows two different resonant modes. The two modes get stronger and their mode
separation decreases as the spot size gets bigger which eventually combine to form a single
strong mode. The separation of the modes as the beam waist is decreased shows a similar
behaviour as discussed in section 7.1.1, where the incidence angle of plane wave source was
increased. It validates the fact that in presence of higher angular components, the separation
of the resonant modes increases. It also shows that the part of the Gaussian beam lying
outside the structured area is directly transmitted without contributing in guided-mode
resonance. Moreover, in bigger beam waists, the optical field at the middle of the spot acts
more like plane wavefronts.

Figure 7.9: Transmission spectrum as a function of Gaussian beam spot diameter and wavelength.

3D-FDTD Calculations
The effect of the Gaussian beam spot was also simulated in 3D-FDTD to check its effects on
the real devices. The transmission spectra in Figure 7.10 is calculated for a spot diameter
range of 2 to 16 on a PhC structure with
grid of conical air-holes. The resonances
get stronger and show a slight shift towards the longer wavelengths as the beam waist is
increased, which is a similar behaviour as discussed earlier.
The lateral and vertical cross-sections of the simulation domain during excitation of PhC
structure with Gaussian waist diameters of 2 and 14 are shown in Figure 7.11. The
interpretation can be done in terms of angular spectra of the incident beams and their spot
sizes on the structure. The incident spot with 2 diameter (Figure 7.11(a)) possesses a larger
angular spectrum which weakens the resonances and has a smaller spot size which offers a
weak in and out coupling of the field during guided-mode resonance. In contrast, a 14 spot
diameter (Figure 7.11(b)) has a smaller angular spectrum and bigger spot area on the sample.
Therefore, the resonances are not weakened due to presence of higher angular components
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and it offers a stronger in and out coupling of the field during guided-mode resonances. The
spectra should be further improved by using the spot sizes such as 20 or more and
increasing the structure size to
grid of PhC elements.

Figure 7.10: The transmission spectrum of PhC structure with 24×24 grid of conical air-holes as a
function of Gaussian beam spot diameter and wavelength.

.

(a)

(b)

Figure 7.11: Horizontal and vertical cross-section of the simulation domain with different spot
diameters of incident beam on the PhC structure. (a) Gaussian beam with 2a spot diameter.
(b) Gaussian beam with 14a spot diameter.
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7.3 Modelling Gaussian beams by Superposition of Plane
Waves
While investigating the angular sensitivity of the PhC structures step by step, this section
combines the idea of plane wave sources at different incident angles and angular spectrum of
Gaussian beam together. A plane wave spectrum approach is used to simulate a Gaussian
beam to determine the influence of individual angular components on the performance of
PhCs. A Gaussian beam designed by combination of plane wave sources at different
incidence angles rotated around a centre point is shown in Figure 7.12. The source model has
an angular spectrum of -8° to +8° with step size of 2°. The model is based on discrete angular
spectrum and a limited size of the source, it was designed to offer a flexibility to include or
exclude individual angular components in the spectrum of the incident beam.

Figure 7.12: A Gaussian beam designed by combination of plane wave sources at different incidence
angles. The source model has an angular range of -8° to +8°.

The plane wave sources are distributed at discrete angles and each source plane is
implemented with a correct amplitude factor to generate a Gaussian beam. The amplitude
distribution as a function of incidence angle of the source planes is shown in Figure 7.13.

Figure 7.13: Blue triangles indicate the constant amplitude distribution through the incidence plane
waves. The amplitude factors of the incident plane wave sources distributed as a Gaussian function is
indicated in red circles.

The plane wave sources are illuminated simultaneously to generate a beam which has a user
defined angular spectrum. The cross-section of the computational domain in Figure 7.14
shows the real time propagation of field at different distances in a 44 ×200 dimension
simulation domain. The simulation is performed for the wavelength of 1.2 µm and the source
planes are defined at every 0.5° to achieve a sufficient resolution of angular distribution.
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According the theoretical predictions, interference of infinite plane wave sources form a
Gaussian spatial distribution, but this model shows that a Gaussian beam can be generated
with a limited number of plane wave sources with a sufficient resolution. Field monitor layers
are placed in the simulation domain at a distance of 10 λ starting from the origin point as
indicated in the Figure 7.14(a). The field intensity at various monitor layers in the domain is
plotted as a function of position to observe the shape of wavefronts in Figure 7.14(b). The
field generated as a result of interference of the plane waves appear to have perfectly
Gaussian amplitude. The field monitored at various monitor layers in the computational
domain shows that the source evolves as Gaussian beam in the near field as well as in the far
field. This source model will be used in upcoming sections to study the angular behaviour of
PhC by addressing the individual angular components in the incident beam.

(a)

(b)

Figure 7.14: Gaussian beam generated using plane wave spectrum approach. (a) Intensity
distribution of the field in real time. The source plane and field monitor layers are indicated in dotted
red lines. (b) Intensity distribution of the wavefronts at various monitor layers placed with a
separation of 10 λ in the simulation domain.

7.3.1 Plane Wave Solution for a Gaussian Beam
In this sub-section, the presented source model is re-verified by adding up the amplitudes of
the plane wave sources to make Gaussian amplitude. The reason for adding up the amplitudes
is that they also contain the phase information which should yield the correct results for
amplitude of a Gaussian beam and its angular spectrum. However, working with amplitude
can also be critical since it changes with time and distance from the source. For instance, if
the amplitudes with a phase difference of are added, the result would be zero. Therefore,
the amplitudes are measured in all the simulations at the same place and same time steps.
However, if the same calculation is done by using intensity, the phase information is gone
and the resultant sum would be twice the intensity. The results can be entirely different by
adding up amplitudes and intensities. However, by time averaging of the amplitudes, the
intensity results can be got. The investigations are divided into following four steps:
Step 1: Simulating plane wave sources individually for an angular range of -8° to +8° and
summing up their amplitudes
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Step 2: Simulating a Gaussian beam by superposition of the plane wave sources and
comparing the results to step 1
Step 3: Computing the transmission spectra of PhC structure using plane source at different
incident angles and a Gaussian beam.
Step 4: Summing up the transmission spectra of PhC structure resulting from plane wave
sources and comparing the result to the transmission spectrum computed by a Gaussian beam
Each of the steps is explained in detail in the following sub-sections.

7.3.1.1 Summing up the Amplitudes of Plane Wave Sources
In the first step, plane wave sources are simulated one by one for an incidence angle range of
-8° to +8° as shown in Figure 7.15. The simulation domain was made with large lateral and
vertical dimensions to avoid diffraction in the middle of the wavefronts and observe the
farfield propagation. A field monitor layer is placed in the simulation domain to record the
propagating field in real time. In each simulation, the amplitude of the propagating field is
recorded at every time step of simulation. The record amplitude has a real and complex part
as shown in equation (7.5), from which the phase can also be extracted.
(7.5)

The real parts of the amplitudes for each corresponding incidence angle are plotted together
in Figure 7.16 at the same time step of
. The amplitude values on either side of 0°
incidence angle are inverse replica of each other. Therefore, to make the amplitude pattern
prominent, the amplitude values from -8° to 0° are plotted with thicker lines. The recorded
amplitudes on the monitor layer for each of the incidence angle of the plane wave sources are
summed up, as shown in equation (7.6):
(7.6)

(a)

(b)

Figure 7.15: Field intensity distribution inside the simulation domain and indication of monitor layer.
(a) A plane wave source at normal incidence. (b) A plane wave source at an oblique incidence of -8°.
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The resultant amplitude
from the summation of plane wave amplitudes at different
incidence angles is plotted in Figure 7.17. The plot shows that if the amplitude of plane wave
sources at different incidence angles with relative amplitude factors are summed up, it yields
Gaussian amplitude.
As seen in Figure 7.16, these amplitudes are oscillating between +60 and -60 and their values
can be taken at any time step. The referenced amplitude for the normal incidence is taken
around +40 to see a positive value of resultant Gaussian amplitude (Figure 7.17). However,
the amplitude summation results at time step
, where amplitude value for normal
incidence value approaches zero can be seen in appendix.

Figure 7.16. Amplitudes of individual plane wave sources recorded at time step of t=1000, with
incidence angle ranging from -8° to +8°. The oscillations on the lateral edges are due to the
diffraction of the field due to finite size of the source.

Figure 7.17: The resultant amplitude by summation of the plane wave amplitudes at same time step
and for an incident angle range of -8° to +8°.
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7.3.1.2 Simulating Gaussian Beam as a Superposition of Plane Waves
In the second step, the plane wave sources for angular range of -8° to +8° are turned on
simultaneously to generate a Gaussian beam. The cross-section of the simulation domain is
shown in Figure 7.18. The individual source planes distributed with a step size of 2°, can be
seen in the simulation domain. This simulation is performed with less number of sources in
order to keep the calculation less complex, however the resolution of the source model can be
increased by increasing the number of source planes.

Figure 7.18: Gaussian beam simulated as a superposition of plane waves for an angular range of -8°
to +8°.

To compare the results with previous summation (section 7.3.1.1), the recorded amplitude of
. Moreover,
the propagating field is plotted in Figure 7.19 at the same time step, i.e.
the result of summation of the amplitudes of the plane wave sources is also plotted in the
same figure for sake of comparison. The figure shows that both the cases (section 7.3.1.1 and
7.3.1.2), yield the same amplitude value at same time step of simulation, which is a good
conformation of the model of Gaussian beam as superposition of plane waves.

Figure 7.19: The sum of amplitudes of plane wave sources at different incidence angles and the
amplitude of Gaussian beam plotted together. The plot shows that both of the results completely
overlap which is a good conformation of a Gaussian beam as a superposition of plane waves.
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7.3.1.3 Computing the Transmission Spectra of PhC Structure
In the third step, the plane wave models with varying incidence angle and the Gaussian beam
model are used to calculate the transmission spectra of PhC structure. The simulation models
are depicted in Figure 7.21. Figure 7.20(a) shows the simulation domain for plane wave
sources for an incidence angle range of -8° to +8° with a step size of 2°. Whereas, Figure
7.20(b) depicts the simulation model of Gaussian beam as a superposition of the plane waves
from the mentioned angular range.

(a)

(b)

Figure 7.20: (a) Simulation model depicting a plane wave source exciting the PhC structure at an
incidence angle of -8°. (b) PhC structure excited using a Gaussian beam which is made by
superposition of plane waves for an angular range of -8° to +8° and step size of 2°.

The transmission spectra for incident plane waves for angular range of -8° to +8° and
Gaussian beam are plotted together in Figure 7.21. The spectra for incident plane waves show
that the transmission dip is deepest at normal incidence, where it is a combination of two
overlapping resonant modes. The mode separation between these two modes increases as the
incidence angle of the source is increased. This spectral behaviour is same as discussed in
section 7.1.1. The transmission spectra for adjacent angular pairs on either side of normal
incidence, i.e. ±2°, ±4°, ±6° and ±8° completely overlap, therefore, they are shown together.
The transmission spectrum for Gaussian beam for an angular span of ±8° is plotted with a
thick red line in Figure 7.21.

Figure 7.21: The transmission spectra of the PhC structure with 30 periods of cylindrical holes for
plane wave incidence of -8° to +8° and a Gaussian beam formed by plane wave spectrum approach.
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7.3.1.4 Summing up the Transmission Spectra of PhC Structure resulting
from Plane Wave Sources
To get some extra information about these results, the transmission spectra from plane wave
sources at different incidence angles are multiplied by the relative amplitude factors (shown
in Figure 7.13) and summed up. The amplitude factors are squared to get their intensity value
and represent all the quantities in form of intensity. The resultant transmission intensity
can give as:
(7.7)

Where,
represents the amplitude factor and
represents the transmission intensities
corresponding to incident angles of plane wave sources. The transmission spectra of the PhC
structure resulting from a Gaussian source and the sum of transmission intensities
are
plotted together in Figure 7.22. The plotted value of
was divided with a factor of 3.65 to
normalize it and compare it to transmission spectrum resulting from Gaussian beam. This is
due to the fact that in Gaussian distribution, the area beneath the curve must be unity not the
values themselves. The sum of the amplitude factors in Figure 7.13 exceeds unity due to
which the sum of transmission intensities has to be divided by a factor of 3.65 to normalize it.
This factor can be eliminated by simulating the plane wave models in future works by
reassigning the amplitude factors accordingly. The plotted results justify the concept of
transmission spectrum of Gaussian beam as a sum of all the transmission spectra of the plane
waves at different incidence angles. A small deviation in the plots can be seen because the
phase information of the incident waves is missing in the sum, which decides either the
waves interfere constructively or destructively. Another factor adding to the differences in the
plot can be due radiation of the field in the adjacent media and not measured at the monitor
layers.

Figure 7.22: The transmission spectra of PhC structure with an incident Gaussian beam and sum of
transmission intensities of the plane waves at different incidence angles.
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7.3.2 Influence of the Angular Spectrum of a Gaussian Beam
The plane wave spectrum approach to simulate a Gaussian beam can be utilized in several
ways to analyse the angular sensitivity of the Fano-resonances. In this section, the
transmission spectrum of PhC is discussed as a function of angular spectrum of the incident
beam instead of the beam waist or incident angle of the source. It allows the ability to control
the angular spectrum of the Gaussian beam by manipulating the individual angular
components. Figure 7.23 shows the spatial distribution of the intensity of the source for
different angular spectrum ranges, from 0° to ±8°.

Figure 7.23: Spatial distribution of intensity of a Gaussian beam for different angular spectrum
ranges.

Figure 7.24: The transmission spectra of the PhCs structure as a function of angular spectrum of the
incident beam.

The plot in Figure 7.24 shows that the transmission dip gets shallower as the excitation
source is transformed from a plane wave at normal incidence into a Gaussian beam with
larger angular spectrum. The behaviour of the resonances is similar as in case of reducing the
beam waist of the incident beam. In the figure, the influence of the individual angular
components on the shape of the resonances can be seen. At an angular span of ±4°, a
significant reduction in the zero-order transmission dip and the presence of the lower-order
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mode is seen. The transmission dip gets further shallower and shifts towards the longer
wavelengths as the angular spectrum of the source approaches ±8°. It can be concluded from
the spectral results that when the angular spectrum of the source exceeds ±4°, the resonances
are affected in a significant way. This angular span corresponds to the spot diameter of
around 20 for a central wavelength of 1.297 µm according to this model.

Figure 7.25: Gaussian beam divergence in the farfield as a function of beam radius for the
wavelength of 1.297 µm.

Taking farfield into consideration, the beam divergence for a wavelength of 1.297 µm is
plotted in Figure 7.25. The calculation is performed for this wavelength because the light
source in the real measurement setup has the same central wavelength. It shows that the
angular divergence of the beam increases exponentially as the beam waist radius reduces. The
smaller beam waists possess larger angular spectrum which weakens the Fano-resonances.
The problem can be solved by using bigger beam spots.

7.4 Modelling a Focused Beam
As discussed in the description of the measurement setup in section 4.3.3, the collimated
beam is focused on the substrate using an objective lens. While investigating the spectral and
angular sensitivity of the Fano-resonances, it was essential to numerically simulate and
analyse the focusing of a Gaussian beam mimicking the real measurement setup. Various
simulation models were made to design a focused illumination and investigate its effects on
the Fano-resonances. One idea was to make a 3D model with point sources arranged in form
a spherical curvature and the resultant field should be focused at a point as shown in Figure
7.26. But this model did not yield the desired results as the resultant wavefronts were either
not perfectly Gaussian or were unable to retain their shape.
A more efficient idea was to design a Gaussian beam with combination of several plane wave
sources located in the same lateral plane and engineering their amplitudes and phases. The
plan wave model discussed in section 7.1.1 to generate an oblique incidence was utilized as a
basic building block. The Gaussian amplitude function (reported in section 3.3) was used to
distribute the amplitude and phase factors along the source plane. Figure 7.27(a) shows basic
model of Gaussian beam designed by placing a number of plane wave sources along the
lateral axis. The amplitude distribution is indicated in red and the direction of the wavefronts
of individual plane waves is indicated which is engineered by changing the phase angle of
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each plane wave source. By varying the direction of the wavefronts a focused Gaussian
source is achieved.

Figure 7.26: Cross-section of the 3D-FDTD models with point sources arranged in form of a
spherical curvature to focus the field at a point.

In simulation model, the length of component plane wave sources is defined as 5 and the
sources overlap each other. To achieve a high resolution the separation between plane wave
sources is defined as 0.1 . In Figure 7.27(b), the amplitude and phase distribution for the
component sources are indicated with red circles and blue triangles, respectively. The focus is
achieved by defining a negative phase angle on left side of the beam till it reaches zero at the
central plane and increase positively on the right side of the beam.

(a)

(b)

Figure 7.27: (a) Basic specification of the focused Gaussian beam model with indication of
component plane wave sources, amplitude distribution and phase angle of wavefronts.
(b) Distribution of the amplitude and the phase angle along the source axis. The red circles show the
amplitude distribution and phase angle is depicted by blue triangles.

The cross-sectional view of simulation domain in Figure 7.28 shows the real time
propagation of a Gaussian beam generated by above defined numerical model. The
simulation domain has dimensions of 96
120 (
). Figure 7.28(a) shows a
Gaussian beam without focusing where the phase angle for all the component plane wave
sources is defined as zero. Whereas, Figure 7.28(b), this source model is focused to a point by
varying the phase angle of the component sources. The focus angle can be changed by
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varying the phase function along the source axis. This source model can be used to generate a
beam with any user defined functions. The model can be named as plane wave composed
Gaussian beam to be referred in upcoming sections.

.

(a)

(b)

Figure 7.28: (a) A Gaussian beam generated by placing a number of plane wave sources in the same
source axis and assigning the correct amplitude factors. (b) Creating a desired focus by varying the
phase of the component plane wave sources.

(a)

(b)

Figure 7.29: (a) E- field intensity along the propagation axis of the beam as a function of focusing
angle for a beam waist radius of =15a. (b) Shape of the wavefronts at the focus point and after it.
The beam has a waist radius of =15a and a focus angle of =30°.

To define the focus of the source in simulation model, an angle
is specified. The angle
defines the phase distribution function of the source. The illustration in Figure 7.29(a) shows
the intensity of the propagating field monitored along central axes of simulation domain. The
numerical oscillation at the source origin should be ignored. It shows that the intensity of the
field varies along the propagation axis of the Gaussian beam as a function of the focusing
angle . The Gaussian beam was defined with a beam waist radius of
. The value
of the focus angle
is varied for a range of focusing angles from 0° to ±60°. It can be seen
that as the focus angle
is increased, the focus point of the beam moves closer to the source
origin plane. Moreover, in Figure 7.29(b), the intensity distribution of the Gaussian beam
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along its lateral axes for a focusing angle
° is shown. The intensity of the wavefronts
is recorded at two different points, i.e. at the focus point and after the focus.
Several calculations were performed by varying various parameters related to Gaussian beam
such as beam waist, focus angle, amplitude distribution and Rayleigh range. The result in
Figure 7.30(a) shows the variation in the E-field intensity along the propagation axis of the
beam as a function of beam waist radius
, where the focus angle is kept constant at
. The results fit to the theory that the smaller beam waists converge and diverge
rapidly due to higher angular components. The focus point of the beam moves away from the
source origin point as the beam waist is increased. The wavefronts of the beams with waist
radius of
=20 and focus angle of 40° are plotted together in Figure 7.30(b) for various
monitor layers along the simulation domain. The monitor layers are separated from each
other with a distance of 10 wavelengths so the monitor layer 02 corresponds to a distance of
20 wavelengths from the source origin and so on. In Figure 7.30(b) the peak intensity of the
wavefronts increases going from monitor layer 04 to 06 and it starts declining as seen on
monitor layer 08. The beam is focused at monitor layer 06, therefore, it shows the highest
intensity at it.

(a)

(b)

Figure 7.30: (a) Focusing of the beam with a focus angle of =40° for different values of beam waist
radius. (b) The intensity of the wavefronts at various monitor layers along the propagation axis. The
wavefronts are shown for a beam waist radius of =20a and a focus angle of =40°.

Here it is important to consider that the main purpose of presented simulation model is to
model focusing of light and to do some basic investigations. Due to the limitation of the
model, it is not possible to design focus of light beams with larger beam waists. Moreover, in
real light beams, the focusing is limited to diffraction limited and optical lenses have larger
focal lengths. In real optical measurement setups, the typical distances between optical
components can be in the range of millimetres and centimetres or larger. However, the
simulation domain is limited to micrometre dimensions (96 120 µm).

7.5 Modelling Optical Beam of the Existing
Characterization Setup
In a real characterization setup, light passes through several optical components and each of
them has effects on the beam reaching the substrate. Additionally, the distances in real
characterization setup are in range of millimetres and centimetres. Considering the numerical
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models, first of all the optical components cannot be simulated together and secondly, the
simulation domains have dimensions in micrometre range. Already knowing the properties of
the beam passing through all the optical components and reaching the substrate, the
simulation considers the beam near the substrate as depicted in Figure 7.31.

Figure 7.31: Focusing of the beam in real optical measurement setup after passing through the
objective lens. The simulation model considers already focused beam spot just above the PhC sample.

The modelled Gaussian beam above the substrate is considered to be focused with the spot
diameters generated by the real setup. However, the simulation model cannot be totally
identical to real setup due to its limitations. For instance, the information of the real setup
such as possible effects due to aberrations of the optical components or variation in the beam
properties due to their alignments is not considered. Initially, large simulation domains were
designed to simulate the focusing mechanism of the real setup, but since the computational
resources are limited, the idea was transformed to simulate the spot of the beam within the
100 µm distance from the substrate. The divergence of the beam focused on the substrate is
very low within 100 µm distance above the substrate, therefore it is not considered in
simulation model.

(a)

(b)

Figure 7.32: (a) Beam divergence as a function of beam radius for wavelengths of 1.297 µm and
1.559 µm. (b) Beam divergence as a function of wavelength, for beam radii range of 2 µm to 14 µm.

To numerically model the real characterization setup, first the basic properties were
calculated in Matlab and then they were then used as a base for numerical simulations. As
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reported in section 4.3.3, the transmission measurement setup at laboratory can use two
different light sources with central wavelengths of
µm and 1.559 µm along with
two collimators with different focal lengths (11.29 mm and 37.13 mm). With the combination
of two light sources with different central wavelengths and two different collimators, four
different spot sizes can be generated, i.e. beam radii of
2.14 µm, 7.02 µm, 2.57 µm and
8.44 µm (Table 4.1). The simulations are performed keeping these parameters in view.
The beam divergence for both central wavelengths is shown in Figure 7.32(a) which shows
that the smaller spot size beams have larger divergence. Moreover, Figure 7.32(b) plots beam
divergence as a function of wavelength for different beam radii. It can be seen that beam
divergence increases going to the longer wavelengths and decreasing the spot size. It means
shorter wavelengths can be focused to smaller spots with less angular divergence. In case of
larger wavelengths, larger spot sizes should be used to avoid larger angular divergence.

Figure 7.33: Resulting transmission spectra of PhC structure from four different combinations of
available light sources and collimators.

The numerical model of the Gaussian beam adopts the same modelling approach described in
previous section, i.e. plane wave composed Gaussian beam. Figure 7.33 shows the
transmission spectra of the PhC structure in 2D simulation after being illuminated by the
mentioned source model. The simulations were performed with all four combinations of the
light sources and beam waists resulting from two different collimators. The results show a
variation in the transmission spectra as the central wavelength and beam waists are varied.
The light source with a central wavelength of
and beam radius of
, results in the deepest transmission dip. The resonant modes get shallower as
the beam waist radius decreases and secondary modes show their presence since smaller
beams have larger angular spectrum. From the simulation it can be concluded that a better
working device can be achieved by using larger spot sizes of incident beam.

7.6 Amplitude Coefficient Calculation
So far in this chapter, the angular sensitivity of PhC structures has been investigated using
both plane wave models and Gaussian beam models. By using the source model as a
superposition of plane waves, the transmission spectra of plane waves at different incident
angles were compared to transmission spectrum resulting from a Gaussian beam. In this case,
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these transmission spectra (which are basically the ratios of intensities of transmitted wave
over incident wave) were directly added up and the phase information of the incident waves
was not relevant. However, talking about superposition of waves, it is known from the theory
that the phase plays an important role in deciding constructive and destructive interference of
the waves.
To study the angular sensitivity of the dielectric PhCs considering the phase information of
incident waves, an amplitude coefficient calculation model was developed. The model is
related to the description of the transmitted waves at the interface given by Fresnel equation.
Normally the Fresnel equation takes the reference point on the interface of the two media,
which gives the phase difference values very accurately. But in the presented mode, the goal
was to also consider the effects of PhC structures on the transmitted light. Therefore, the
reference points are taken at a distance of 5 λ on both sides of the interface. It can give an
account of how properties of the transmitted light are changed while coupling in and out of
PhC structure. The idea of calculating amplitude coefficients using Fresnel equation is first
tested on a bulk glass substrate and in the next step it is applied to PhC structure.

7.6.1 Verifying the Numerical Model on Unstructured Glass
Substrate
A plane wave source is placed in free space at a distance of 10 λ above the substrate as shown
in Figure 7.34. The vertical axis is indicated with a dotted black line and the distances are
measured with reference to the intersection point between the vertical axis and the interface
of the substrate. To monitor the incident and transmitted field, two field monitor layers (S1
and T1) are placed at a distance of 5 λ above and below the interface, respectively. The
optical distance inside the substrate is calculated as per refractive index of the medium. The
incidence angle of the source is varied from =0° to 20° and the orientation of the field
monitor layers changes as per incidence and refraction angle of the source.

Figure 7.34: Simulation model to calculate the amplitude coefficients as a fuction of incidence angle
in a bulk glass substrate.

The simulation runs for 200 time steps with a continuous wave plane wave source and the
field is recorded on the monitor layers. The simulation is performed in two steps, i.e. the
incident field
on S1 is calculated in absence of substrate to avoid distortion of the
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wavefronts due to the back reflections from the air-material interface. The transmitted field
at T1 is calculated in the second run in presence of the substrate. All the reported
calculations are based on the fields recorded on the mid points of the monitor layers since
they are located at integral multiples of 5 λ. The complex amplitues are recored in the
follwing format:
(7.8)

The caluclations were made for three different refractive index values of the substrate, i.e.
⁄ ) of the field at
1.5, 2.5 and 3.5. The instant amplitudes and phase angles (
time instant of
as functions of incidence angle in free space and material are
plotted in Figure 7.35. The time step
was chosen to make sure the odd effects at the
start of the simulation are completely gone and the field has a constant amplitude. The
electric field component of the incident source is specified parallel to the incidence plane, i.e.
.
In principle, the amplitude of the field in the free space should reamin constant as the
incidence angle varies, but here it drops since the source component
weakens on higer
incidence angles, which is undesired. Some alternate methods were also tried, e.g. a source
with both
and
components at the same time was simulated but the amplitude in free
space increased as the incidence angle varied, since both components add up. The model was
also tried with a
source components, but since the model is in 2D-FDTD ( and
direction), the field component in -direction yielded zero amplitude. Moreover, a source
with field component of
was also simulated, but it also yielded a
zero amplitude value. The model can be improved by 3D-FDTD simulations in future works.

Figure 7.35: Real part of the complex amplitudes of the incident and transmitted fields plotted as
function of incidence angle of the source. The values are calculated for three different values of
refractive index of the substrate, i.e. 1.5, 2.5 and 3.5.

The amplitude coefficient of the field is calculated as a direct ratio of complex values of
transmitted and incident field amplitudes as:
(7.9)
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The resultant amplitude coefficients for the three mentioned refractive index values as a
function of incidence angle of source is shown in Figure 7.36. The amplitude coefficient
value for was calculated using Fresnel equation (3.56) given in section 0, is also plotted as
reference. Due to the limitations and undesired effects in the used 2D-FDTD simulation
model, the plot slightly deviates from the amplitude coeffient plotted with Fresnel equation.

Figure 7.36: Real part of transmission amplitude coefficient plotted as a function of incident angle of
the source. The refractive index of the substrate is varied to three different values, i.e. 1.5, 2.5 and
3.5.

7.6.2 Free Space to Photonic Crystal Slab
The schematic diagram of the simulation model for amplitude coefficient calculation in PhC
slab is shown in Figure 7.37. The PhC slab consists of 30 periods of cylindrical air-holes and
the model is based on the same design as discussed in the previous section.

Figure 7.37: A 2D-FDTD amplitude coefficient calculation model for PhC slab with 30 periods of
air-holes.

The incident and transmitted E-field amplitudes for bulk glass and the PhC structure are
shown in Figure 7.38. The transmitted amplitude in bulk glass has a positive value and it
declines gradually as the incidence angle is increased. However, in PhCs slab the transmitted
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amplitude starts with a negative value at normal incidence and it rises exponentially till the
incident angle of 5° and it decreases in an exponential way as the incidence angle increases
further.
The amplitude coefficient of the PhC structure shown in Figure 7.39 follows similar trends as
observed in case of amplitude plot. The trends in the plot can have many possible
explanations and they help to understand the angular sensitivity of the Fano-resonances from
a different point of view. At normal incidence, the Fano-resonances in the PhC structure are
strongest and the amplitude coefficient has the least value. Whereas, at higher incidence
angles the zero-order mode resonances get weaker and the modes separate as discussed in
section 7.1.1, and the amplitude coefficient seem to be rising.

Figure 7.38: Incident and transmitted values of E-field amplitude for bulk glass substrate and PhC
structure plotted as a function of incidence angle of the source.

Figure 7.39: Plot showing transmission amplitude coefficients for bulk glass and PhC structure as a
function of incidence angle of the source.

The absolute value and the phase of transmission amplitude coefficients for bulk glass and
PhC structure are plotted in Figure 7.40(a) and Figure 7.40(b), respectively. The absolute
values show the similar trend as seen in case of transmission amplitude coefficient plot
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(Figure 7.40). The phase angle as a function of incident angle of the source shows almost
linear behaviour in case of bulk glass, whereas, it varies exponentially for PhC structure.
The jumps in the graphs are the result of random oscillation in the field and numerical
imperfections of the simulation method. As explained in chapter 4, the FDTD divides the
computational domain into grids to calculate the variation of E-filed in time. In amplitude
coefficient calculation model, the monitor point is shifted to a different position as the
incidence angle is varied and the oscillating field amplitudes on the wavefronts can vary on
different instants of time and grid positions inside the domain. Additionally, the resolution of
the simulation domain can also play an important role in placement and shifting of the field
monitor point. For instance, in a low resolution simulation, the shift of the monitor points
with incidence angle might not be smooth, which can result in random variations in the
calculations.

(a)

(b)

Figure 7.40: (a) The absolute value of transmission amplitude coefficient for bulk glass and PhC
structure. (b) The phase of transmission amplitude coefficient for bulk glass and PhC structure.

The developed model for amplitude coefficient calculation of PhC structures shows strong
effects and this information can be utilized to understand the angular sensitivity of the PhC
structures. However, there are some imperfections which cannot be answered at the moment.
Further investigations on this model are beyond the scope of this work due to time
limitations. This model can be used as a base for further investigations in future works.

7.7 Summary
In this chapter, the challenges in the optical characterization of dielectric PhC structures were
numerically studied, step by step. Mainly, these challenges are due to the finite size of the
source and its angular spectrum. In first step, simple models were used to study the angular
sensitivity using a quasi-infinite plane wave source. Using these models, the variation in the
Fano-resonances as a function of incidence angle was investigated. These results were then
used as a base for further investigations. Conversely, keeping the source angle constant and
tilting of the substrate was also studied. The effects of spot size of the incident beam on the
resonances are also reported. In light of above investigations, it was found out that there are
two deciding factors in a finite beam affecting the resonances, the incidence angle of the
source and its spot size.
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After the investigations using plane wave model, the transmission spectra of PhC structures
were computed using Gaussian beam models in 2D and 3D-FDTD simulations. It was found
that sources with bigger diameter yield a good quality of resonances since they have less
angular components. Higher angular components degrade the quality of resonances and their
presence becomes more evident in Gaussian beams with smaller beam waists. A larger spot
size offers a stronger in and out coupling of the field in the PhC-waveguide during the
guided-mode resonances due its greater coverage area. Furthermore, in Gaussian beams with
larger spot size, the beam waist extends on the unstructured parts of the substrate, which has
no negative impact on the transmission spectrum.
Since the angular spectrum of the Gaussian beam is a sum of the angular components of
individual plane waves, therefore, as a next step, those two effects were combined together.
Two different models of Gaussian beam were designed by superposition of plane waves. The
first model was designed by rotating the source plane around the centre point to generate
plane waves at various incidences simultaneously. The plane wave sources must be assigned
with correct amplitude factors to generate a Gaussian beam. The second model is based on
overlapping numerous plane wave sources along the same lateral axes and defining their
amplitudes as Gaussian function. Additionally, the beam can be focused at a desired point by
engineering the phase of the plane wave components.
The Gaussian beam model as superposition of plane waves was verified by summing up the
amplitudes of plane wave components and comparing it to the amplitude of a Gaussian beam.
Moreover, it is also shown that the sum of transmission spectra of PhC structure with plane
wave sources at different incidence angles is almost equal to the transmission spectrum
calculated using a Gaussian source with same angular range. The Gaussian beam model as
superposition of plane waves was used to investigate the effect of the individual angular
components on the Fano-resonances. It was observed that due to the presence of angular
components in the incident beam exceeding ±4°, the strength of the resonances strongly
decreases and the linewidth increases. The minimum beam spot diameter to achieve good
excitation results is found out to be 20 for the presented PhC structures for the excitation
source in wavelength ranges of 1.29 µm and 1.55 µm.
Some essential parameters related to an already existing optical characterization setup were
also simulated such as focusing of the beam and properties of the beam spot reaching the
substrate. The effects of different spot sizes generated by combination of two available light
sources and collimators in the setup were also simulated along with their divergence in free
space. It was found out that different central wavelengths of the source and different spot
sizes can result in a shift of the resonance wavelengths and a variation in the quality of the
resonances. To get good characterization results, it should be kept in mind that shorter
wavelengths can be focused to smaller spots with smaller angular divergence. While working
with longer wavelength ranges, larger spot sizes should be used to avoid angular divergence
of the beam.
The last goal of the chapter was to sum up the transmission spectra of plane waves at
different incident angles and to compare it with the transmission spectrum resulting from a
Gaussian beam. But, since the transmission intensities do not contain the phase information,
they cannot be directly summed up to get the desired results. To find out the amplitude and
phase dependency of the resonances for incident wavefronts, an amplitude coefficient
calculation model was designed. At first the model was used to calculate the amplitude
coefficients in unstructured substrates with different refractive indices and to plot them as a
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function of incidence angle of the source. The results were not as perfect as in case of
theoretical models due to various challenges and limitation in the used numerical method,
however, the trends were similar. The model was later applied to compute the amplitude
coefficient in PhC slab. The results show strong effects which further helps to study the
angular sensitive of Fano-resonances.

8 Conclusion and Outlook
Dielectric slab waveguide PhC structures operating in the near infrared range were
investigated in this thesis. The effect of different design layouts and structural parameters on
the transmission characteristics of Fano-filters was studied. The dielectric PhCs were
experimentally implemented using FIB milling lithography and the fabrication results were
used as an input for the numerical simulations. The Fano-filters were also designed based on
the experimental results from fs-laser material processing and effects of various structural
details on their performance were investigated. Moreover, various challenges in the optical
characterization of the dielectric PhCs were theoretically studied which provide a basis for
the improvement of measurement results.
All-solid layer slab waveguide based Fano-filter design has been used in this work since it
offers a better mechanical stability and an easier experimental implementation as compared to
air-suspended membrane designs. The numerical simulations were carried out by using both
2D and 3D-FDTD. In order to achieve a better field confinement and transmission
characteristics, different design layouts of PhC filters and their design parameters were
investigated. The resonances depend on two basic parameters, the effective refractive index
of the PhC-waveguide and its coupling efficiency. Effective refractive index of a
PhC-waveguide was studied analogous to the thickness of a conventional slab waveguide and
number of modes in it. The design parameters affecting the effective refractive index are the
fill-factor, waveguide layer thickness and shape of the PhC-elements. The transmission
characteristics are enhanced by etching the holes deep into the substrate since it improves the
contrast of refractive index between the waveguide layer and its surrounding media.
Considering simulation models of finite devices, Fano-filter designs with 30×30 array of
PhC-elements and an excitation source with a spot diameter around 20 , yield good
transmission characteristics with relative linewidth of around 1.0%.
The fabrication of the dielectric PhCs was carried out using FIB milling lithography. The
fabrication recipe was optimized for three different ion-beam currents, i.e. 300 pA, 700 pA
and 1.5 nA, and the resulting structural profiles were studied. The structuring process was
improved by milling at higher ion-beam currents which reduces the overall fabrication time.
The fabrication challenges such as stage drifting and surface charging are also discussed.
Finally, good quality fabrication results are reported at milling currents of 700 pA and
1.5 nA.
Based on the provided experimental and characterization results from fs-laser material
processing, different shapes of these high aspect-ratio holes were modelled in FDTD. These
structural shapes vary according to the type of fs-laser pulses used and the pulse parameters.
For numerical modelling, the hole-shapes were identified into three main categories, i.e.
ellipsoid holes, conical holes and deep channel holes. Based on these structural shapes,
various Fano-filter design layouts were investigated and their spectral properties were
studied. Since the fs-laser setup was configured to work only in silica glass, the design layout
of Fano-filters with waveguide material deposited on already structured silica substrate was
taken as a standard. In these high aspect-ratio structures, waveguide layer gets a bumpy
profile due to the presence of rims around the holes and partial filling of material inside the
holes. The transmission characteristics of Fano-filters due to these special structural features
such as rim formation, dents on the surface of the waveguide and presence of air-voids under
the waveguide was also investigated. The results show that the presence of dents on the
151
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surface of waveguide shifts the resonant mode towards shorter wavelengths and broadens it.
However, the presence of rim narrows the linewidth of the resonant modes and shifts them to
the shorter wavelengths. The air-voids under the waveguide result in decreasing the linewidth
of the resonances and hence improving their quality. Finally, 3D-FDTD models of finite
sized devices based on different design layouts and hole-shapes are presented.
An InP based polarization selective filter was designed as a single unit cell model and
fabricated in former thesis works, but the simulation and fabrication results did not fit
together. To explain these differences, a more realistic approach was used in this work, by
simulating a finite model of the fabricated device. The results help to understand the
difference between the unit cell model and the finite device model. Moreover, the effects of
finite size of the device and a Gaussian beam with 8 spot size, on the performance of filter
can be studied. The simulation results show a good agreement with the measurement results
in terms of polarization selectivity and number of resonant peaks in the spectral results.
The challenges in the optical characterization of dielectric PhC filter have been studied in
detail in this work. Mainly, these challenges involve the finite size of the source, its angular
spectrum and finite size of the structure. In a step by step approach, first the sensitivity of
Fano-resonances to the incident angle of the source was investigated using quasi-infinite
plane wave source models. Conversely, keeping the source angle constant and tilting of the
substrate was also studied. The effect of the spot size of the incident beam on the resonances
is also reported. Then, these results were used as a base for further investigations. It was
found that there are two main factors in finite beam which affect the Fano-resonances, i.e. the
incidence angle of the source and its spot size. Investigations were also done using Gaussian
beam models. It was found that higher angular components degrade the quality of resonances
and their presence becomes more evident in Gaussian beams with smaller beam waists.
Gaussian beams with larger spot size yield better transmission characteristics due to their
smaller angular spectrum.
For further investigations, two different models of Gaussian beam based superposition of
plane waves were designed. The first model is based on plane wave sources at different
incidence angles with correct amplitude factors to generate a Gaussian beam. The model was
used to investigate the effect of the individual angular components on Fano-resonances. It
was observed that due to the presence of angular components in the incident beam exceeding
±4°, the strength of the resonances strongly decreases and the linewidth increases. For
dielectric Fano-filter devices with 30×30 periods of PhC-elements, the minimum beam spot
diameter must be 20 for the wavelength range of 1.29 µm to 1.8 µm, to achieve good
excitation results. The second model of Gaussian beam is based on placing multiple plane
wave sources along the lateral axis and assigning correct amplitude and phase factors. This
model was used to study the focusing of the beam by engineering the phase of the plane wave
components.
Some essential parameters related to an already existing optical characterization setup were
also simulated, such as beam focus, spot size of the beam on the substrate, its divergence, etc.
The effects of different spot sizes generated by combination of two available light sources in
the setup and the collimators were simulated along with their divergence in free space. It was
found that the range and the quality of resonances depend on the central wavelength and the
spot sizes of beam. To get good characterization results, it should be considered that shorter
wavelengths can be focused to smaller spots with smaller angular divergence. While working
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with longer wavelengths, larger spot sizes should be used to avoid angular divergence of the
beam.
Moreover, amplitude coefficient calculation model was designed to find out the amplitude
and phase dependency of the resonances. At first the model was used to calculate the
amplitude coefficients in bulk substrate for different refractive indices. The results showed
similar trends but they were not as perfect as the ideal theoretical models plotted by Fresnel
equations due to various challenges and limitation in the numerical modelling. The model
was later used to calculate amplitude coefficient in a PhC slab. The results show strong
effects which help to further study the angular sensitivity of Fano-resonances.
As concluding remarks, all-solid dielectric slab devices offer a great potential to fabricate
PhCs with variety of design layouts and structural profiles. Fabrication technologies based on
charged particles undergo surface charging and prolonged process durations due to the
hardness of the dielectric materials which limits the fabrication quality. The usage of focused
ion-beam for structuring of PhC devices suffers from stage drifts causing misalignments of
the beam during longer fabrication processes. Usage of high energy fs-laser pulses for
material processing offer a number of advantages including simplification of the fabrication
process to two basic steps, i.e. structuring of the substrate and deposition of the thin films.
Additionally, with low fabrication cost and flexibility to structure holes with different depths
and structural profiles using fs-laser pulses, Fano-filters can be designed to cover a wide
spectral range and variety of transmission characteristics.
In future works, the presented numerical models of Fano-filters can be experimentally
implemented and the results can be compared to the simulations. Moreover, the presented
investigations on the angular sensitivity and sources related issues can be used as a base to
further study and to improve the optical characterization of the dielectric PhCs. The
fabricated dielectric PhC devices can be optically characterized in future works and the
results can be used to experimentally investigate the effects of finite size of PhC structure and
excitation source. The amplitude coefficient calculation model presented in this work can be
improved in future works by 3D-FDTD simulations and it can be used to further investigate
the angular sensitivity of the PhC structures.
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Appendix
Comparison between 2D and 3D FDTD simulations
The computational requirements of a simulation domain are dependent on many factors such
as, resolutions, type of source, dimensions of the domain, etc. To compare 2D and 3D
simulations, all these parameters must be kept constant and only one dimension needs to be
eliminated. Since it is not the main task of the thesis, this case has not been specially studied.
To give a rough idea of comparison between 2D and 3D simulations, few models from the
work are discussed here.

Figure 01: (a) A 2D simulation model with PML boundaries. (b) 3D simulation model with PBCs.
(c) 3D simulation model with PML boundaries in all the directions.
Type of Simulation Model
Dimensions of Simulation
Domain (
)
PhC Elements (unit a)
Resolution

2D with PML

3D with PBCs

3D with PML

90 0 50

4 4 8

34 34 8

30 periods
14

PML boundaries

In x and z direction

Usage of PBC
Use of Symmetry Conditions

No
No
Gaussian source with
spot size of 20a

4 4 periods
20
Only in z
direction
x and y
No

Type of Source
Number of frequencies for
Gaussian pulse source (nfreq)
Simulation time
approx.(minutes)
Memory requirement
(Gigabytes)
Optimized radius of holes
Optimized waveguide thickness
Optimized thickness of top
layer
Wavelength Range of
Resonances (µm)

Plane wave

30

periods
16
In x, y and z
direction
No
In x and y directions
Plane wave with
circular spot of 20a

400

500

300

≈ 22

≈ 27

≈ 400

≈ 2.5 to 3

≈ 3 to 4

≈ 9 to 12

0.31
0.44

0.30
0.33

0.30
0.33

0.70

0.30

0.30

1.2 to 1.4

1.6 to 1.7

1.6 to 1.7

Table 01: Comparison between the 2D and 3D simulation models given in Figure 01.
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Experimental Parameters
Fabricated Structures
Pulse Shape

Pulse Energy

BWL

100 nJ

TOD

250 nJ

Figure Number
Figure 6.1
Figure 6.4 (b)
Figure 6.4 (a)
Figure 6.2
Figure 6.6 (a,b)
Figure 6.8 (a)
Figure 6.40 (a)
Figure 6.42

for

Femtosecond

Phase Parameter
-----

Laser

Focal Position (µm)
--------+1 to +4
-3 to +4
+2 to +4
-------------

Figure 02: Femtosecond laser pulse parameters for the experimental results shown in this work.

Gaussian Beam Amplitude as a Sum of Plane Wave
Amplitudes at different Incidence Angles

Figure 03: Plane wave amplitudes at simulation time step of
plane wave has nearly zero amplitude.

, where the normal incidence

Figure 04: Sum of amplitudes of plane waves at different incidence angles to form Gaussian
amplitude.
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